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PREFACE
The Present Manual is an attempt made by the Official Committee
constituted for the purpose to lay down the Office Procedure with regard to the
following:
I. Constitution of Karnataka Legislature Secretariat
II. Powers and Duties of the Officers of the Secretariat
III. The Outline Process Chart of a paper from Receipt to Disposal
IV. Receipt, Registration and Distribution of Dak
V. Diarising and Marking of Dak in Section
VI. Action on Receipts, Notes and Orders
VII. Drafting
VIII. Printing of Board / Special Board orders
IX. Issue and Action thereafter
X. Forms and Rules of Correspondence
XI. Arrangement and Maintenance of Files
XII. Indexing and Recording
XIII. Process of Parliamentary Matters
XIV. Checks on Delays
XV. Inspections
XVI. Secretariat Records
XVII. Representation
XVIII. Miscellaneous
It is expected that all the Officers and Officials in the Legislature
Secretariat will study carefully and familiarise themselves with the Manual and
follow scrupulously the procedure laid down therein.
Comments and suggestions to make this Manual more useful are always
welcome.

Bangalore,
Dated: Ist November 1997

YAKUB SHARIFF
Secretary.
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CHAPTER I
LEGISLATURE SECRETARIAT
1. Constitution of Karnataka Legislature Secretariat:
The Constitution of India provides that there shall be a separate
Secretariat for the State Legislature. The provisions of Article 187 of the
Constitution of India envisage an autonomous secretariat for the Legislature under
the control of the speaker and the Chairman. The Karnataka Legislature Secretariat
has been accorded independent status under G.O. No. LAW 67 LGA 79, dated 29-91984.
2. Powers and Functions of the Special Board:
The Special Board is the appointing authority for the category of posts of
Secretary and Joint Secretary, Rules (including amendments to the existing rules),
Order, Notifications and the like under the Legislature, Legislators, Presiding
Officers, the Leaders of Opposition and the Government Chief Whips in respect of
their salary, all types of allowances, pensions, medical bills, accommodation,
personal staff, journeys, facilities and all orders relating to them shall be issued
only with the approval of the Special Board.
No order having financial implications shall be issued without the approval
of the Special Board and all such proposals shall be placed before the Special
Board by the Secretary, Legislature with the remarks of the Government in the
Finance Department.
The Special Board may by order, amend the Rules by increasing or
reducing the number of posts specified therein or by adding there to any now
category of posts or in any other manner.
3. Powers and Functions of the Board:
The Board exercises control ovr the staff and administraton of the
Karnataka Legislature Secretariat in view of the provision of Article 187 of the
Constitution of India (and the Rules framed thereunder). The Board, without the
approval of the Special Board, can creats the category of posts of Deputy
Secretaries and under Secretaries in Group ‘A’ and posts in Group ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’
with the concurrence of Financial Department.
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4. Power and Functions of the Secretary:
The Secretary, subject to the approval of the Board, exercise control over
the staff of the Karnataka Legislature Secretariat and shall be responsible for the
working of the Secretariat.
The Secretary has the powers, privileges and status of a Secretary to
Government.
The Secretary is the appointing authority for the category of Group ‘D’
Posts.
5. The Legislature Secretariat:
(1)

The business of the Legislature Secretariat is transected in the

following Sections/Branches of the Secretariat.
(1)

Legislation Branch (L.A.)

(2)

Legislation question Branch (L.A.)

(3)

Legislation Branch (L.C.)

(4)

Legislation Question Branch (L.C.)

(5)

Executive Branch

(6)

Library

(7)

Reference and Research Section

(8)

Administration-I section

(9)

Administration-II Section

(10)

Legislator’s Home

(11)

Accounts-I & III Section

(12)

Accounts-II Section

(13)

Receipts & Issue Section

(14)

Editing Section

(15)

Reporting Section

(16)

Committee on Public Accounts

(17)

Committee on Public Undertakings
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(18)

Committee on Estimates

(19)

Committee on the Welfare of SCs/STs

(20)

Committee on the Welfare of BCs/BTs

(21)

LA/LC Assurances Committee Section

(22)

Sub-ordinate Legislation Committee Section

(23)

Records Section

(2) The business of the Secretariat is classified, distributed in and between
different sections as mentioned in Annexures to this Manual
(3) The Secretariat shall generally be under the overall control of the
Secretary.
(4) The Secretary may be assisted in the discharge of his work by such
number of Joint Secretaries/Deputy Secretaries, under Secretaries and Section
Officers as may be decided from time to time.
(5) Each Section shall be given such number of Senior Assistants, Assistants,
Junior Assistants, Typists and Group ‘D’ staff as the volume of work in the section
warrants.
(6) In every section, there shall be a number of stenographers, who may be
either attaches to Officers or to sections or kept in a pool for common use.
Stenographers attached to officers will also act as their personal Assistant vide
para 15.
(7) The Secretariat is served by a General Receipts and Issue Section. Subject
to the provisions of para 37 of the Manual, this section receives all communications
addressed to Officers in the Secretariat and despatches all communications sent
out by the sections of the Secretariat.
(8) There is a Library which contains books and periodicals required for the
use of the Members and Secretariat Staff, for reference and general study. The
Library is available for the use of any Member or the Secretariat Staff and such
others as may be specially authorized by the Secretary. Detailed information
regarding the Library is given in Appendix-I.
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CHAPTER II
POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE OFFICERS OF THE SECRETARIAT
SECRETARY6. (i) The Administrative control of the Secretariat services rests with
the Board subject to such general or special directions as the Secretary may give,
from time to time. The Deputy or Under Secretaries in the secretariat who are
placed incharge of the Administration will attend to matters relating to
appointments, postings leave, retirement, disciplinary action of the Secretariat staff
and their allocation amongst the several sections.
(ii) Secretary has the overall responsibility for officient functioning of the
Secretariat and for making continual affor for administrative improvement in the
entire machinery of the Secretariat.
ADDITIONAL SECRETARY/JOINT SECRETARIES
7. Subject to the general control and supervision of the Secretary, SecretaryII/Additional Secretary/Joint Secretary will be in independent charge of a specific
blook of work in the Secretariat as may be assigned to him and in respect of such
work, discharges all the functions of Secretary. But the Secretary may, at any time
call for a case or class of cases to assigned and deal with the case or class of cases
himself. The Secretary will also keep himself generally in touch with the major
decisions taken in respect of the work assigned to the Secretary-II/Additional
Secretary/Joint Secretary, to see that there is full co-ordination of the work of the
Secretariat as a who is. The Secretary will also be responsible for all administrative
and other work summon to the whole of the Secretariat.
DEPUTY SECRETARY
8. The Deputy Secretaries/Registrar, as their name implies, deputise for the
Secretary and will exercise such powers as the Board/Secretary delegate to them
from time to time.
INTERNAL FINANCIAL ADVISER (IFA)
9. The IFA will be incharge of all the work relating to the Finance, Budget and
Accounts of Secretariat as mentioned in the KIS (Consultation with Financial
Adviser) Rules, 1986.
UNDER SECRETARY
10. (i) An Under Secretary is the Junior most Officer on the first ring of the
secretariat hierarchy authorized to issue orders in the name of the Governor of
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Karnataka, Special Board and Board. He exercises control over the Section or
Sections placed in his charge both in regard to the dispatch of business and in
regard to discipline. It is his duty to check delays, superfluous moting and prolity
of language, whether in notes or drafts and enforce the rigid observance of all rules
in regard to office notes drafting, referencing, indexing recording, etc., and to
ensure that coreless and dilatory subordinates are brought to book. In accordance
with the delegation of powers and such specific instructions as the Secretary may
issue from time to time, he may pass final orders approving the proposal in other
cases and he will see that points on which orders are required are clearly and
consisely set further and will ordinarily express his own views on them. Established
precedants represent the weight of experience and are useful in ensuring uniform
treatment between individuals and are thus of great importance. But they should
be used with discretion and judgment and in particular, their applicability to
existing conditions should always be carefully considered. When the special
Board/Board have passed orders in a case, the Under Secretary should see that
those orders are conveyed accurately, clearly and in suitable language to those
whom they concern, and that all relevant points are dealt with in the
communication to be issued.
(ii) It is the duty of every Officer to place before the Secretary and Board all
Facts relevant to a case particularly Audicating the points for decisions and tender
appropriate advice to the Board. The advice tendered at all stages should be in
conformity with the objective assessment of facts. It is the duty of every Officer/
Official to express his views freely and concisely in sober and unambiguous terms,
with due regard to facts and offer such comments and suggestions as are necessary
for arriving at rational decisiions. He will, however, be responsible for implementing
without mental reservation such decisions or orders as the Board may take or
issue, irrespective of whether such decisions were taken in accordance with his
advice or otherwise.
Section Officer
11. (i) The Section Officer is an Officer who is in charge of a Section, he is
primarily responsible for the general officiency of the section in his charge and is
directly responsible to the officer under whom he works for the efficient and
expenditious despatch of business at all stages. He is overall responsible for all files
relating to subjects allotted to the Section and maintained by the Senior Assistant/
Assistants under him. He will ensure that the notes and draft proceedings from his
section are accurate. He will guide them and own the ultimate responsibility. He
will ensure that files submitted by the Assistants are strictly in accordance with the
5

provisions of the Manual and exercise a close scrutinity in the matter of
submission of files to higher Officers.
(ii) Besides being responsible for the general supervision of work or of the
staff in his section, a Section Officer should also personaly handle important and
intricate cases where he should, if required, summarise facts of the case and record
the appropriate noting, etc., himself. Even in cases, where the Senior Assistants
and Assistants have been permitted to submit papers direct to Under Secretary, the
Section Officer will be responsible for exercising general control and supervision
over their working. For details of the duties, responsibilities and powers of the
Section Officer with a check list vide page No.

Appendix II.

SENIOR ASSISTANT/ASSISTANT
12. A Senior Assistant/Assistant works under the orders of the Section Officer
and is responsible for the work entrusted to him.
Each Assistant in a Section is allotted a certain number of subjects to deal
with. His duties mainly are:
i) to maintain the Assistant’s Diary;
ii) to examine and put up suitable notes and drafts on cases promptly and
submit them to the Section Officer after properly referencing and paging
them;
iii) to ensure that the notes are submitted on files in such manner that they
do not and at the bottom of the note sheet, but are appropriately spelled
over on the next page so as to enable the Officers to give their orders
below the note and in continuation thereof;
iv) to ensure that the instructions contained in para numbers to be noted ( )
are followed strictly in the matter of nothing and drafting;
v) to maintain properly the standing Guard Files and other necessary
registers;
vi) to keep papers and files in tidy condition;
vii) to ensure that files are properly marked for suspense to be brought
forward on appropriate dates;
viii) to ensure that reports/returns if any, are received/submitted at the
appropriate times;
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ix) to maintain the books/publications connected with his work amended
and up-to-date; and
x) to generally assist the Section Officer in whatever manner he may desire
in the proper functioning of the Section.
JUNIOR ASSISTANT/HOUSE KEEPER/RECEPTIONISTS
13. (i) The Junior Assistant is entrusted with the routine duties of
maintaining prescribed registers, dispatching and recording of cases. In addition,
Junior Assistant should assist the Assistant and the Section Officer in the
preparation of statements and periodical returns, issue of reminders and
comparing fair copies and do such other work as may be entrusted to him by the
Section Officer.
(ii) The Receptionist is responsible for work of maintenance of arrival and
departure register, reservation and vacation of rooms, movement of Cards for the
Legislators and others, and to collect lodging car hire charges etc., and credit the
same in the office daily.
(iii) The House Keepers are responsible for supervising the work of Group ‘D’
officials at Legislators’ Home, maintenance of rooms and for attending complaints
from Legislators & other occupants of rooms.
STENOGRAPHERS
14. A stenographer is generally employed on stenographic work. He may be
called upon, whenever necessary, to assist in typing work. A Stenographer attached
to officer(s) may also be required to act as Persona Assistant. The Principal
responsibilities of Personal Assistants-cum-Stenographers are;(i) taking dictation in shorthand and its transcription in the best manner
possible;
(ii) screening the telephone calls and visitors in a tactful manner;
(iii) fixing up of appointments and where necessary, concelling them;
(iv) keeping an accurate list of engagements, meetings etc., and reminding
the officer in sufficient time for keeping them up;
(v) preserving and maintaining in good order the confidential records and
other papers in the personal custody of the Officer;
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(vi) ensuring that the matters dealt with by the Officer are not lost sight of
and are dealt with promptly and in due order;
(vii) keeping a note of the movement of files passed by his officer to other
Officers;
(viii) keeping tract of the progress of the action taken by the Officers
concerned on important matters as required by his Officer;
(ix) destroying by burning his stenographic record of confidential or secret
letters after the letter has been typed and issued;
(x) familiarizing himself with the practice and procedure followed in
connection with the tour of Officer;
(xi) carrying out corrections to his Officer’s reference books;
(xii) genrally assisting the Officer in such manner as he may direct;
(xiii) accepting any file or paper whether ordinary or urgent, marked to an
Officer and sent to his office at any time during the office hours and on
no account refusing to accept such files or papers; and
(xiv) preparing the fair copies of the drafts dictated by the Officer and D.O.
Letters put up by the sections and approved by the Officer.
TYPIST
16. (i) Typists should attend to typing work which should be characterized by
speed, accuracy, cleanliness and neatness. The typist will be held personally
responsible for any mistake or untidiness in fair copying. Typists should also
attend to comparing work when called upon to do so. Typists should append their
initials with date at the left hand bottom corner of all fair copies typed by them;
(ii) with a view to seeing that the typing work in all sections is evenly
distributed between the typists sanctioned to the Secretariat and that the work of
sections do not suffer owing to the absence of the Typists attached to sections, in
particular, it may be advantageours for the Secretariat to for “POOL” of typists,
attached to the Secretariat. The Senior Typist, with the designation Head Typist
attends to the receipt and distribution of drafts and to the general supervision of
the “Typing Pool” in addition to some typing work;
(iii) Each typist is required to maintain a work sheet as described in para 80.
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17. The duties and responsibilities of Group ‘D’ employees working n the
Secretariat as;
i) Jamedars/Dafedars/Attenders/Maistry
ii) Cycle Orderlies;
iii) Dalayat-cum-Room Boy
iv) Watchman
v) Sweepers and Scavengers and
vi) Lift Attenders, etc., shall be as laid down in the Annexure…
…
…
…
…
…vide page
…
…
…
…
…
…
..
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CHAPTER III
THE OUTLINE PROCESS CHART OF A PAPER FROM RECEIPT TO DISPOSAL
18. The subsequent chapters in this Manual describe in detail now work in the
Secretariat is handled. This Chapter is in the form of an outline process chart and
contains a brief enumeration of the stages through which a fresh receipt is received
and finally disposed of in the R & I Section. These stage are:
1) Receipt of Dak or Tappal in the R & I Section
2) Sorting out of Dak section wise, date stamping and machine numbering;
3) Partial diarizing of certain papers in the Receipts and Issue Section;
4) Transmission of papers to the Section concerned through Diary/Register;
5) Receipt of papers in the Section by the Diarist;
6) Placing them in the Dak tray of the Under Secretary/Branch Officer for
perusal.
7) Perusal and return of paper to the Section with the instructions, if any,
given on it by Branch Officer/Under Secretary or other Higher Officer, as the case
may be.
8) Marking of papers to Assistant concerned or to himself by Section Officer;
9) Diarists to fill up other relevant columns in the diary and marking the
papers to the Assistant concerned;
10) Receipt by Assistant and registration in the Assistant’s diary;
11) Submission by the Assistant in an existing file of a new file, duly
referenced and noted upon, with relevant routine drafts, if necessary, to Under
Secretary either direct or through the Section Officer, as the case may be;
12) Consideration of the file by the Section Officer/Branch Officer or Higher
Officer and passing of orders thereon;
13) Return of the file to the Section for issue of orders passed on file;
14) Submission of fresh drafts in accordance with the orders passed on file,
by the Section Officer or Assistant concerned; to Under Secretary/Branch Officer of
Higher Officer for approval;
15) Approval draft (a) submitted on file and return to Section for issue;
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16) Fair copying of the draft (a) approved and submission for signature after
due comparison;
17) Return of signed fair copy to Section from the Under Secretary/Branch
Officer and issue of the same;
18) Transmission of signed fair copies with marked office copy for dispatch to
Receipt and Issue Section;
19) Return of the file to Assistant/Section Officer concerned with issued
office copy;
20) Serial numbering, page numbering and docketing of issued office copy/
draft by the Assistant.
21) Marking the file for “Record” or “Suspense”, as the case may be, by the
Assistant;
22) Noting the appropriate date with file No., in the Desk Diary and placing
the file in the suspense rack by the Diarist/Assistant to be brought forward for
further action on due date;
23) If the file is marked for Record after final action revision of the subject, If
necessary, by the Assistant concerned;
24) Checking the subject matter, the Record classification and years for
which it is recorded by Section Officer/Branch Officer/Under Secretary;
25) Recording after proper arrangement of papers by the Junior Assistant;
26) Transmission to Record Section with a list; and
27) Receipt in the Record Section and deposition in the appropriate record
rack.
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CHAPTER IV
RECEIPTS, REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF DAK
19. The following terms are used in the Manual in the sence indicated below:
a) Branch : A distinct unit of the Office having one or more sections and
supervised by an Officer;
b) Case-worker: An official who is entrusted with the work of one or more
compilations;
c) Compilation: A single definite subjects easily identified by Index Letters;
d) Section: A number of case-workers attending as far as possible, to work
of a similar nature and supervised by a Section Officer;
e) Section Officer: The term 'Section Officer' includes Assistant Editor of
Debates, Assistant Estate Officer, and any other Officer of equivalent
rank.
f) Under Secretary: The term 'Under Secretary' includes Editor of Debates,
Estate Officer, Marshal and any other Officer of equivalent rank.
RECEIPT, REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF DAK:
19(A) A receipt may be a communication received through normal postal
system or by hand or it may be a note or a letter send by Presiding Officers,
Parliamentary Functionaries, Ministers, Members of Legislature of an Officer,
requiring certain action to be taken. The Receipt and Issue Section is mainly
concerned with the initial receipt and distribution of dak or tappal in the
Legislature Secretariat as indicated in this Chapter.
RECEIPT AND ISSUE SECTION
20. The Receipt and Issue Section of the Legislature Secretariat will collect
Dak or tappal bags from the post office twice a day.
The following will be the arrangament with regard to the receipt of
communications from outside addressed to the Presiding Officers and Officers of
Legislature;
a) All Dak addressed to the Officers of Legislature from outside is to be
received in the Receipt and Issue Section.
b) Correspondence of any kind addressed to the Presiding Officers, Deputy
Presiding Officers and Officers of the Legislature Secretariat shall be received in the
12

Receipt and Issue Section and passed on to the Personal Establishment of the
Presiding officer/Deputy Presiding Officers/concerned branches of the Legislature
Secretariat, as the case may be.
c) Envelopes

addressed

to

Officers

by

name

or

marked

‘Secret’

or

‘Confidential’ will be sent to the address direct unopened. Registered post and
insured articles and telegrams addressed to Officers by name will be received by
them and passed on to the concerned section The Personal Assistants shall
maintain a Register of Receipts in such cases.
d) In every case, the receipt should be acknowledged by the recipient by
signing his name in full and affixing Office seal.
e) Personal Assistants to Presiding Officers/Deputy Presiding Officers/
Secretary and other higher Officers should give acknowledgement for the receipt of
the files or papers (other than tappal) sent by the sections for the orders of the
Presiding Officers/Officers concerned with their full signature in ink.
OPENING OF DAK
21. All covers should be opened by one of the Receipt Clerks in the R & I
Section and stamped with the date of receipt in the presents of the Section Officer
incharge of the Section The Receipt Clerk should verify, as far as practicable, the
enclousers and make a note on the “Receipt”, if any enclosures are found missing.
NUMBERING AND DISTRIBUTION OF DAK
22. Receipts will then be sorted out section wise to help in the allocation of
receipts, a complete list of subjects dealt within each section will be supplied to the
receipt clerk and kept up-to-date. He should consult the Under Secretary incharge
of the Section, when in difficulty or in doubt, about the proper allocation of a
receipt.
23. Telegrams and other receipts marked ‘Immediate’ and ‘Priority’ will be
separated from other dak and dealt with first and distributed to the concerned
Officers/Officials immediately after their receipt.
24. (a) Envelopes addressed to the Secretary by name and those makred
‘Secret’ and ‘Confidential’ will be received in the R & I Section and sent to the
Personal Establishment of the Secretary.
(b)

Telegrams addressed to the Secretary by name or designation will be

received in the personal establishment of the Secretary.
(c)

Envelopes, Registered posts, Insured Articles, etc., addressed to the

Secretary by designation will be opened and sent to the concerned Officers/
Sections by the R & I Section.
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25. The receipts will thereafter be numbered with the aid of automatic
numbering machine, or if there is no such machine, by hand. There will be one
continuous running serial number for the Legislature Secretariat, as a whole, for
each calendar year and the receipts relating to each section for registration on a
day will be given continuous numbers, as far as possible. Papers of an ephemeral
nature such as, post copies of telephonic messages, tour programmes of Presiding
Officers/Committees and printed copies of indices or Government orders circulated
among Sections are not be numbered.
26. The Secret and Confidential covers received in R & I Section will be
machine numbered and transmitted to the Officers/Sections concerned with the
least delay after noting in a Delivery Book in Form No 1. The R & I Section will
machine number all the ordinary receipts received by it after sorting them out
section wise and will enter them in the Section wise delivery books maintained by
them in Form No. 2. The R & I Section will fill up columns 1, 3 and 4 of this
register, the forms of which would be printed in duplicate, with the printed
(original) page being perforated and duplicate form below it containing only
columns 1 to 4. The R & I Section will use carbon paper while filling in the columns
mentioned above, the writing being in ink ball-pen. The receipts along with the
Register will then be sent to the section concerned. The Diarist in each section will
receive the dak, check them with the entries in the Register, remove the printed
perforated page written in ink and sign acquittance for the receipts in the carbon
copy. Even if there are receipts which are wrongly marked they should be received
and sent to the concerned sections. The Register will then be returned to the R & I
section for entering further receipts meant for the section.
27. Files/G.O. Notes passed from one section/Department to another and
notes or letters from Presiding Officers will not be routed through the R & I Section
but will be sent direct to the Section/Department concerned. In certain cases
where the markings are not correct the R & I Section will either indicate the correct
section or receive them and send them to the concerned section.
28. The R & I section will distribute incoming Receipts to the sections at
regular intervals twice or thrice during the day, say a 11.00 a.m., 2.30 p.m. and
4.00 p.m. Telegrams and other receipts marked ‘Immediate’ or ‘Priority’ will,
however be sent to sections as and when received.
29. The functions and responsibilities of the Section Officer incharge of R & I
Section are enumerated vide Appendix-I.
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CHAPTER V
DIARISING AND MARKING OF DAK IN SECTION
30. The Diarist will put up all the fresh receipts received from the R & I section
along with any other communications received direct in the Section in ‘Dak’ tray on
the table or the Section Officer who will go through the receipts, select and hand
book to the Diarist, those receipts of an ophemeral nature which need not be put
up to the Branch Officer after marking them to dealing Assistants or noting
instructions for their disposal. Select those receipts which do not pertain mark the
other ‘receipts’ to the dealing Assistants (which term will, unless the context
otherwise requires, be deemed to include Senior Assistants and Assistants and
such of the Junior Assistants who are entrusted with case work) and put up the
dak to the Branch Officer in Special Dak Pads.
Explanation: “Branch Officer” means the Officer over the Section Officer
(incharge of the Sections) and includes the Under Secretary or any other Officer
placed in such charge.
PERSUAL BY UNDER SECRETARY (BRANCH OFFICER)
31. The Under Secretary (Branch Officer) will:
i) go through the dak sent to him and give directions for disposal, wherever
possible;
ii) mark those receipts, which should be seen by higher officers at the dak
stage and indicate the designation of the Officer or whom they should be submitted
for perusal (Receipts which disclose existing or likely audit objections will be shown
to the Secretary in the dak).
iii) make over the entire dak to the Section Officer. The Section Officer has to
satisfy himself that all receipts put up to the Branch Officer for perusal have been
returned to him and in case any paper is missing, it will be his duty to trace, crace
or locate it, for which purpose, he should have made a note of the number of
receipts sent to the Branch Officer. It is also his responsibility to see that all
receipts are diarised by the Diarist and that Receipts marked to higher officers for
perusal at the dak stage separated and sent to the concerned Officers after noting
the movement in the Diary.
DIARISING AND DISTRIBUTION
32. a) Each section in the Department will maintained a section Diary Register
in Form No 2 with a separate running serial number for each calendar year to be
15

given in column 2 “progressive number of the Section Diary”. The Section Diary will
be formed out of the original perforated sheets removed from register with which
dak is received from the R & I Section and those received direct by the Section from
Presiding Officer, Member, Officers and other Sections/Department will be entered
in the Section Diary by the Diarist to whom the work has been assigned. All
receipts have to be entered in the Section Diary except those receipts which are not
required to be diarised (vide para). It is the duty of the Diarist to verify that all
receipts are returned by the concerned Officers after perusal and that all receipts
are distributed after perusal and that all receipts are distributed after diarizing with
the least possible delay.
b) The Diarist should also verify whether any reference has been made in the
‘Receipt’ in question to any previous file number on the subject for which the
present receipt should also be added. He will note the correspondence file number
at the appropriate place in the Diary.
c) The receipts will then be distributed to dealing Assistants by the Diarist
without delay and their acknowledgements obtained. Wherever new files are opened
on ‘Receipts’ (vide para) the file numbers ought to be noted at the appropriate
column by the Diarist even as he enters the new receipt in the file register.
TYPE OF RECEIPT/WHICH SOULD BE DIARIST
33. (i) Subject to the exceptions enumerated in the next paragraph, the
following types of receipts will be entered in the section Diary:
a) all communications received including reminders from outside and
acknowledgements of records and documents;
b) all independent notes received from any office or any section or officer
on which section is necessary;
c) extracts of notes retained from files of, or copies of official and unofficial memorandum, circulars, extracts, etc., received from any
section for action; and
d) files or notes received from other sections for comments etc.
ii) A file referred to another department un-officially should be diarised each
time when it is received back.
TYPES OF RECEIPTS WHCH SHOULD NOT BE DIARISED
34. The following types of receipts should not be diarised:-
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i) casual leave applications;
ii) copies of miscellaneous circulars, Office Memorandum, Extract, etc.,
Circulated for general

information, Orders

of general

application,

telephone lists, notices of holidays, tour programmes etc.
iii) A sections own files and notes when received back from other sections to
which these files and notes had previously been referred to for comments
etc., and
iv) any other types of receipts which are by a specific order issued should not
be diarised.
PERUSAL OF DAK BY DEPUTY SECRETARY
35. The Deputy Secretary, may, in his discretion, submit to higher officers any
receipts which he thinks should be brought to their notice and/on which he would
like to seek their instructions at that stage. He will personally deal with and take
action on as many of the receipts submitted to him in dak as may be dealt with
without the assistance of the Office.
INTER SECTIONAL MOVEMENT OF FILES & UN-OFFICIAL REFERENCE
36. Movement of files and papers from one section to another need not be
routed through the R & I section but may be sent direct to the Officer/Sections
concerned. All un-official reference, either in file or separately will be marked by
name or designation to an officer and received by the Officer/Section direct. The
UO files/UO notes etc., marked by name or by designation should be accepted and
acknowledged by the personal establishment of the officer concerned. A file which
is referred un-officially to another section/department will on its return, be
submitted in dak to the Branch Officer who will ordinarily deal with it himself.
INSTRUCTIONS BY OFFICERS FOR LINE OF ACTION
37. The Branch Officer i.e., the Under Secretary incharge of the Branch,
Deputy Secretary or any other higher Officer to whom receipts are submitted in dak
should give directions, wherever necessary, as to the line of action which he would
like the office to take. In important cases where he will be expected to deal with a
receipt himself, he should ask for the file to be put up to him with relevant papers
without any noting. Receipts on which no special instructions are necessary will be
merely initiated by him in taken of his having seen them.
i) The Section Officer will see whether any of the receipts are of a difficult
nature or present any special features which require his personal attention. He will
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deal with such receipts himself or give necessary instructions to the dealing
Assistant.
PRIORITY IN THE MOVEMENT OF DAK
38. All Officers must accord highest priority to the perusal of dak. Personal
Assistants and Stenographers should treat the receipts moving up and down as
‘Immediate’. Every Section Officer should keep a careful watch on any hold up in
the movement of receipts. The Diarist will bring to his notice any papers which are
not received back from officers within 24 hours.
NOTE BOOK FOR IMPORTANT RECEIPTS
39. The Section Officer will keep note on his personal Note Book or Desk Diary
of important receipts requiring prompt action or which is required to be completed
by a specified date, with a view of keeping a watch on progress of action.
MAINTENANCE OF SCRUTINY OF SECTION DIARY
40. i) The original Form No. 2 received from the R & I Section will be used by
the

section

as

section

Diary,

additional

sheets

being

used

for

entering

communications received in the section direct. The diarist will fill in columns 2, 5,
6 and 7 in the cases of all communications received from R & I. Section and all
columns excepting column 1, in the cases of all communications received direct by
the section. As and when communication is finally disposed of under diary number,
the date of disposal will be shown by the Diarist in column 8 of the Section Diary.
ii) The loose sheets of the section Diary received from the R & I section along
with the additional sheets used for diarising communications received direct by the
section and duly completed by the Diarist will be put together in the proper form
and bound together in the form of a register once a month to serve as a permanent
section Diary Register.
iii) The Diarist is responsible for the proper maintenance of the Section Diary
Register. The Section Officer will check the section Diary every week to verify that
all receipts have been duly registered and distributed and that the columns of the
section Diary should be signed by the Section Officer in taken or having checked it.
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CHAPTER VI
ACTION ON RECEIPTS NOTES AND ORDERS
41. Initial examination or receipts by Assistant:
i) Soon after the receipts are made over to him the Assistant will note them
in his worksheet (Assistant’s Diary) in a Chronological order. The register will be in
the KLS Form No…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
. All receipts/notes initiated by the case workers
themselves for action have to be entered in this Register indicating them by the
numbers assigned to them. In column 8 the nature of disposal should be indicated
i.e., whether a case/receipt is finally disposed of or is kept under suspense. The
case worker or assistant will scrutinize all receipts one by one and sort them
according to their priority rating. ‘Immdiate’ and ‘Priority’ receipts shall be taken up
first, care being taken at the same time that ordinary receipts are not left
unattended to for an unduly long period.
ii) The Assistant will check the enclosurers, and if any enclosure is found
short or missing, he will bring the fact to the notice of the Section Officer and also
suggest suitable action for obtaining the missing papers. A record of the verification
should be made on the enclosurers previously sent with the files have been
returned intact or not and a record should be made and action taken to get them.
iii) A paper belonging to another Section of the Secretariat should be
immediately put up to the Section Officer with a U.O. Note transferring it to the
concerned section.
iv) If any other section or sections are concerned with any part of aspect of a
receipt, the Assistant will send relevant extracts through the section officer to the
Under Secretary of the Section/Sections concerned for remarks or necessary
action.
v) If among the communications received in the dak there are certain
important communications from the Government of India, Parliament/State
Legislatures, State Government or the High Court or First reports relating to the
occurrence of evens which should be reported to the presiding officers concerned,
action should be taken accordingly.
42. Collection of relevant material:
i) The next stage of action by office is to collect the material required for
taking action on a receipt. This will ordinarily consist of (a) the relevant file on the
subject, if one already exists, and b) other connected files or papers to which
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reference is made in this receipt. Office will also point out the law and rules where
they are to be found or statutary or customary procedure, and supply other
relevant facts and figures available in the Section.
ii) For this purpose, the Assistant will consult the Indices, file register,
section note book of important decisions, attending Guard files on the subject and
relevant Acts, Rules, Regulations etc.,
43. Bringing a receipt on a file: A receipt will be brought on to a curring file if it
relates to a subject on which a file already exists. If not, it will be necessary to
open a new file for initiating action on that receipt. The receipt will be then
docketed and referred in the manner described in paras …
…
…
…
…
…
…
..and…
…
…
…
…
…
..
44. No new file will be opened on receipts of an aphomeral nature: A receipt
calling for some information of a general nature or furnishing some routine
information of a General Character need not be added to or dealt with in the
existing file on the subject, if any, when the addition of the receipt will not
contribute materially to the disposal of the case dealt with on the file, as a whole, or
it is not likely to be required for purposes of reference in the file at later date. Such
receipts will, is necessary, be replied to conveniently with the material available
with the Section on diary, numbers and after such disposal filed in monthly filing
folders. Section will maintain separate filling folders for each month. These monthly
filling folders will be reviewed after every year and unwanted papers destroyed.
45. Noting on the File:
i) A note is a record of comments or observations on

features of a

proposal contained n the paper under references. The purpose of recording a note
is to facilitate the formulation of a decision or issued of orders or the proposal.
According to the importance of a case, a note may consist of a brief resume of its
background history as disclosed by the previous papers on the subject, an analysis
or statement of the issues involved in the proposal under considerations and also
the views or suggestions regarding the course of action to be adopted with a view to
taking a decision and a passing of final orders. A mechanical reproduction or
repetition of the contents of an incoming receipt in the body of a note should be
scrupulosely avoided.
ii) A note recorded by a Member of Board/Special Board or Governor will be
referred to a ‘Minute’.
iii) The Assistant shall append his initial with the date on the left hand of
the Note Sheet below his note. The Section Officer shall sign his name in full with
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the date on the right hand side of the note sheet immediately below the note
written either by the Assistant or by himself.
iv) The Officer who records a note should append his signature with date
below the note towards right side of the sheet. Rubber stamp indicating his name
and designation should be affixed below his signature. When the name of the officer
is typed below his signature it would not be necessary to affix the Rubber stamp
since the purpose in view is already served. Indiscriminate use of rubber stamps
should, however, be avoided.
v) No official should note upon a case in which he is personally interested.
46. Scope and purpose of noting by Office:
When the line of action on a receipt is obvious or is based on a clear
precedent or practice or has been indicated by the Branch Officer or Deputy
Secretary in the directing given by him on a receipt a draft reply, where necessary,
should be put up for approval with out such noting; in other cases office will put up
a note. It will be the duty of the officer;i) to see whether all the facts, so far as they are open to check, are correct;
ii) to point out mistakes or mis-statements of facts, if any;
iii) to draw attention, where necessary, to the statutory or customary
procedure and to point out the Law and Rules and where they are to be found;
iv) to supply other relevant facts and figures available in the Secretariat, and
to put up the standing guard file on the subject or other papers containing
precadents or previous decisions of policy;
v) to state the question or questions for considerations to bring out clearly
the points requiring decision; and
vi) to suggest a course of action, wherever possible and in such cases to put
up a draft reply for approval along with the Note.
The instructions contained in para shall also be borne in mind by the
Assistant while putting up notes. If the case presents any difficulty or abnormal
feature, the Assistant should obtain instruction from the Section Officer who
should guide the Assistant in the disposal of the case.
47. The Section Officer will scrutinise the note of the Assistant in all respects
and add his own remarks or suggestions, where necessary and submit the case to
the Branch Officer or Higher Officer as per standing Orders or Special instructions
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with sufficient blank Note sheets. If, however there are many changes to be
incorporated in the Assistant Note a revised note may be put up by the Section
Officer. There should be only one final note from the Section.
48. Noting by the Under Secretary:
i) It will be the responsibility of the Under Secretary to scrubinise and see
for himself that any case which is submitted or put up to him by the Section is
complete in all respects and contains all necessary material relevant to the subject
matter of the case. It will be his duty to carefully study the issue involved and make
suggestions (save in exceptional cases which may be beyond his competence)
regarding the course of action to be adopted.
ii) An Under Secretary will dispose of as many cases as possible on his own
responsibility but will take the order of Deputy Secretary or Higher Officers on
important cases or these involving questions of policy or where the course of action
to be followed is not clear. It will be his endeavour to see that the number of cases
to be submitted formally to the Deputy Secretary is reduced to the essential
minimum. To this end, he will wherever necessary obtain verbal directions from his
superior officer regarding the manner of disposal. In all such cases, he will make a
brief record of the directions orally received.
iii) Whenever the Under Secretary has to record a decision or pass orders
himself or in appropriate cases to make recommendations for the considerations of
higher officers, he will confine his note strictly to any additional points to be made
by him.
iv) The purpose of writing a note on a file is to elucidate certain points
arising out of correspondence. If once these points have been discussed by an
Assistant, Section Officer, Under Secretary there is no necessity for repeating the
same discussion in a note to be recorded by the Deputy Secretary, or other higher
officers. Repetitive noting serves no purpose and must be avoided. If the Under
Secretary is in agreement with the view stated be the Assistant or Section Officer
and the Deputy Secretary similarly agrees with what the Under Secretary has said,
both the Under Secretary and the Deputy Secretary should restrict their nothing to
saying ‘I agree’ in such cases, even more signature below the note of the Assistant
or Section Officer or Under Secretary will do.
v) Under Secretaries and Deputy Secretaries should add a note to what has
been said before only when they have to make a new point or highlight a point
mentioned but not clearly brought out in the notes of the case worker or Section
officer or Under Secretary, as the case may be. It is a serious reflection of the
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competence of an officer if the facts as contained in the note submitted or countersigned by him are found to be inaccurate.
49. The Officers should also take to direct noting as far as practicable from
their own levels instead off waiting for the files to start from the Assistant. In all
important cases where, for example, communications have to be addressed to
parliament/State Legislature/Government of India and other States and difficult or
complicated orders are to issue, Under Secretary should himself prepare the draft.
The services of Stenographers should be availed of as far as possible.
50. Spetlighting delays: All dealing heads should dispose of all receipts/files
within 5 days of their receipt and officers at all levels should attend the cases
submitted to them similarly. If this requirement is not fulfilled the concerned
Official/Officer will be required to explain his failure to do so to the next higher
authority. Papers which are of immediate/urgent nature should be dealt with
appropriately.
51. Channel of submission of cases:
i) Depending upon the level at which a decision has to be taken or orders
have to be taken or orders have to be passed, a case may be routed through the
following Officials or stages in the Secretariat hierarchy - Section Officer - Under
Secretary - Deputy Secretary - Joint Secretary – Secretary - Board.
But in actual practice, a case, need not pass through all these stages
before it is finally disposed of. In order to cut down delays and ensure expenditure
disposal of cases coming up for decision, a suitable working arrangements should
be made so that, a case does not pass through more than an aggregate of three
levels.
ii) Senior Assistant and selected Assistant may be authorized to submit
cases direct to Under Secretary;
iii) Section Officer may be permitted to submit certain types of cases direct
Deputy Secretary and the Under Secretary to the Joint Secretary or Secretary.
iv) After orders have been passed by a competent officer, the file should go
back to the section through all officers at intermediate stages to keep them
informed of the decision taken;
v) Files should move directly from the Deputy Secretary upwards without
coming back to the Section concerned for noting their movements. Such
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movements should be noted by the personal Assistant / Stenographer concerned in
the Register K.L.S. Form No…
…
…
…
…
.. maintained by him.
52. Consultation with other departments:
i) Where it is necessary to consult other departments before a decision on a
case can be taken, a formal reference may be made to the department either by
sending the file un-officially or by means of self-contained un-official note orunofficial memorandum, as may be found convenient. When the file itself is sent, the
point or points in which the views of other departments are sought or the points
which are proposed to be brought to the notice of the other department should
normally be clearly stated in a single note. Whenever possible, the draft of orders
proposed to be issued by the referring department may also be put on the file.
ii) Where the course of action to be followed is doubtful the Under Secretary
may take the orders of Deputy Secretary / Secretary before referring the case to
other departments. The habit of putting up every case to a Deputy Secretary /
Secretary before consulting other departments should be avoided.
53. Record of verbal orders and instructions:
All the verbal orders or instructions given by the officers, and where
necessary, the circumstances leading to such orders / instructions, should be
recorded on the file.
54. Running summary of facts:
a) To facilitate considerations and to obviate repeated recapitulation a
‘running summary of facts’ shall be prepared in every case in which it is evident
that such a summary would contribute to its speedy disposal. Such note should
form a part of notes, portion of the files.
b) It will be the duty of the Section Officer and the Under Secretary to see:
i) That a summary is prepared at the earliest appropriate stage in all
suitable cases, ex., these having a complicated history relating to
individual instructions or transactions and
ii) that the summary is kept up-to-date by making suitable additions as
and when further factual developments, if any occur.
c) Opinions of Individual Officers should not be incorporated in the
summary, unless they are opinions expressed by experts on the subject of highly
qualified technical hands whose views on the subjects are very much valued in
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their individual capacity. However, when a case is referred to another department /
Office consulted should be treated is constituting a material part of the facts of the
case and added to the summary.
55. Summary for the Board:
In regard to every important cases submitted to the Board a self-continued
summary should be put up unless the last note in the file itself serves that purpose
or a running summary is already available on the file. Vide para …
…
…
…
…
…
.. The
summary shall give all the facts relevant to the case including the views expressed
on the subject by department or departments, if any, consulted in the matter, and
usually specify the laws or rules, if any, and the point on which the orders of the
Board are required.
56. General Instructions regarding noting:
i) All notes should be concise, brief and to the point, the language of notes
should be factual and civil, particular care being taken to avoid innuendoes and
saroas of any kind. The purpose of writing a note is to high-light important points
for facilitating a decision. Reproduction or narration or paragraphs of the contents
of a receipt in the body of the note should be avoided. It must be resumed that
receipts placed on the correspondence portion of the file will be perused or referred
to by the Officer responsible for dealing with the file.
ii) When it is proposed to record a note on a file on which a running summary
of facts is available it is enough if. For the purpose of citing the relevant facts
whenever necessary a reference is made to the summary of facts, or more precisely
to appropriate portions of the summary, without reproducing or attempting another
narration of the facts of the case;
iii) If there are factual errors in the note of another Section/Department which
need to be pointed out or if the opinion expressed therein is to be commented upon,
care should be taken that the observations are coached in courteoud and
temperate language free from personal sorimonious remarks;
vi) If the under Secretary or Higher Officer has make any remarks on a receipt
such remarks should first be copied out on the Note Sheet. A format note should be
recorded only after the remarks on the receipt has been transposed to the Note
portion of the file. As far as possible, no note should be recorded on the Receipt.
v) When a Receipt refers to several points relating to a number of subjects, an
appropriate extract from the Receipt concerning each point should be taken to
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separate files, in appropriate tendorsement being recorded in the main file in which
the original communication has been received and docketed.
vi) Obitaration of notes by pasting over the notes should generally be avoided.
If a note, once recorded, in sought to be further modified or changed the straight
method would be to score it out and record another note. In exceptional cases
however, Senior Officers not below the rank of a Secretary or Preciding Officers
may, in the interest of neatness or for any other reason order cancellation or
supersession of any nothing or endorsement by pasting over a blank paper or
another note on it;
vii) In the case of a file referred by any other departments to this Secretariat
for appropriate actions, the letter, should take extracts of the relevant portion of
the file either on in existing or on a newly opened file. All notings on the subject will
be recorded in that file and only the final views or the conclusions of the Secretariat
will be endorsed on the file received from the Section/Department making the
reference;
57. Section Guard File: Each section shall maintain guard files on policy
matters, type subjects deal with in the section and on important orders of
parliament, State Legislatures and Government Departments. These guard files
shall bear the numbers and serve as aids for ready reference for the Section. The
List of such guard files shall be prepared and approved by the Under Secretary.
Section Guard files shall be maintained by the Section Officer in a simple manner
by compliation in one folder duly indexed as follows;
a) Policy Guard File: The guard file on Policy matters shall contain a copy or
relevant extract of an Act or Rules of notification or extract of the decision which
lay down the course of action in conducting the business of Parliament State
Legislature / Government and such operations. Any other decision which are in
deviation or which are in the form of clarifications / abridgements, or in the form of
exception shall also be complied. The purpose is to keep tract of the execution of
the declared policies and the deviations or exception surrived in exigencies and for
the reasons receipt which are very important to be kept in view by all the dealing
hands in the section. The notes, minutes, direction or opinion etc., recorded which
are very important are to kept in view by all the dealing hands in the section. The
notes, minutes, directions or opinions, etc., recorded in the section files or files of
other section, in respect of the declared policy shall be kept tract of and extracts
taken out preserved in the guard file.
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b) Subject Guard File: The guard file for each type of subjects dealt in the
Section shall be maintained in one folder and the concerned, orders / Notifications
/ Letters et., are to be complied in chronological order and page number
continuously.
c) Standing Order File: The Guard Files for important Orders, Circulars or
standing orders of Parliament / State Legislatures / Other Departments which are
required frequently for disposal of references in the section are to be compiled and
indexed in the same manner followed in respect of subject guard file for “Type
subjects”.
58. Each section guards file shall remain in the custody of the Section Officer.
The section guard file shall be kept up-to-date by placing the Orders, Official
Memoranda, letters or other communications including extracts taken from files of
other sections / departments by the Section Officers with the assistance of the
Staff. The Assistant shall see that whenever orders pertaining to the policy or the
‘Type subject’ are issued, the same are placed in the concerned guard files and
invariably endorsed to the guard file. As soon as the communications are issued,
the Assistant shall keep copies of the same in the concerned guard files and jot
down its particulars in the index sheet. The section guard files shall not be put up
with cases and they shall always be available for ready reference in the section or
for the higher officers. Whenever Orders, Notifications or letters that are compiled
in the guard files are required for processing the subsequent proposals on the same
policy, copies of such reference shall be got typed and under no circumstances be
detached from the compilation. The guard files of each calendar year shall be got
stitched and page numbered continuously and retained in the Section.
In these circumstances, the file should not be marked down, mechnically
to the Deputy Secretary or other Junior Officers to be dealt with at their level. If at
any time, the Secretary finds it necessary to examine certain points he may arrange
for each examination separately and endorse his views under his signature on the
file.
59. Select Files:
i) A copy each of every important order or letter or any other documents
issued during the year from the section will be kept in a separate collection in
chronological orders called selection file. The select file will remain in the custody of
the Section Officer for reference by all Official of the Section. A section in addition
shall maintain subject-wise select file. Where necessary separate select files may be
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opened for copies of important notes, procedures or legal opinions etc., bearing on
different subject dealt with in the Section.
ii) A select file must be kept upto date and bear an index page in the
beginning containing particulars of the order etc., compiled in it. As soon as an
order etc., is issued Assistant will keep a copy there of in the select file and jot
down its particulars on the index page;
iii) As a rule a select file should not be put up with case it should always be
avail for reference by the Section itself. Copies of orders etc., required for putting
up with cases should be obtained from the stock of spare copies in the Section of
got typed. If the stock is exhausted. Under no circumstances a copy of an order be
detached from the select file in which it is compiled.
60. Policy Files: Each section should maintain policy files in the manner
indicated below:i) Every section should first prepare a list of the main subject dealt with in
the section for the purpose of maintaining policy files for each of them. The list
should be carefully drawn up by grouping the total activities of the section into
convenient blooks. An illustrative list of such subjects is given below:a) Advances for houses / conveyance etc.,
b) Deputation of Secretariat staff;
c) Property returns, submission, review etc.,
d) Use of Secretariat Vehicles;
e) Grant of Special Pay, etc.,
f) Recognition / DE-Recognition of Leader of Opposition
g) Recognition of Political parties
h) Salary / pension to Members / Ex-members
i) Facilition to Members
The list may be supplements as and when necessary.
ii) After preparing the list a policy file should be maintained for each
subject. All proposals regarding for formulation of policy on a subject should
always be processed in the policy file maintained for that subject; If in any
individual case a policy decision is arrived, at, an extract of that decision should be
transferred to the policy file on that subject. Hence, a policy file on a subject will
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contain all original notings and decisions relating to formulation of policy on that
subject and also extracts of policy decisions arrived at in individual cases;
iii)

A policy file on a subject will continue indefinitely. When the bulk of a file

increases, further volumes may be opened. The file number will be the same for all
volumes, but the different volumes may be numbered as Volume I, Volume II, etc.,
iv)

The policy files will never be closed for purpose of monthly arrears list

they may be treated as cases entered in Call book.
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CHAPTER VII
DRAFTING
61. Draft when to be prepared:
(i) Except when the line of action on a case is obvious a draft of the
communication proposed to be send out will be prepared after orders have been
passed by the competent officer indicating the terms of the reply to be sent;
(ii) An Under Secretary or a higher Officer who has formulated his ideas on a
case may himself prepare a draft and authorized its issue or submit it the next
higher officer for approval, as the case may be. Draft of letter to be issue in all
important and complicated cases as well as to the Parliament / State Legislatures /
Government (excluding those or purely formal nature) should be prepared by the
Under Secretary, or even by higher officers depending upon the degree of
importance of the case. In other cases, a draft will be prepared by office. Such
drafts which the Under Secretary consider it necessary to be seen by Deputy
Secretary or Secretary concerned shall be submitted to the concerned officers for
approval before issue.
62. Wording of a Draft:
(i) A draft should convey precisely the except intention of the orders passed.
The language used in the draft should be clear, concise and incapable of misconstruction. Long sentences, arbruptness, redundancy, circulation, superlatives
and repetitions whether of words, expressions or ideas, should be avoided.
Communications of more than average length or complexity should generally
conclude with a summary.
(ii) The various forms of communications and the circumstances in which
they should be made use of are described in Chapter X (Para ----------)
Authentication of orders;
According to para 6 of G.O. No. LAW 67 LGR 79
regarding independent status to the KLS all orders of
the Governor / Board / Special Board shall be
authenticated by the Secretary / Joint Secretary /
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Deputy Secretary / Under Secretary, KLS under clause
(2) of Article 166 of the Constitutions as under:
By order and in the name of the Board /
Special Board / Governor of Karnataka

Signature,
Name and Designation of the Officer
authorized to sign.
(iii) Copies and extracts of such orders or instruments may be authenticated
by the Section Officers concerned as follows:
‘True Copy’ (or extract)
Forwarded to X. Y. Z etc.,
By Order
A, B, C, etc.,
Section Officer,
Section Officer
63. General Instruction:
(i) A draft will be prepared in the prescribed form an written or typed in half
margin in both sides of the paper. Sufficient space should be left between
successive lines as to admit inter alienation of a word or phase, if necessary,
should be attached to the draft. If two or more drafts are put up on a file the draft
as well as the D.F.A. slips will be numbered DFA-I, DFA-II, DFA-iii and so on;
(iii) The draft for approval put up on a file should be placed on top of the
correspondence portion of the file and tagged and reference invited to it in the
notes;
(iv) The number and date of the communication replied to or of the last
communication in a series of correspondence on a communication should also
always refers to the last communication on the subject received from or sent to the
Office to which the endorsement is addressed. Where it is necessary to refers to
more than one communication or a series of communications, this should be done
in the margin of the draft. The subject should be mentioned invariably in all
communication including reminders;
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(v) A draft should show clearly the enclosure which are to accompany the
fair copy. To draw the attention of the typist, the comparers and the despatches
stoke should be made in the margin;
(vi) If copies of an enclosure referred to in the draft are available and are not,
therefore, to be typed the fact should be clearly stated in the margin of the draft for
the guidance of the typist;
(vii) All drafts put up on a file should bear the number of the file. When two or
more letters, notifications, etc., are to issue from the same file on the same date the
serial number should also be given in addition in order to avoid confusion in
references, thus I. SBS/135 (i) FPP 89 2. SEB 146 FPD (ii) 89.
(ix) The name, designation of the officer, with whose signature
(xii) Where a large number of corrections have been made in the draft, a clean
copy of the corrected draft may be made and added to the correspondence portion
of the file. In such cases a serial number should be given only to the draft as finaly
issued.
64. Standard Skeleton Drafts: For communication of repetitive nature
approval standard skeleton forms should be drawn up and cyclostyled or printed.
One or more such forms according to the recruitments of the case may be
submitted to the Officer concerned with one or more fair copies for signature.
65. Addressing Communications to Officers by Name:
No communication, other than a D.O. Letter should be addressed or
marked to an officer by name unless it is intended that the matter or contents are
such that it should receive the personal attention of the officer concerned when the
subject is of secret nature or special urgency / importance or same ground has
already been covered by personal discussion and the Officer to whom the paper is
being marked would be in a position to record his views or decisions straightway
when a paper is thus marked to an Officer by name, subsequent reminders relating
to its original communication should also be sent to the same Officer (or if he has
since been transferred to another charge, to his successor) by name.
66. Priority marking on Drafts: The drafts of all letters which are to issue as
‘immediate’ or ‘very urgent’ will be so marked under the orders of an officer not
lower in rank than an Under Secretary.
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67. Orders in Administrative Appeals, etc.,: Whenever an appeal or revision
is disposed of by Board / Special Board / Governor a separate order in the form of
proceedings should be drawn up before endorsing to the concerned person.
68. Title: Before putting up a draft order communicating any decision for
approval the Assistant or Under Secretary who prepare the draft should give it a
correct ‘Title’ vide chapter -------.
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CHAPTER VIII
PRINTING OF BOARD / SPECIAL BOARD ORDERS
69. When drafts have been formally approved for issue the Section Officer
concerned should decide in each case. Whether after issue such Orders be treated
as standing orders, whether copies may be supplied to the press and also whether
they should be published in the gazette in English or both in English and Kannada.
He shall thereafter record an appropriate note on separate press docket sheets
intended for the purpose which will be kept with the drafts.
70. Orders which cover private or personal matters should never be published
in extense.
71. Correct headings to orders which have to be published in the Gazette
should be supplied by the Sections.
72. Whenever a notification or other communication has been sent to the
Gazette for publication, the Assistant should examine the relevant Gazette to see
whether the Notification or communication sent to the press has been correctly
published. The date and page of the Gazette should be entered in the appropriate
place in the note sheet as well as on the Official copy of the communication in the
relevant file. The Record clerk will being to the notice of Section Officer before he
records the papers, any omission in this regard.
73. Notification, proceedings of Board / Special Board and such other papers
which are ordered to be printed will be sent to the Government press for printing.
74. In respect of Notifications and Orders sent to the press for printing, no
proof are sent to the Secretariat Sections unless specifically asked for;
(i) In determining the number of copies to be printed the Section Officer
should consider:(a) The requirements of the Secretariat;
(b) The number required for future use.
(ii) The first is regulated by a standing list which should be followed where
no special demand has been made and the second should be fixed with reference to
the demands that are likely to be made by the Secretariat for supply of spare
copies. The number of copies printed over and above those so required will depend
upon the importance of the papers. Special instructions in every such case should
be obtained from the Under Secretary concerned.
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CHAPTER IX
ISSUE AND ACTION THERE AFTER
75. Issue: The term ‘Issue’ is used to signify the various stages of action after
approval of a draft namely; (a) typing of fair copy, (b) Examination of the typed
material (c) submission the fair copy of for signature and finally (d) dispatch of the
communication to the addressee. This, in fact, constitutes the major part of the
functions of the R & I Section.
76. Preparing of drafts for Issue: Whenever a case is returned with final
orders of the Under Secretary or Officers above him, the Section Officer will pass
orders for issuing the approved draft, if any, on the file, in case of doubts, he
should obtain orders of Under Secretary before doing so. In cases where there is no
approved draft a suitable draft, consistent with the orders passed on the file will be
put up by the Assistant and submitted to Under Secretary, who will return it after
approval. Important drafts, having general applicability which the Under Secretary
feels should be seen by the Deputy Secretary or other Higher Officers should be
submitted to concerned Officers for approval before returning in Section for Issue
the term draft is used to indicate the form of communicate drawn, up and proposed
to be issued until it is approved and marked for issue either by the Officer
approving it in the Section Officer.
77. Typing: A file after it is received with the order ‘marked for issue’ is passed
on to the typist or stenographer for typing fair copies. The Typist / Stenographer
will prepare fair copies without date and return the paper to the Assistant who will
then compare then with th approved draft and submit the required number of fair
copies for signature to the concerned Officer.
78. At the time of submission of fair copies, the Assistant will also obtain,
instructions of the Under Secretary for translation, printing and publication of the
order under issue, as the circumstances warrant and take further appropriate
section accordingly after the issue of Orders.
79. Typing Pool: The drafts are sent to typing pool for making fair copies along
with the enclosure and files, if required, in special cases, by the file movement clerk
in the section, to the Head Typist in charge of the Typing pool, and
acknowledgement obtained in a transit register.
80. Distribution of work among Typists: The Head Typist will distribute the
work among Typists (including himself) as evenly as possible. The Head Typist and
each Typist will maintain a work sheet in the form given in Karnataka Legislature
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Secretariat From No…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
… The work sheet of each Typist should be
checked by the Head Typist every day and by the Under Secretary once a week.
Each typist is expected to type 7100 words or 710 lines of 10 words per day. The
typed words will be counted as in the schedule given Form No…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
(i) The norm of workload is mainly intended for determining staff pattern for
various officers and in times of urgency or when the workload is heavy on any
particular occasion the existing typists themselves have to attend to the additional
work, if any;
(ii) Each typist will return to the Head Typist the work remaining unfinished
at the end of each day;
(iii) The Head Typist will send the fair copies along with the drafts and the
connected files, if any, to the Sections or where the typing work is done in the
Sections. The Typist should hand over the file with enclosure pinned there to the
Assistant concerned.
81. General Instructions regarding typing:
(i) Drafts marked ‘Immediate’ or ‘Very Urgent’ will be taken up first. The
attention of the examiners will be drawn to the ‘priority’ marking when such drafts
are passes on to them;
(ii) Fair copies of all communications will be typed in the appropriate
prescribed form of suitable size. Printed forms should be used as for as available.
if, however, plain paper is use, whether for the original communication or for an
endorsement, the name of the Secretariat should be typed at the appropriate place.
The post bag number and the delivery post office with pin code number should
invariable be noted at the appropriate places.
(iii) A margin should be left on the left hand side by the front page and on the
right on the reverse;
(iv) Marginal entries, unless they are very small, should be inserted in an
indenture which should be democrated by a line, or typed on the top, bottom and
the side of the indenture facing the body of the communication;
(v) Fair copies should generally be typed with single spacing;
(vi) No abbreviations should be mentioned in the fair copies except where
there are specific instructions given to use them;
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(vii) The name of the Officer who is to sign the fair copy should be typed in
brackets above his designation and also his telephone number. In demi Official
letter, however the designation will not be given below the name;
(viii) Enclosure to accompany a communication, should be indicated by
drawing an oblique line (/) in the margin against the paragraph in which the
enclosures are referred to. The number of enclosures should be typed at the bottom
on the left side of the fair copy (Enclosures Nos.)
(ix) To ensure legibility, not more than 8 copies should be taken out at any
one time. When more than 16 copies are required a stencil should be out;
(x) The Typist should type his initials with the date on the left hand corner of
the fair copy e.g. cs/1979.
(xi) Further detailed instruction regarding typing carbon main folding, stencil
cutting etc., which should be borne in mind by the typing staff are given in
Appendix-3.
82. Comparison: The Assistant should carefully compare the fair copies,
verifying the addresses and other details with the approved draft. He should ensure
that the enclosures are indicate indicated by a oblique line (/) in the margin of the
fair copy against the paragraph in which they are referred to, so that the enclosures
are also pinned to the fair copy and initial the fair copies in token of having
compare them.
83. Submission of fair copies for signature: The Assistant will then place the
air copies in the file and then send them for signature to the concerned Officer. Fair
copies moving up and down should be treated as ‘Immediate’.
84. On return of the fair copies, the Diarist in the Section should check
whether all the fair copies have been signed by the Officer, whether enclosures have
been correctly attached and that correction, if any, made by the Officer while
signing are carried out in all the copies. He will then pass on the signed fair copies
together with office copy / draft to the R & I section retaining the file (s) with or
without draft with him. Where the draft has also been sent with fair signed copies
to the R & I section for issue, he will make a note of the dispatch of the draft with
fair copies for issue in the margin of the notes portion of the file, and in other cses
in the margin of the draft of the file.
85. The diarist will not date the letters sent for issue, but leave the space for
giving date of issue blank to be filled in by the R & I Section at the time of actual
issue. In case of files and un-official references are sent to the Diarist direct to
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other Sections/Departments, dates will be indicated by the Diarist at the time of
issue through the dalayat.
86. Telegrams to be sent should be sent to the R & I Section, direct with three
copies thereof, that section will fix the required service stamps and issue the
Telegrams.
87. (i) The Section Officer should see that very important, confidential and
valuable papers such as deeds, agreements and other similar documents to be sent
by post are invariably sent by Registered post. For such communications, the
Sections themselves will prepare the covers, seal them wherever necessary in
packets and send only closed covers or packets to the R & I section for arranging
dispatch;
(ii) Top secret, secret and confidential papers when sent by post must
invariably be enclosed in double covers, the inner cover being marked ‘Top Secret’
or ‘Secret’ or ‘Confidential’ as the case may be supercribed with the name of the
addressee only and sealed. Sealing should not be overdone. A few seals on each
flap of the cover will suffice. The outer cover should bear only the usual officials
address and the designation of the addresses.
88. It is the responsibility of the Assistants and the Section Officers incharge of
Sections to make sure by personal enquires that there is no delay at any steps in
the dispatch of urgent papers.
89. Despatch: The dispatch work is attended to in three stage.
(a) The diarist attached to the section will arrange to deliver through the
dalayat, files and papers meant for Officers of the Secretariat, and obtain the
Acknowledgment of the concerned. U.O. files / US Notes / U.O. Memoranda which
are to be referred to other department (s) should invariably be sent by name of an
officer / Section of that department and sent by the diarist direct to that Officers /
section through the dalayat after making proper entries in the delivery book;
(b) The R & I sections of the secretariat will arrange to deliver through
dalayats attached to it all hand-delivery tappals to be delivered to the several
sections of the Secretariat and Departments of Government. Such communications
need not be put into covers except when they are of a confidential nature;
(c) The R & I section will arrange for the distribution of hand delivery tappals
within the limits of Bangalore City Corporation through Cycle Orderlies attached to
it.
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(d) The R & I section will also attend to the work of affixing postage stamps
of the required value by franking machines or otherwise for all tappals to be sent by
and arrange for their delivery.
90. General instructions regarding dispatch: (i) The dispatcher will make sure
that the fair copies have been duly signed. He will date in ink both the fair copy
and the draft / office copy on the date on which they are actually issued. If the fair
copy already bear a date on which it would not issue, the date should be corrected
to accord with the date of its actual dispatch. No communication issued by
despatcher will be double dated. The dispatcher will also stamp the draft / office
copy with a rubber stamp as per fascimle noted below and will initial (with date) in
the space provided on the stamp in token of his having issued the fair copy.
issued
on ------------by ------------(ii) As far as possible, the dispatcher will send out the fair copies to the
addresses on the same day. In no case, he shall detain any out going
communications for more than twenty four hours without the prior permission of
the Section Officer;
(iii) He will write the work ‘sent’ against each oblique line of the margin of the
draft in token of dispatch of enclosures. When as enclosure has to be sent
separately a note to that effect should be make on the communication (both fair
and office copy) and the enclosures accompanied by a slip indicating the number
and date of the communication to which it relates.
(iv) He will separate the communications to be delivered by hand in the
Secretariat and arrange for their delivery to the addresses by obtaining
acknowledgement in the Delivery Book (KLS Form No…
…
…
…
..)
(v) He will further ensure
(a) that ordinarily covers are not used for communications delivered within
the secretariat unless they are marked ‘Secret’ or ‘Confidential’ or are
addressed to an officer by name;
(b) that, as far as possible, all communications intended for the same
addresses are placed in

cover;

(c) that covers of suitable size only are used;
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(d) that economy slips are used for all covers containing non-secret
communications except when the contents are bulky or then it is
proposed to send the covers insured (these slps should not be used for
covers addressed to members of the Legislature Private Bodies or
Foreign Government) and
(e) the number and date of the communications are written on each cover
…
…
…
…
…
…
(vi) All covers sent by post under services postage stamps will be franked
either by him or with a rubber stamp bearing the facsimile impression of the
signature of the officer-in-charge of the R & I section failing which the article in
liable to be over charged or with held by the postal authority;
(vii) The contents of closed envelopes and paroles should be noted on the
cover by the dispatcher;
(viii) When books, papers and enclosures of any kind are send independently
with the covering letter, they should be accompanied the slip indirecting the letter
with which they are connected and the letter itself should bear a note to the effect
that the enclosures have been sent separately.
(ix) Papers which on account of their bulk will not go into envelopes should
be securely packed in thin thick wrapping papers as they are intended for local or
‘postal’ delivery. In the case of parcels they may be covered by thick paper, canvass
or gunny;
(x) When tins or boxes are required for the transmission of articles, they
should be obtained on indent from the Executive Sections.
91. Despatch by post: (i) In the R & I Section communications to be delivered
by hand and those to be dispatched by post will be separated. The letter will be
entered in the dispatch Register. Each cover will be weighed and with the aid of the
franking machine or otherwise the exact stamp will be embossed and the value also
noted in the dispatch register in the prescribed column;
(ii) Telegrams should be entered in red ink and the time of dispatch noted
against each entry below Sl.No. simultaneously, the serial number allotted to the
Telegram in the dispatch Register should be noted at a convenient place on the
receipt portion of the telegram to facilitate the tracing of the relevant receipt, if
necessary;
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(iii) In the case of communications sent by registered post acknowledgement
due, the number and date of the communication should be written on the
‘acknowledgment card’ so that the card when received be sent to the sanction
concerned for being kept on the relevant file.
(iv) The expenditure incurred each day on service postage stamps will be
totaled up at the end the day by the Despatcher who will record the daily total in
the Despatch register KLS Form No.)
(v) Receipts for telegrams and registered and insured letters etc. should be
checked carefully by the Despatched. They should be filed properly and preserved
for at least six months.
92. Despatch of local Dak Hand Delivery Book: (i) To facilitate quick delivery
of papers and tracing of entries relating there to in the event of their alleged nonreceipt delivery books should be numbered serially and adequate number of books
allotted to each Section/Office. All communications to be dispatched should be
sorted out according to their address and entered in the delivery books allotted to
each addresses or group of addresses.
(ii) In respect of ‘Immediate’ communication the dispatcher will also note in
the delivery book the time dispatch against the relevant entry;
(iii) After the dak has been delivered, the dispatcher will examine the delivery
books to see that all the communications entered therein have been duly
acknowledged by the addresses with their dated signature in ink.
93. Despatch of ‘Immediate’ and ‘Very Urgent’ dak:
(i) priority communication received for dispatch during working hour should
be sent to the addressee at once but those which are not likely to reach their
destination before the closing hour should be held over for dispatch on the next
working day;
(ii) If a file or a communication is of such urgency that it should reach the
addresses that day itself even after office hours, the officer last dealing with the file
or authorizing the issue of the communication will record specific instructions to
the effect. Normally no such instructions will be given except (a) under the specific
directions of an officer/not below the rank of Deputy Secretary (or in his absence
Under Secretary) and (b) with the prior consent of the addresses himself. In the
absence of such clear instructions the dispatcher will not send any papers to the
residence of an officer after office hours. Files and papers of such urgent nature will
be marked or addressed to the officer concerned in the receiving section/office by
name.
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94. Despatch of ‘Non-priority’ Dak: Non-priority dak will be cleared at least
twice a day at suitable intervals which should be so planned that the last batch of
outgoing communications is normally delivered to the addresses as early as
possible before the day’s closing hour and towards the end of the day avoided.
Communications received after the dispatch of the last batch should be held over
till the next working day.
95. Return of Drafts after issue: (i) After issue of a fair communication, the
dispatcher in the R & I sections will note ‘Issued’ on the draft/office copy as the
case may be, and return it to the section, indicating---- on the date of issue.
(ii) The Diarist of the Section will report to the Section Officer every evening
the number of drafts / office copies not received back within a day from the date
they were sent to the R & I Section.
96. Issue of Tour Programmes of Parliamentary functionaries: The Tour
Programme of all parliamentary Functionaries will be issued direct by the personal
Establishments of the concerned parliamentary Functionaries for this purpose,
they will indent and get the required service postage stamps from the R & I Section.
97. Service Postage Stamps-Receipt and Custody of Stamps;
The Under Secretary incharge of R & I Section will obtain the requirements
of Service Postage stamps by placing indents on the Huzur Treasure. The Assistant
in the R & I Section who is in custody of the same will maintain an account KLS
Form No …
…
…
…
…
…
…The Section Officer, R & I will verify the service postage stamp
account and the balances at least once a week and append his dated signature in
token of verification. Surprise checks should also be done now and then of the
covers ready for dispatch by post and verified whether the stamps affixed tally with
the entries in the Register.
98. Ordinary Postage Stamps;
Ordinary postage stamps (And not service postage stamps) should be used
for official correspondence and articles sent by post to all foreign and common
wealth countries. A separated dispatch register will be maintained for keeping a
record of such issues and an account of the expenditure incurred thereon. The
Section Officer incharge of R & I Section should inspect daily this register and also
exercise a physical check on the balance of stamps available with reference to the
entries made in the Register.
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99. Verification of Stamp Account:
The stamps account registers referred to in paragraphs above will be
inspected once a month by the Under Secretary incharge of the R & I Section who
will verify the balance of stamps by physical count and note on the registers the
result of his inspection. He will also carry out surprise checks to satisfy himself
that the registers are properly maintained.
100. Action after issued:
The R & I Section will send the drafts / office copies after issue to the
respective sections. The diarist will place the issued drafts / office copies on the
respective files on his table and hand over the files the concerned Assistant.
101. When files are returned to him by the diarist after the issue of orders, the
Assistant will immediately examine the files and satisfy himself that the dispatch of
the concerned papers has been properly attended to the relevant enclosing sent,
and that no further action in necessary or pending in the case.
102. He will note thereafter the manner of further disposal on the file vis;
whether it should be
(i) recorded and sent to the Record Room;
(ii) recorded but retained in the Section;
(iii) kept in suspense without recording;
and submit the file to the section officer who will indicate his decision and pass the
file on the Diarist for making the necessary entries in the Section diary or the file
Register. Where it is proposed to record any file under ‘A’ or ‘B’ classification, the
orders of the Under Secretary may be obtained when a file is closed, final action
should be noted in the last column of the File Register.
103. Suspense and Reminder Diary:
Suspense cases are those cases in which final Disposal has not been make
and in which further action may be necessary. As soon as some preliminary action
is over on a file and further action is to be taken, the Assistant (s) concerned
should mark in the margin of the notes portion of the file the next date on which it
should be brought forward for further action eg., ‘She till 20th June, 1989’ and
make an entry in his Desk Diary for issue of reminders as end when necessary. The
Diarist should there upon enter the number of this file in the desk diary under the
appropriate date and send the file to be kept in the suspense after making
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necessary movement in the file movement Register as well. Every day in the
morning the Diarist will go through his Desk Diary and bring out the files marked
therein to be brought out on that date and pass them on the dealing assistant
concerned after scoring out the file numbers from the appropriate date in the desk
diary and making the appropriate entry in the file movement Register. The following
types of cases should be entered under this system;
(a) cases which have been marked for resubmission on a particular date;
(b) cases in which reminders are to be issued on specified dated (for brevity,
after reminder is issued a note in the note sheet, the capital ‘R’ and date
may be indicated as ‘R’ 20th November, 1989) and
(c) cases which have been referred un-officially to other departments and the
return of which is awaited.
Cases which are kept in the suspense rack in the expectation of a possible
use in the future should be rare and such cases need not be entered in the Desk
Dairy by the Diarist. The Assistant concerned will be responsible for bringing out
the file as and when they are required and issue of periodical reminders. Section
Officers will review all such cases for issue of reminders once a fortnight;
(ii) Where reminders issued by the Section Officers do not produce the desired
result and further action is called for, Under Secretary or Higher Officers will
address the officers concerned according to the importance and urgency of the
subject.
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CHAPTER X
FORMS AND RULES OF CORRESPONDENCE
104. Forms of Correspondence:
Written communications issuing from the secretariat shall be in one or the
other of the following forms:i) Letter;
ii) Proceedings (Order)
iii) Official Memorandum
iv) Circular
v) Demi-official letter
vi) Un-official note
vii) Press Communique / Note
viii) Notification
ix) Endorsement
x) Telegram
xi) Quick Mail Service; and
xii) Telex Messages;
xiii) Bulletins etc.,
Each one of the above forms has a use and in some instances by
phraseology of its own.
Specimen of the above forms of communications are given in Appendix 4.
105. Letter:
(i) ‘Letter’ from is used for all formal communication to such authorities as
parliament / State Legislature / Government of India, State Government or their
attached or subordinate offices and such as the High Court, Public Service
Commission,

Lokayukta,

Vice-Chancellor

of

Universities,

Public

Bodies

or

Associations of the Public or class of employees or Government servants. It is not to
be used for correspondence between different sections of this Secretariat;
(ii) A letter is composed of the following parts;
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a) Letter head bearing the name of the Secretariat, post bag No., Telephone
Numbers and Addressb) Number and date of communication;
c) Designation of the Sender;
d) Designation of the Addressee;
e) Salutation;
f) Subject;
g) Main text of the letter;
h) Subscription; and
i) Signature and designation of sender
iii) Official letters emanating from this Secretariat and purporting to convey
the views or order of the Board / Special Board must specifically be expressed to
have been written under direction of Board / Special Board. In case of letters by
means of which formal sanction of Board / Special Board is sought to be
communicated of issue it is necessary to invoke the authority of the Board /
Special Board by prefixing the words Board / Special Board. ‘Governor’ is pleased
to sanction / authorize / approve etc., to the main text or contents of the sanction.
iv) Letters addressed to official authorities should begin with the saluation
‘Sir’ and those addressed non-official individuals or groups of individuals with ‘Dear
Sir / Sirs’ those addressed to firms should be with the salutation ‘Dear Sirs’ or
‘Gentlemen’ All office letters should terminate with the subscription ‘Yours
faithfully’ followed by the signature and designation of the person.
(v) Ordinarily, the letter to the Government of India, is addressed to the
Secretary of the appropriate Ministry and if the Ministry has divisions or
Departments under it, the name of the Division or Department is also written below
the name of the Ministry’s. In the case of other State Governments the letter is
addressed to the Secretary of the Department concerned or to the Chief Secretary,
if the name of the Department is not known. Generally letters to the Parliament /
State Legislature / Government of India or other State Governments are to be
signed by Officers of the Rank of Under Secretary and above, depending upon the
importance of the Communication.
vi) The subject at wherever necessary should be indicated clearly in suitable
words, which will be in the nature of an index to the contents, and references to
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previous communication may also be cited after the subject, and before the main
text of the letter.
106. Proceedings: (i) Decisions of Board / Special Board or Orders of general
applicability on question of policy or other important matters should be
communicated issued or promulgated in the form of ‘proceedings’, The form of
proceedings shall be used in the following cases;(a) communication containing financial sanction;
(b) disciplinary proceedings involving imposition of a penalty on a officer /
official of the secretaries;
(c) Orders of decision of general applicability on important questions of policy
and
(d) any other decision of Board / Special Board considered sufficiently
important to Warrant such form of communication.
The proceedings shall always be drafted in the third person.
(ii) Procedure generally consist of(a) letter has bearing the name of the secretariat
(b) subject matter of the order in suitable words which will be in the nature of
an indes to the contents of the order;
(c) ‘Read’ portion giving the number and date of several previous orders or
communications which have been taken into account in formulating the present
decision;
(d) ‘preamble’ portion referring to the circumstances or requirements or
reasons which have actuated the formation of the proposal;
(e) number and date of the order;
(f) the order portion which is the most significant part of the proceedings
should be self explanatory and should clearly indicate the final decision of Board/
Special Board precise and unambiguous terms so that it should not be necessary
to make a reference to the interductory preamble to know the importance of the
order;
(g) the signature of the officer authorized to issue the order along with his
name and designation, which shall be in the following form;
“By order and in the name of the Board /
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Special Board / Government of Karnataka “,
(NAME)
Designation of the Officer
authorized to sign.
h) the officers or the persons to whom copies of the proceedings are to be
distributed.
Illustrative forms of proceedings or order are given at Appendix XIII.
(iii) Where an order is to be issued under any Article of the Constitution or
under any enactment which provides expressely that on order or an instrument
shall be make by the Governor, the expression ‘Government of Karnataka’ should
be used in the body of the Order or Instrument, as the case may be.
(iv) Where an Order is to issued under any enactment which provides for the
making of an order or instrument by the expression ‘the Government of Karnataka’
should be used in the body of the order of the Instrument, as the case may be.
107. Official Memorandum: This form is used for correspondence between the
sections of the Secretariat or between the Secretariat and a Government
Departments. This is written in the third person and bears no salutation or
subscription except the signature, and designation of the officer signing it. The
designation of the addressee is indicated below the signature on the left side of the
page.
108. Circular: The circular differs from the ordinary letter or memorandum in
that it is addressed to several sections or persons simultaneously. The circular
‘FORM’ should be used whenever the substance of the communication does not
warrant the formality of the proceedings form or the letter form.
109. Demi-official letter: (i) This form is used in correspondence between the
officers

of

Secretariat

and

Government

Officers

for

an

inter-change

of

communication of opinion or information without the formality of the prescribed
procedure and also when it is desired that a matter should receive the personal
attention of the personal notice of an officer a case in which action has been
delayed and official reminders have failed to elicit a suitable reply.
In certain cases communication addressed to non-officials may also be in
the form of demi-official letters.
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(ii) A demi-official communication is addressed personally to an officer by
name. It is written in the first person singular in a personnel tone with the
salutation ‘ My dear ------------------ ‘ or ‘Dear ------------‘ and terminating with
‘Yours sincerely’ it is signed by the officer without mentioning his designation.
(iii) The following form of communication may be used by the private
Secretaries / P.A’s to parliamentary functionaries with the Deputy Commissioners
of Districts, Heads of Departments, etc., regarding the tour programmes of
parliamentary functionaries.

Dear Sir,
I am directed by the ----------------------------------

Yours faithfully,
PS / PA to --------------------

Sri --------------------Deputy Commissioner / Heads of Department, etc.,

110. Un-official Note: (Un-official references can be made in two different ways,
namely:(a) by sending the file itself to the department / office with a note recorded
thereon; or
(b) by sending a self-contained note or memorandum;
ii) This method is generally employed in the Secretariat for obtaining the
views, comments, etc., of other secretariat departments on a proposal, obtaining a
clarification, etc., of the existing instructions of requisitioning papers of information
etc., No salutation or complimentary closing words are used in this form use of
formed letters for communication between secretariat and Government Departent is
to be avoided.
(iii) As a rule Secretariat file should not be sent out side the Secretariat. In
exceptional cases where communication by means of a self contained note of
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Memorandum is likely to involved good deal of labour and time, the file with the
recorded note may be referred to the head of the Department of Government unless
it is not considered desirable to disclose the contents or trend of the noting on the
Secretariat files;
(iv) Whenever files relating to transaction which are subject to audit are
required by the Accountant General they may be made available to him,
irrespective of whether they are current or closed unless there are special reasons
for refusing them;
(v) When a demand for any document is received from the Accountant
General, the two points to be examined are(a) Whether the document asked for relates to transactions which are subject
to audit; and
(b) whether the contents of the documents are so secret in nature that it is not
in the public interest to send those papers to the Accountant General.
In the latter event, a statement of facts certified as correct will have to be
furnished to audit.
111. Press Communique or Press Note: A press communique or press Note is
issued when it is sought to give wide publicity to the decision of Secretariat. Press
communiqué is more formal in character than press note and will be reproduced in
fact by the press. Press note on the other hand is intended to serve as hand out to
the press, which they may edit, compress or enlarge as they may choose.
112. Notification: Notifications are used for pubishing rules and order passed
under legal enactments, for making announcements about appointments, postings,
transfers, grant of leave etc., of Gazetted Officers and publishing any matter
required to be published in the Gazette under provisions of any law or order of
Board /Special Board/Governor.
113. Endorsement: (i) This form is made use of when a paper is returned in
original to the sender or is referred to another department or to an attached or
subordinate Officer (either in original or by sending a copy thereof) for information,
remarks or disposal, or where a copy of communication is to be forwarded to others
in addition to the original address. In the last case the endorsements may take one
or other of the following terms-
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“A copy (with a copy of the letter to which it is a reply) is forwarded to
------------ for information and guidance / for necessary action / for favour of reply
/ for early compliance ”.
(ii) Copies of financial sanctions issued by the Secretariat where required to be
communicated to Audit authorities area also sent by means of an endorsement;
(iii) This form should not, however be used in communicating copies to
parliament / State Legislature / Central or other State Government, which should
generally be done in the form of a letter.
114. Telegram: A “Telegram” should be used only an occasions of urgency and
should be concise. Clarity should not be sacrified for brevity. No telegram should
be sent, where Q.H.S. can serve the purpose;
115. Quick Mail Service: (QMS) : QMS introduced by the posts and Telegraphs
Department in Bangalore City and other important places, can be made use of to
the fullest advantage for transmission of matters which require attention on the
next day only when offices open. This would normally meet the degree of urgency
required and will be much more economical.
116. Telex Message: To facilitate direct communications to the Government of
India and other Telex subscribers in various states, telex system may availed of in
preference to the other modes of communication like Telegrams or Trunk Calls,
Telex Messages should be worded briefly and precisely in the same manner as in
the case of telegrams. The messages should be typed in Capital letters in double
line space. In urgent and important matter secretariat may send telex messages
under the signature of the Officer who is authorized to issue telegram, to Home
Department for communication to out Station parties.
117. Communication to Parliament State Legislature’s Government of india
and other State Governments: All communications to parliament, State
Legislatures, Government of India and other State Governments except these of a
purely routine nature and those furnishing factual data of a non-confidential and
non-controversial nature should ordinarily issue under the orders of an officer not
below the rank of Deputy Secretary. Communications of a purely routine nature
such as furnishing factural information of non-confidential and non-controversial
nature, acknowledgements, routine reminders and forwarding memorands may be
signed by the Under Secretaries.
118. Forms and correspondence between officers and the parliamentary
functionaries / ministers :
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(i) officers should not write DO letters to Ministers. If at any time, on officer is
required to bring to the notice of a Minister Certain matters (with reference to his
instructions etc.,) he can do so by addressing a communication to the private
secretary to the parliamentary Functionaries / Minister concerned.
119. Forms

and

Correspondence

between

private

Secretaries

to

Parliamentary Functionaries and Secretariat Officers :
(i) In the normal course, all important instructions / orders such as for reexamination of case, calling for reports or for taking action on certain lines etc.,
intended for the Secretary should be in the form of ‘Minute’ signed by the
Parliamentary Functionary.
(ii) In

cases

where

the

Parliamentary

Functionary

has

given

certain

instruction to his private secretary for conveying them to the Secretary or any other
Officer of the Secretariat, the Private Secretary may convey them through a note
which should clearly indicate that he is conveying the said instructions as desired
by the Parlimentary Functionary or at least indicating that these are the
instructions of the Parliamentary Functionaries. After issue of the note to the
Secretary, the papers may be submitted to the Parliamentary Functionaries for his
perusal;
(iii) In routine cases, such as petitions present to the Parliamentary
Functionaries where no specific directions are given by the parliamentary
functionaries private secretaries may send them to the concerned authorities for
disposal.
(iv) The correspondence portion of a file shall contain all communications
received from outside and all communications issued on the file including DemiOfficial Letters, Letters, Office Memorands, Memoranda, received from their
Secretariat Department. Every communication, whether receipt or issue, together
with its enclosures kept in the ‘Correspondence’ will be given a serial number in red
ink in the centre of the top of its first page. The first communication will be marked
‘Serial No.1’ and the subsequent ones will bear consecutive serial number in a
single series.
120. Page numberings: Every page in the ‘Notes’ portion of the file will be
numbered consecutively from top to bottom as in a book. The page numbers will be
given on note sheets at the top corner opposite to the tag and blank intervening
pages, if any, should not be numbered, but a line should be drawn diagonally from
one corner to another of the blank space. All papers placed on the correspondence
portion of the file will be assigned consecutive page numbers in a single series
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beginning from the first sheet at the bottom which will bear page number 1. Thus
the consecutive page number assigned to a receipt consisting of a number of pages
will be different from its original page numbers. Whenever a clean copy of the draft
issued is given a serial number, the corrected copy of the draft which is retained in
the correspondence portion need not be given any separate serial number, but may
be give appropriate page number (s).

Enclosures which have to be returned or

forwarded to another authority shall be removed from the file at the time of issue
and a slip as indicated below introduced in its place.
Pages ----------------------- to ------------------ Encl ------- to Sl.No. --------- or
letter / memo No ---------- dated ------------- from --------------- regarding -------------removed and forwarded to ----------- on ------------------- date vide Sl.No. --------- ------------------------- (or endorsement No ----------------------------- dated ------------)
date ----------------------- signature ------------------------121. Punching of papers: All papers shall be neatly punched at the left-hand
top corner to the correct guage (of an inch from either side) before it is tagged to the
correspondence or notes portion of the file and not pricked through. No pins should
be used to joint the papers and all pins should be removed.
122. Appendix to Notes or Correspondence: If the inclusion of any detailed
information in the ‘Notes’ is likely to obscure the main points at issue or make the
note unnecessarily long, such information or details will be incorporated in a
separate and self contained summary or a statement which will be placed in a
separate

cover

called

‘Appendix

to

Notes’.

Similarly

if

enclosures

to

a

communication received or issued consist of a large mass of material, such papers
should be placed in a separate cover called ‘Appendix to correspondence’.
123. Parts: When the ‘Note’ or ‘Correspondence’ portion of a file becomes bulky
(say exceeds about 100 pages on any sides). The file should be stitched and marked
‘Volume I’ and ‘Notes’ portion by means of a separate slip or a half sheet
prominently marked ‘Correspondence’.
124. Opening of a new file: A new file should be opened as soon as a fresh
receipt is received by the section, which cannot to dealt with on an existing file. The
dealing assistant concerned will, in the first instance, give a suitable ‘title’ to the file
proposed to be opened with the approval of the Section Officer. In opening a new
file, he will bear in mind the instructions contained in para 179 regarding ‘title,
after giving a suitable Title’ to the file the dealing Assistant will get the requisite file
number allotted to it in the ‘File Register’. He will give the allotted file number on
the cover of the file at the appropriate space provided for it. He will also give the
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name of the department, section, year and the subject matter (title) of the file on
the file cover in the space allotted for the purpose either typewritten or written in
ink. The fresh receipt will then be placed on the correspondence portion of the file
serial numbered and page-numbered. It will then be docketed on the ‘Notes’ portion
of the file. The subject matter in brief as also the file number should invariably be
written or on the top of each note sheet in a file or when separate note are
submitted.
125. Docketing: (i) Docketing is the process of recording on the Note Sheet of
the fact of the receipt or issue of a communication into or from the department and
shall consist such relevant particulars as the serial number given to the
communication, the number and date of the letter, the name, address of
the person, agency

or authority from who it is issued (e.g. Sl.No. 1 receipt)

No. E-1200/ 68-69/PSC, dated March, 1969, from the Secretary, Karnataka Public
Service Commission. Sl.No. 2 (Issue) dated 10th March 1966, to the Secretary,
Karnataka Public Service Commission, while docketing the necessary particulars
should be entered in red ink across the page starting from the margin;
(ii) Immediately a paper is received which is to form

of the correspondence

portion of the file, the paper should be assigned a serial number which should be
written at the entre of the top of the page;
(iii) Similarly out-going communications or letters will be give serial numbers;
(iv) Both ‘Receipt’ and ‘Issue’ will bear consecutive serial number.
126. Notes should be written on note sheets provided for the purpose. If a note
sheet is not readily available a plain paper may be used but the note will be
recorded well beyond a clear margin of one inch. Atleast an inch of space should
invariable be spread at the bottom of the note sheet and the noting continued on
the next page so that enough space is available for passing orders by authorities
concerned. In files should be submitted without allowing space as stipulated above.
127. To ensure neatness in the maintenance of file and iding quick detection of
delays docket sheets with appropriate columns should be used. The docket sheets
are to be placed between the top jacket of the file and the first note sheet. All
receipts and movement of file should be noted by means of seals of the sections or
of the Officers concerned in the columns provided for the purpose i.e., the first
column under the heading “number and date” similarly all routine instructions
such as “please speak”, “please discuss”, etc., should be noted in columns. The
practice of giving such instructions on the note sheet or by means of slips of paper
pinned to the Note sheet should be avoided.
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128. When a file is referred to another department, that department should,
before it stars nothing, write across the note sheet, immediately below the last note
the name of that department and the section which records the note e.g., “Food and
Forest Department”…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…
…Section.
129. Routine notes exchanged between persons in a section or between officers
of a department, rough work sheet statements, etc., should not form part of the
notes or correspondence portion of the file, but may, if required for reference in
near future, kept fouled below the file jacket on file board. Similarly when the
enclosures received with a communication consist of bulky material, pamphlets,
brochures, statements, etc., such material should not be filed with the
correspondence portion, but kept in the file pad below the file jacket with a suitable
indication of the particular communication of which it forms an enclosure.
130. Every file shall be given a file number. This file number shall consist of
four parts:
(i) two or more letters indicating the department to which the file pertains
e.g., DPAR, AAH, HFW, RD etc.,
(ii) a group of three letters indicating the subject hear;
(iii) serial number of the file number the subject
(iv) the last two digits of the calendar year, s.g. 78, 79, 80 etc.,
131. The object of maintaining the file in the Secretary is to arrange and allocate
the numerous communications received in the secretariat to a number of small
self-contained compartments or jacket meant for different subjects. It follows that
the reply to a

communication will be also be placed on the same file. A fresh

receipt will be included in a current file containing earlier related communications
or receipts on the same subject.
132. In each department a number of subject heads each containing consisting
of a group of three distinct letters which will, by themselves give an indication of
the subject matter shall be prepared i.e., the subjects allocated to each department
will be broken into small units to be identified by a symbol of three letters. The
number of such subject head may be so may as desired, But roughly it should be
prepared on the basis that the number of file under a subject head to do opened in
a year should a year should be less than 30 and not normally exceed about a
hundred. Subject heads once approved will continue from year to year and new
subject heads may be added from time to time with approval of Under Secretary.
(Administration) who may be nominated for the purpose in order to ensure that the
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same group of three letters are not adopted by different sections. These way be no
serious objection in the same group of three letters are not adopted by different
sanctions, as each file number is preceded by identifying letters of the section, it is
imperative to avoid confusion, so that the same trilliteral is not used for more than
one subject. The desirability of this suggestion will be appreciated, when it is
realized that subjects are likely to be transferred from one section to another.
Besides, if for the same subject, different triliterals are used for different periods in
the section where they are being dealt with the General Records section will feel
much difficulty in locating the previous collections.
133. Separate file for each distinct subject: There should be a separate file for
each distinct subject. If the scope of the subject of a file is very general and
compressive in nature, there will be a tendency to put into the file indiscriminately
receipts dealing with different aspects of the matter. This will not only make the file
bulky but also militare against speady and officient disposal if the issues raised in
a receipt in a receipt or in the notes or in the orders passed therein extend beyond
the original subject, relevant extracts should be taken and dealt with separately on
new files.
134. Subject matters pertaining to more than one file heading: Where a
communication received contains matters pertaining to several files relevant
extracts shall be made and placed in the appropriate files.
No file should be opened in respect of a receipt of sphemeral pheneral
nature, e.g., applications for casual leave, tour programmes of ministers, etc.,
reference to such receipts will be by diary numbers or by their subjects. In this
connection the instructions contained in para 62 shall be borne in mind.
135. Part File: (1) Use of ‘Part Files’ should be avoided as far as possible. A part
file may be opened only when the main file is not likely to be available for some
time or when it is desired to consult simultaneously other sections or officers and it
is necessary for them to see the ‘paper under disposal’ and other connected papers.
(ii) A part file will normally consist of(a) The Original ‘Paper under Disposal’ or its copy and other essential papers
on the ‘Correspondence’ portion;
(b) the note or notes recorded or to be recorded on the proposal contained in
the ‘paper under Disposal’ or a copy thereof on the ‘Notes’ portion.
(iii) A part file should be incorporated with the main file as soon as the latter
becomes available. The note position should be incorporated with the notes at the
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appropriate placed of at the end of the last nothing and the correspondences with
the correspondence portion. The ‘Notes’ and ‘Correspondence’ added to the main
file should be suitably renumbered.
(iv) When more than one part file is opened, each one of them should be given
a distinct number thus HD 54 PUS (part file) HD 54 PUB (Part file II) 78.
136. File Registers: A record of files opened during a calender year will be kept
in a file Register in KLS Form No. 10. As soon as a new file is opened the Assistant
will inform the file Register Clerk of the subject matter, the file hearding and the
diary number of the Fresh receipt. The file Register Clerk will assign the next serial
number and will enter the details in the File Register at the appropriate place. The
number assigning will be noted only on the file cover.
137. File Movement: (i) All movements of a file will be entered in the File
Movement Register (KLS Form No. --------) at the appropriate place. All files will be
routed through the ‘File Movement Clerk who will record movement of each file in
the chronological order one below the other in the appropriate columns of the
Register.
(ii) Movement of papers for which no files are opened and which are
therefore dealt with under diary number and movement of files and papers of other
departments / sections which will got back to the originating department / section
will be noted in the column 8 of the Section Diary.
(iii) File should move directly from the D.S. upwards without coming back to
the sections concerned for noting their movements such movements should be
noted by the Personal Assistant / Stenographer who maintain the Register (KLS
From No 4) for movements of files. They will send daily on extract of this Register to
the section for noting the movement of files in the file Register of Section Diary as
the case may be.
138. Filling of Official, demi-official and un-official communications and
drafts: (i) Official and Demi-official Communications will be included in the
‘Correspondence’ portion of a file.
(ii) U.O. Communications: Self-contained in U.O. reference and replies there
to should be included in the correspondence portion of the file.
(iii) The draft for approval put up with a file should be placed above the
correspondence and tagged.
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(iv) Drafts submitted for orders should form part of the permanent record
and be preserved on the correspondence portion. If the signed draft is heavily
corrected, a clear copy of the final draft as issued may, however, be added to the
correspondence portion. In such cases, a serial number should be given only to the
draft as finally issued.
139. Referencing and Use of Align:
(i) Referencing is the process of putting up and referring to connected
records, precedents, rules, regulations, books or an other paper having hearing on
case, such papers will be tagged with alphabetical slips to facilitate their
identification.
(ii) The slips will be primed nestly on the inside of the page. Then a number
of files or papers on the case are to be fagged, the slips should be spread over the
whole width of the file so that every slip is easily bisible.
(iii) The slip “PUD“ should be attached to the paper the disposal of which is
the subject matter of the file. The latest communication which is to be considered
in relation to the subject should be fagged ‘Fresh receipt’.
(iv) (a) No slip other than "PUD" or “FR” or "DF" will be attached to any paper
on a current file. When it is desire to invite a reference to certain papers in the
correspondence portion of the file, both the serial number and its corresponding
page number should invariably be quoted in the "Notes" portion (e.g., serial No.
6/p4 etc.)
(b) Notes will be referred to be their para numbers concurrently reference to
the page of the Note portion of the file on which the Note is recorded could also be
given if necessary e.g. para 4 page 1/notes.
(v) Not more than one alphabetical slips should be attached to a recorded
file or paper put up for reference.
(vi) It should be remembered that the slips are merely temporarily
convenience for the quick identification of papers and have to be removed as soon
as they have served their purpose. To facilitate the identification of reference after
the removal of slips, it is necessary that the number of the file referred to should be
quoted in the body of the note and the number of the relevant page together with
the letter of the slip attached thereto indicated in the margin thus.
In the body of note. In the margin of note. E.O. DPAR 54 ATS 75/Flag
G.P-5/ Notes. Similarly a description of the Rules, Regulations, Acts, etc., together
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with the number of the relevant paragraphs or clause referred to will always be
quoted in the body of the note while in the margin will be indicated the alphabetical
letters of the slips and the page number.
(vii) Books or Rules etc., to which reference is made in the file be placed on a
file, if copies thereof are available with the Officer to when a case is submitted a
brief mention to this effect being made in the margin of the notes in pencil. When,
however, books / Rules are required to be put up with files, such publications
should be placed on top of the flaps of the file board covering the file and then
bound neatly and strongly be means of the string attached to the file board in a
bow-tie.
140. Linking of Files: (i) Linking of files on which action is in progress will, as
far as possible be avoided. As a general rule ‘linking’ will be resorted to only when
the

files

are

inter-connected

and

orders

have

to

be

passed

on

them,

simultaneously. If any papers on a current file are required for reference only in
connection with the dispose of another current case relevant extracts should be
taken from the former and placed on the latter.
(ii) Then files are linked, strings of the file board of the lower file but not its
flaps will be tied round the upper file. The strings of the file board of the upper file
will be tie underneath it in above out of the way. Each file will thus be intact with
all its papers properly arranged on its file board.
141.

Arrangements of papers for submission of a case: is case consists of

current file and any other files and papers, books etc., put up for reference. The
papers on a case will be placed in the following order from top down wards;
(i) ‘Notes’ ending with the note for consideration;
(ii) ‘Correspondence’ containing the "PUD" and "FR" if any, and the draft for
approval.
(iii) standing guard files.
(iv) Other papers referred to e.g. extracts from note or correspondence of
other files, resolutions, gazettes, etc., arranged in chronological order, the latest
being placed on top.
(v) Recorded files arranged in chronological order, the latest being placed on
the top.
(vi) Routine noted or papers placed in a cover in a chronological order.
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142. While submitting the file to Officers it should be placed on a file board and
sent in with its cover closed, a book mark being inserted and the particular page
where the latest note or minute has been recorded for submission or perusal or
orders of appropriate authority.
143. Priority makings on files: The following kinds of Priority Markings only
should be used in the Secretariat Departments:
(i) The two prescribed priority markings to be used on files and papers are
‘Imemdiate’ and ‘Priority’.
(ii) The liable ‘Immediate’ should be used only in case of extraordinary
urgency requiring instant attention and not merely attract the attention of an
Officer to a party which it is desired should not be overlooked.
(iii) The liable ‘Priority’ should be used on papers which should be given
precedence over others or ordinary nature to which no priority labels have been
attached, Legislative Assembly or Legislative Council Questions exclutions,
Assurances, etc., and also papers connected with the preparation and submission
of Budget Estimates, will be assigned suitable priority marking. In order to ensure
that the files relating to Legislative matters are handled on Top Priority basis
coloured slips. LA/LC questions and other priority labels should be invariably
attached to files relating to Legislative matters.
(iv) In addition, the following labels may be used to draw instantaneous
attention to files and papers of particular type.
Top Secret
Secret
Confidential
PUD – Paper Under Disposal
DFA – Draft for Approval
FR – Fresh Receipt.
Different columns may be used for different kinds of slips. Priority lables
should be used carefully and with discrimination removed at proper stage by the
Section Officers.
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CHAPTER XI
ARRANGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF FILES
144. (i) Arrangement of papers in a file all current papers on a case in the
sections of Legislature Secretariat shall be arranged in current files. Every file will
consist of two parts viz., (a) Notes and (b) Correspondence placed in a single jacket.
The Notes portion will be tagged on to the left hand side of the jacket and the
Correspondence portion to the right hand side of the jacket. Both Notes and
Correspondence’ will be filed from bottom upwards, chronologically so that on
opining the file, the latest note and communication are on the top left and top right
respectively.
(ii) The Notes portion of a file shall consist of all noting one by the officials
and officers concerned and the Presiding Officers. All paragraphs in the nothing
shall be numbered continuously in ink, provide that, if the notings by each official/
officer consists of more than one paragraph they shall be given sub-numbers.
Signature and initials appended by the officers or Presiding Officers need not be
given any number. The note recorded by Presiding Officers will be termed and
referred to as ‘Minutes’.
(iii) The ‘Correspondence’ portion of a file shall contain all communications
receive from outside and all communications issued on the file including Semiofficial letters, Letters, Office Memoranda, Memoranda received from others. Every
communication, whether receipt or issue, together with its enclosure kept in the
‘Correspondence’, will be given a serial number in red ink in the centre of the top of
its first page. The first communication will be marked ‘Serial No.1’ and the
subsequent ones will be consecutive serial number in a single series.
PAGE NUMBERING
145. Every page in the Notes portion of the file will be numbered consecutively
from top to bottom as in a book. The page numbers will be given on Note Sheets at
the top corner opposite the tag end. Blank intervening pages, if any, should not be
numbered, but a line should be drawn diagonally from one corner to another in the
blank space. All papers placed on the correspondence portion of the file will be
assigned consecutive page numbers in a single series, beginning from the first
sheet at the bottom which will bear page number-2. Thus the consecutive page
numbers. Whenever a clean copy of the draft is retained in the ‘Correspondence’
portion it need not be given any separate serial number, but may be given
appropriate page number (s). Enclosures which have to be returned forwarded to
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another authority shall be removed from the file at the time of issue and a slip as
indicated below introduced in its place:
Pages ---------------------------------- to ------------------ Encl --------------- to
Sl.No. ------------------- or Letter /Memo of --------------------------------------------dated ----------------- from ----------------------------------------------------- regarding --------------------------- removed and forwarded to ----------------------------------------- on
----------------------- date ------------------------ bide Sl. No. --------------------------------(or endorsement No.--------------------------------------- dated -----------------------------)
date ---------------------------- Signature ------------------------PUNCHING OF PAPERS
146. All papers shall be neatly punched at the left hand top corner to the
correct guage (half an inch from either side) before it is tagged to the
correspondence on notes portion of the file and not pricked through. No pin should
be used to join the papers and all pins should be removed.
APPENDIX TO NOTES & CORRESPONDENCE
147. If the inclusion of any detailed information in the 'Notes' is likely to
obscure the main points at issue or make the note unnecessarily long, such
information or details as will be incorporated in a separate and self-contained
summary or a statement which will be place in a separate cover called 'Appendix to
Notes'. Similarly, if enclosures to a communication received or issued consist of a
large mass of material such papers should be placed in a separate cover called
Appendix to correspondences'.
PARTS:
148. When the 'Notes' or 'Correspondence' portion of a file becomes bulky (say
exceeds about 100 pages on any side) the file should be stitched and marked
'Volume-I', the 'Notes' portion of the file being separated from the 'Correspondence'
portion by means of a separate slip or a half sheet prominently marked
'Correspondence'.
OPENING OF A NEW FILE:
149. A new file should be opened as soon as a fresh receipt is received by the
section, which cannot be dealt with on existing file. The dealing Assistant
concerned will, in the first instance, give a suitable 'title' to the file proposed to be
opened with the approval of the Section Officer. In opening a new file, he will bear
in mind the instructions (vide Appendix-II) regarding ('Tital'. After giving a suitable
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'Title' to the file, the dealing Assistant will get the requisite file number allotted to it
in the 'File Register'. He will give the allotted file number on the cover of the file at
the appropriate space provided for it. He will also give the name of the section, year
and the subject matter (title) of the file on the file cover in the space allotted for the
purpose either type-written or written in ink. The fresh receipt will then be placed
on the correspondence portion of the file, serial numbered and page numbered. It
will then be docketed on the ‘Notes’ portion of the file. The subject matter in brief as
also the file number should invariably be written or typewritten on the top of each
note sheet in a file or when separate notes are submitted.
Docketing:
150. (i) Docketing is the process of recording on the Note Sheet of the receipt or
issue of a communication into or from the section and shall consist of such
relevant particulars as the serial number given to the communication, the number
and date of the letter, the name and address of the person, agency or authority
from whom it is received or to when it is issued e.g., Sl.No. I (receipt) No. E.230
/87-88 LPA dated 1st March 1987 from the Secretary, Department of Law and
Parliamentary Affairs,

Sl.No. 2 (Issue) dated 10th March 1987 to the Secretary,

Department of law and Parliamentary Affairs. While docketing the necessary
particulars should be entered in red ink across the page starting from the margin.
(ii) Immediately a paper is received which is to form part of the
correspondence portion of the file, the paper should be assigned a serial number
which should be written at the centre of the top of the page.
(iii) Similarly out-going communications or letters will be given serial
numbers.
(iv) Both ‘Receipt’ and ‘Issues’ will bear consecutive serial numbers.
151. Notes should be written on note sheets provided for the purpose. If a note
sheet is not readily available, a plain paper may be used not the note will be
recorded will beyond a clear margin of one inch. Atleast an inch of space should
invariably be spread at the bottom of the note sheet and the nothing continued on
the next page so that enough space is available for passing orders by authorities
concerned.

In no case, files should be submitted, without allowing space as

stipulated above.
152. To ensure neatness in the maintenance of files and aiding quick detection
of delays Docket Sheets with appropriate columns should be used. The docket
sheets are to be placed between the top jacket of the file and the first note sheet. All
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receipts and movement of file should be noted by means of seals of the sections or
of the Officers concerned in the columns provided for the purpose i.e., the first
column under the heading “Number and Date” similarly all routine instructions
such as “Please Speak”. “Please discuss” etc., should be noted under column 3. The
practice of giving such instructions on the note sheet or by means of slips of paper
pinned to the note sheet should be avoided.
153. When a file is referred to another section, that section should, before it
starts noting, write across the note sheet, immediately below the last note the name
of that section which records the note e.g.,
“ --------------------“
154. Routine notes exchanged between persons in a section or between Officers
of a section, rough work sheet statements, etc., should not form part of the notes or
correspondence portion of the file, but may, if required for reference in near future,
kept folded below the file jacket of the file board. Similarly, when the enclosures
received with a communication consist of bulky material, pamphlets, brochures,
statements, etc., such material should not be filed with the correspondence
portion, but kept in the file pad below the file jacket with a suitable indication of
the particular communication of which it forms and enclosure.
155. Every file shall be given a file number. This file number shall consit of four
parts.
(i) Letters indicating the section to which the file certains e.g., Legislation,
Questions, Public accounts committee etc.,
(ii) a group of letters indicating the subject head.
(iii) serial number of the file under the subject head.
(iv) the last two digits of the calendar year e.g., 87, 88, 89 etc.,
Thus LGAPE 87 means the First File initiated in Legislation Section under
the head PE (Presidential Election) opened during the year 1987.
156. The object of maintaining the file in the secretariat is to arrange and
allocate the numerous communications received in the Secretariat to a number of
small self-contained compartments or jacket meant for different subject. It follows
that the reply to a communication will also be placed on the same file. Containing
earlier related communications or receipts on the same subject.
157. In each section a number of subject heads each consisting of a group of
distinct letters which will, by themselves give an indication of the subject matter
shall be prepared, i.e, the subjects allocated to each section will be broken in to
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smaller units to be identified by the symbol of letters. Subject heads once approved
will continue from year to year and new subject heads may be added from time to
time with the approval of the Under Secretary concerned in consultation with the
Under Secretary incharge of administration who may be nominated for the purpose
in order to ensure that the same group of letters are not adopted by different
sections.
158. A list of abbreviations (Index Letters) for use by different sections in the
Legislature Secretariat is indicated in Appendix.
159. A list of subject index letters for different subjects dealt with by each
section of Legislature Secretariat to be allotted on the respective files is indicated in
Appendix.
SEPARATE FILE FOR EACH DISTINCT SUBJECT:
160. There should be a separate file for each distinct subject. If the scope of the
subject of a file is very general and comprehensive in nature, there will be a
tendency to put into the file indiscriminately receipts dealing with different aspects
of the matter. This will not only make the file bulky but also militate against speedy
efficient disposal. If the issue raised in a receipt or in the notes or in the orders
passed there is extend beyond the original subject, relevant extracts should be
taken and dealt with separately on new files.
161. Subject matter pertaining to more than one file beading where a
communication received contains matters pertaining to several files, relevant
extracts shall be made and placed in the proper files.
162. No file should be opened in respect of receipt on an ephemeral nature e.g.,
applications for casual leave, tour programmes of Committees, Presiding Officers,
etc., reference to such receipts, will be by diary numbers or by their subject. In this
connection the instructions (vide Appendix shall be borne in mind.
Part File:
163. (i) Use of ‘Part Files’ should be avoided as far as possible. A part file may be
opened only when the main file is not likely to be available for sometime or when it
is desired to consult simultaneously other sections or Officers and it is necessary
for them to see the ‘paper under disposal’ and other connected papers.
(ii) A part file will normally consist of;(a) the original ‘paper under Disposal’ or its copy and other essential papers
on the ‘Correspondence’ Portion; and
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C  UIFOPUFPSOPUFTSFDPSEFEPSUPCFSFDPSEFEPOUIFQSPQPTBMDPOUBJOFEJO

UIFh1BQFSVOEFS%JTQPTBMhPSBDPQZUIFSFPGPOUIFh/PUFThQPSUJPO


JJJ  " QBSU GJMF TIPVME CF JODPSQPSBUFE XJUI UIF NBJO GJMF BT TPPO BT UIF MBUFS

CFDPNFT BWBJMBCMF 5IF /PUF QPSUJPO TIPVME CF JODPSQPSBUFE XJUI UIF OPUFT BU UIF
BQQSPQSJBUF QMBDF PS BU UIF FOE PG UIF MBTU OPUJOH BOE UIF DPSSFTQPOEFODF XJUI UIF
DPSSFTQPOEFODF QPSUJPO 5IF h/PUFTh BOE h$PSSFTQPOEFODFh BEEFE UP UIF NBJO GJMF
TIPVMECFTVJUBCMFSFOVNCFSFE


JW  8IFO NPSF UIBO POF QBSU GJMF JT PQFOFE  FBDI POF PG UIFN TIPVME CF

HJWFOBEJTUJODUOVNCFS UIVT-("#-" QBSUGJMF  -("#-" QBSUGJMF** 
FUD

FILE REGISTERS:


 " SFDPSE PG GJMFT TP PQFOFE EVSJOH B DBMFOEBS ZFBS XJMM CF LFQU JO B 'JMF

3FHJTUFS JOGPSN/P"TTPPOBTBOFXGJMFJTPQFOFEUIF"TTJTUBOUXJMMJOGPSNUIF
PGGJDJBM NBJOUBJOJOH 'JMF 3FHJTUFS PG UIF 4VCKFDU NBUUFS  UIF GJMF IFBEJOH BOE UIF
EJBSZOVNCFS PGUIFGSFTISFDFJQU5IF0GGJDJBMNBJOUBJOJOH'JMF3FHJTUFSXJMMBTTJHO
UIF OFYU TFSJBM OVNCFS BOE XJMM FOUFS UIF EFUBJMT JO UIF 'JMF 3FHJTUFS BU UIF
BQQSPQSJBUFQMBDF5IFOVNCFSBTTJHOFEXJMMCFOPUFEPOMZPOUIFGJMFDPWFS

FILE MOVEMENT




J "MMNPWFNFOU PG BGJMFXJMMCFFOUFSFE JOUIF 'JMF.PWFNFOU3FHJTUFSJO

'PSN /P   BU UIF BQQSPQSJBUF QMBDF "MM GJMFT XJMM CF SPVUFE UISPVHI UIF PGGJDJBM
NBJOUBJOJOH'JMFNPWFNFOU3FHJTUFSXIPXJMMSFDPSEFBDINPWFNFOUPGBGJMFJOUIF
DISPOPMPHJDBMPSEFS POFCFMPXUIFPUIFSJOUIFBQQSPQSJBUFDPMVNOTPGUIF3FHJTUFS


JJ  .PWFNFOU PG QBQFST GPS XIJDI PO GJMFT BSF PQFOFE BOE XIJDI BSF

UIFSFGPSFEFBMUXJUIVOEFSEJBSZOVNCFSBOENPWFNFOUPGGJMFTBOEQBQFSTPGPUIFS
TFDUJPOT XIJDI XJMM  HP CBDL UP UIF PSJHJOBUJOH TFDUJPO XJMM CF OPUFE JO DPMVNO  PG
UIFTFDUJPO%JBSZ 'PS/P 


JJJ  'JMFT TIPVME NPWF EJSFDUMZ GSPN UIF %FQVUZ 4FDSFUBSZ VQXBSET XJUI

PVUDPNJOH CBDL UP UIF TFDUJPOT DPODFSOFE GPS OPUJOH UIFJS NPWFNFOUT  4VDI
NPWFNFOUT TIPVME CF OPUFE CZ UIF QFSTPOBM "TTJTUBOU XIP NBJOUBJOT UIF 3FHJTUFS
JO 'PSN /P  GPS NPWFNFOUT PG GJMFT BOE XJMM TFOE EBJMZ JO FYUSBDU PG UIJT 3FHJTUFS
UP UIF DPODFSOFE TFDUJPO GPS OPUJOH UIF NPWFNFOU PG GJMFT JO UIF 'JMF 3FHJTUFS PS
4FDUJPO%JBSZ JTUIFDBTFNBZCF








 'JMJOH PG 0GGJDJBM  %FNJPGGJDJBM BOE 6OPGGJDJBM DPNNVOJDBUJPOT BOE

ESBGUT


J  0GGJDJBM BOE %FNJPGGJDJBM DPNNVOJDBUJPOT XJMM CF JODMVEFE JO UIF

h$PSSFTQPOEFODFhQPSUJPOPGBGJMF


JJ  60 $PNNVOJDBUJPOT  4FMG$POUBJOFE 60  SFGFSFODFT BOE SFQMJFT

UIFSFUPTIPVMECFJODMVEFEJOUIFDPSSFTQPOEFODFQPSUJPOPGUIFGJMF


JJJ  5IF ESBGU GPS BQQSPWBM QVU VQ XJUI B GJMF TIPVME CF QMBDFE BCPWF UIF

DPSSFTQPOEFODFBOEUBHHFE


JW  %SBGUT TVCNJUUFE GPS PSEFST TIPVME GPSN QBSU PG UIF QFSNBOFOU SFDPSE

BOE CF QSFTFSWFE PO UIF DPSSFTQPOEFODF QPSUJPO *G UIF TJHOFE ESBGU JG IFBWJMZ
DPSSFDUFE  DMFBS DPQZ PG UIF GJOBM ESBGU BT JTTVFE NBZ  IPXFWFS  CF BEEFE UP UIF
DPSSFTQPOEFODFQPSUJPO*OTVDIDBTFT BTFSJBMOVNCFSTIPVMECFHJWFOPOMZUPUIF
ESBGUBTGJOBMMZJTTVFE

REFERENCE AND USE OF SLIPS:




J  3FGFSFODJOH JT UIF QSPDFTT PG QVUUJOH VQ BOE SFGFSSJOH UP DPOOFDUFE

SFDPSET  QSFDFEFOUT  SVMFT  SFHVMBUJPO  CPPLT PS BOZ PUIFS QBQFS IBWJOH B CFBSJOH
PO B DBTF 4VDI QBQFST XJMM CF GMBHHFE XJUI BMQIBCFUJDBM TMJQ UP GBDJMJUBUF UIFJS
JEFOUJGJDBUJPO


JJ  5IF TMJQ XJMM CF QJOOFE OFBUMZ PO UIF JOTJEF PG UIF QBHF 8IFO B OVNCFS

PGGJMFT PSQBQFSTPO UIFDBTFBSFUPCFGMBHHFE UIFTMJQTTIPVMECFTQSFBEPWFSUIF
XIPMFXJEUIPGUIFGJMFTPUIBUFWFSZTMJQTJTFBTJMZWJTJCMF


JJJ  5IFTMJQPG16%TIPVMECFBUUBDIFEUPUIFQBQFSUIFEJTQPTBMPGXIJDI

JT UIF TVCKFDU NBUUFS PG UIF GJMF 5IF MBUFTU DPNNVOJDBUJPOT XIJDI JT UP CF
DPOTJEFSFEJOSFMBUJPOUPUIFTVCKFDUTIPVMECFGMBHHFEh'SFTI3FDFJQUh


JW 

B  /P TMJQ PUIFS UIBO 16% PS '3 PS %'" XJMM CF BUUBDIFE UP BOZ

QBQFSPOBDVSSFOUGJMF8IFOJUJTEFTJSFEUPJOWJUFBSFGFSFODFUPDFSUBJOQBQFSTJO
UIF h$PSSFTQPOEFODFh QPSUJPO PG UIF GJMF  CPUI UIF TFSJBM OVNCFS BOE JUT
DPSSFTQPOEJOH QBHF OVNCFS TIPVME JOWBSJBCMZ CF RVPUFE JO UIF h/PUFTh QPSUJPO
FH 4FSJBM/PFUD 


C  /PUFT XJMM CF SFGFSSFE UP CZ UIFJS QBSB OVNCFST $PODVSSFOUMZ B

SFGFSFODF UP UIF QBHF PG UIF OPUF QPSUJPO PG UIF GJMF PO XIJDI UIF /PUF JT SFDPSEFE
DPVMEBMTPCFHJWFO JGOFDFTTBSZ FH QBSBQBHFOPUFT








W  /PU NPSF UIBO POF BMQIBCFUJDBM TMJQT TIPVME CF BUUBDIFE UP B SFDPSEFE

GJMFPSQBQFSQVUVQGPSSFGFSFODF


WJ  *UTIPVMECFSFNFNCFSFEUIBUUIFTMJQTBSFNFSFMZUFNQPSBSZDPOWFOJFODF

GPSUIFRVJDLJEFOUJGJDBUJPOPGQBQFSTBOEIBWFUPCFSFNPWFEBTTPPOBTUIFZIBWF
TFSWFE UIFJS QVSQPTF 5P GBDJMJUBUF  UIF JEFOUJGJDBUJPO PG SFGFSFODF BGUFS UIF SFNPWBM
PG TMJQT  JU JT OFDFTTBSZ UIBU UIF OVNCFS PG UIF GJMF SFGFSSFE UP TIPVME CF RVPUFE JO
UIFCPEZPGUIFOPUFBOEUIFOVNCFSPGUIFSFMFWBOUQBHFUPHFUIFSXJUIUIFMBUUFSPG
UIFTMJQBUUBDIFEUIFSFUPJOEJDUFEJOUIFNBSHJO5IVT
*O UIF CPEZ PG OPUF *O UIF NBSHJO PG OPUF '/P -("  #-"
'MBH(1/PUFT
4JNJMBSMZ  B EFTDSJQUJPO PG UIF 3VMFT  3FHVMBUJPOT  "DUT  FUD 
UPHFUIFS XJUI UIF OVNCFS PG UIF SFMFWBOU QBSBHSBQIT PS DMBVTF
SFGFSSFEUPXJMMBMXBZTCFRVPUJOHUIFCPEZPGUIFOPUFXIJMFJO
UIFNBSHJOXJMMCFJOEJDBUFEUIFBMQIBCFUJDBMMFUUFSTPGUIFTMJQT
BOEUIFQBHFOVNCFS


WJJ  #PPLTPS3VMFT FUD UPXIJDISFGFSFODFJTNBEFJOUIFGJMFCFQMBDFEPOB

GJMF  JG DPQJFE UIFSFPG BSF BWBJMBCMF XIJDI UIF PGGJDFS UP XIPN B DBTF JT TVCNJUUFE B
CSJFG NFOUJPO UP UIJT FGGFDU CFJOH NBEF JO UIF NBSHJO PG UIF OPUF JO QFODJM 8IFO 
IPXFWFS  #PPLT3VMFT BSF SFRVJSFE UP CF QVU VQ XJUI GJMFT  TVDI QVCMJDBUJPOT
TIPVME CF QMBDFE PO UPQ PG UIF GMBQT PG UIF GJMF CPBSE DPWFSJOH UIF GJMF BOE UIFO
CPVOE OFBUMZ BOE TUSPOHMZ CZ NFBOT PG UIF TUSJOH BUUBDIFE UP UIF CPBSE JO B
CPXUJF

LINKING OF FILES:




J  -JOLJOH PG GJMFT PO XIJDI BDUJPO JT JO QSPHSFTT XJMM  BT GBS BT QPTTJCMF 

CF BWPJEFE "T B HFOFSBM SVMF hMJOLJOHh XJMM CF SFTPSUFE UP POMZ XIFO UIF GJMFT BSF
JOUFSDPOOFDUFEBOEPSEFSTIBWFUPCFQBTTFEPOUIFNTJNVMUBOFPVTMZ*GBOZQBQFS
PO B DVSSFOU GJMF JT SFRVJSFE GPS SFGFSFODF POMZ JO DPOOFDUJPO XJUI UIF EJTQPTBM PG
BOPUIFS DVSSFOU DBTF SFMFWBOU FYUSBDU TIPVME CF UBLFO GSPN UIF GPSNFS BOE QMBDFE
POUIFMBUUFS


JJ  8IFO GJMFT BSF MJOLFE TUSJOHT PG UIF GJMF CPBSE PG UIF MPXFS GJMF CVU OPU JUT

GMBQTXJMMCFUJFESPVOEUIFVQQFSGJMF5IFTUSJOHTPGUIFGJMFCPBSEPGUIFVQQFSGJMF
XJMMCFUJFEVOEFSOFBUIJUJTBCPXPVUPGUIFXBZ&BDIGJMFXJMMUIVTCFJOUBDUXJUI
BMMJUTQBQFSTQSPQFSMZBSSBOHFEPOJUTGJMFCPBSE






ARRANGEMENTS OF PAPERS FOR SUBMISSION OF A CASE:


 " DBTF DPOTJTUT PG B DVSSFOU GJMF BOE BOZ PUIFS GJMFT BOE QBQFST  CPPLT 

FUD QVUVQGPSSFGFSFODF5IFQBQFSTPOBDBTFXJMMCFQMBDFEJOUIFGPMMPXJOHPSEFS
GSPNUPQEPXOXBSET


J  h/PUFThFOEJOHXJUIUIFOPUFGPSDPOTJEFSBUJPO



JJ  h$PSSFTQPOEFODFh DPOUBJOJOH UIF h16%h BOE h'3h JG BOZ  BOE UIF ESBGU GPS

BQQSPWBM


JJJ  TUBOEJOH(VBSE'JMFT



JW  PUIFS QBQFST SFGFSSFE UP FH  FYUSBDUT GSPN OPUFT PS DPSSFTQPOEFODF PG

PUIFSGJMFT SFTPMVUJPOT HB[FUUFFT FUD BSSBOHFEJODISPOPMPHJDBMPSEFS MBUFTUCFJOH
QMBDFEPOUPQ


W  3FDPSEFEGJMFTBSSBOHFEJODISPOPMPHJDBMPSEFS MBUFTUCFJOHQMBDFEPOUIF

UPQ



WJ  3PVUJOFOPUFTPSQBQFSTQMBDFEJOBDPWFSJOBDISPOPMPHJDBMPSEFS
 8IJMF TVCNJUUJOH UIF GJMF UP PGGJDFST JU TIPVME CF QMBDFE PO B GJMF CPBSE

BOE TFOU JO XJUI JUT DPWFS DMPTFE  CPPLNBSL CFJOH JOTFSUFE BU UIF QBSUJDVMBS QBHF
XIFSF UIF MBUFTU OPUF PS NJOVUF IBT CFFO SFDPSEFE GPS TVCNJTTJPO PO QFSVTBM PS
PSEFSTPGBQQSPQSJBUFBVUIPSJUZ

PRIORITY MARKINGS ON FILES:


 5IF GPMMPXJOH LJOET PG QSJPSJUZ NBSLJOHT POMZ TIPVME CF VTFE JO UIF

TFDUJPOTPG-FHJTMBUVSF4FDSFUBSJBU


J  5IF UXP QSFTDSJCFE QSJPSJUZ NBSLJOHT UP CF VTFE PO GJMFT BOE QBQFST BSF

h*NNFEJBUFhBOEh1SJPSJUZh


JJ  5IF MBCMF

h*NNFEJBUFh TIPVME CF VTFE POMZ JO DBTF PG FYUSBPSEJOBSZ

TUUSBDU UIF BUUFOUJPO PG BO 0GGJDFS UP B QBQFS XIJDI JU JT EFTDSJCFE TIPVME OPU CF
PWFSMPPLFE


JJJ  5IF MBCMF h1SJPSJUZh TIPVME CF VTFE PO QBQFST XIJDI TIPVME CF HJWFO

QSFDFEBODF PWFS PUIFST PG PSEJOBSZ OBUVSF UP XIJDI OP QSJPSJUZ MBCFMT IBWF CFFO
BUUBDIFE MJLF -FHJTMBUJWF "TTFNCMZ PS -FHJTMBUJWF $PVODJM RVFTUJPOT  "EKPVSONFOU
.PUJPOT 3FTPMVUJPOT /PUJDFTVOEFSWBSJPVT3VMFTFUD








JW  *O BEEJUJPO  UIF GPMMPXJOH MBCMFT NBZ CF VTFE UP ESBX JOTUBOUBOFPVT UP

GJMFTBOEQBQFSTPGQBSUJDVMBSUZQF


 5PQ4FDSFU



 4FDSFU



 $POGJEFOUJBM



 16%o1BQFS6OEFS%JTQPTBM



 %'"o%SBGUGPS"QQSPWBM



 %#/o%SBGU#PBSE/PUF



 '3o'SFTI3FDFJQU



 "EKPVSONFOU.PUJPO



 $BMMJOH"UUFOUJPO/PUJDF



 1SJWJMFHF



 .BUUFS6OEFS3VMFT



 .BUUFS6OEFS3VMF



 .BUUFS6OEFS3VMF



 %JGGFSFOU DPMPVST NBZ CF VTFE GPS EJGGFSFOU LJOET PG TMJQT 1SJPSJUZ MBCMFT

TIPVME CF VTFE DBSFGVMMZ BOE XJUI EJTDSJNJOBUJPO BOE SFNPWFE BU UIF QSPQFS TUBHF
CZUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS
@@@@@






CHAPTER XII
INDEXING AND RECORDING
A. INDEXING




Index: *UT PCKFDU "O JOEFY PG UIF SFDPSET PG UIF ESBGU QSPWJEFT B NFBOT

PGUSBDJOHQSFWJPVTQBQFSTPOBQBSUJDVMBSTVCKFDU

Constituents of an index slip




J  "O JOEFY TMJQ JT DPNQPTFE PG UXP QBSUT  OBNFMZ B  5JUMF BOE C  'JMF

OVNCFSBOEEBUFPGPSEFST DJSDVMBSFUD 


JJ  5JUMFPG'JMF5IFTVCKFDUHJWFOUPBGJMFTJTDBMMFEJUTh5JUMFh*UTIPVMECF 

BTCSJFGBTQPTTJCMF CVUTIPVMEHJWFBUBHMBODFTVGGJDJFOUJOEJDBUJPOPGUIFDPOUFOUT
PGUIFGJMFTTPBTUPTFSWFBTBOBJEUPJUTJEFOUJGJDBUJPO5IFh5JUMFhTIPVMECFEJWJEFE
JOUP B  h)FBEh C  h4VCIFBEh PS h4VCIFBETh BOE D  h$POUFOUh JO UIF GPMMPXJOH
NBOOFS


B 

Head:5IFJNQPSUBOUXPSEUIBUJTQMBDFE GJSTUJOUIFUJUMF

CZXIJDIJT

BMQIBCBUJDBM QPTJUJPO JO UIF JOEFY JT EFUFSNJOFE BOE PO XIJDI
QSJNBSJMZEFQFOETPOUIFQPTTJCJMJUZPGGJOEJOHUIFUJUMFJOUIFJOEFY JT
DBMMFE UIF h)FBEh 5IF )FBE NVTU CF B XPSE PS XPSET UIBU XJMM
OBUVSBMMZPDDVSUPBOZPOFXIPXBOUTUIFQBQFS*UNVTUOPUCFUPWJEF


C 

Sub-Head: 5IF )FBE XJMM CF GPMMPXFE CZ B h4VCIFBEh PS hTVCIFBETh
XIJDITIPVMECFNPSFJOEJDBUJWFPGUIFQSFDJTFTVCKFDU PGUIFGJMFUIBO
UIFhIFBEhTFMFDUJOHhTVCIFBEThUIFDPOTJEFSBUJPOUPCFIPSOBJONJOE
XJMMCFUIFTBNFBTJOTFMFDUJOHUIFhIFBEhWJ[ UIBUUIFXPSEPSXPSET
TFMFDUFE TIPVME CF TVDI BT BSF MJLFMZ UP TUSJLF BOZPOF JO OFFE PG UIF
QBQFST DPOUBJOFE JO UIF GJMF  XIFSF JU JT OFDFTTBSZ UP IBWF NPSF UIBO
POFTVCIFBEJOBUJUMF UIFXJEFSBOENPSFBCTUSBDUTIPVMEHFOFSBMMZ
DPNFCFGPSFUIFOBSSPXFSBOENPSFDPODFSUT



D 

Content: "GUFS UIF hIFBEh BOE hTVCIFBE XJMM DPEF UIF hDPOUFOUh 5IVT
NVTU CF BT CSJFG BT DPNQBUJBCMF XJUI FYQSFTTJOH DMFBSMZ UIBU FYBDU
TVCKFDU PG UIF GJMF *G B DPOUFYU TIPXT BU B HMBODF  MJLF B OFXTQBQFS
IFBEMJOF UIF FYBDU TVCKFDU PG UIF QBQFS  JU JT HPPE DPOUFOU " DPOUFOU
XPSEFE JO HFOFSBM UFSNT JT PG UJUMF QSBDUJDBM VTF  GPS JG JU EPFT OPU
EJTUJOHVJTI B GJMF GSPN PUIFS SFMBUJOH UP DMPTF TJNJMBS CVU OPU JEFOUJDBM
TVCKFDUT 5JNF NBZ CF XBTUFE JO UBLJOH PVU BOE FYBNJOJOH TFWFSBM
GJMFTCFGPSFJUXBTXBOUFEJTGPVOE







JJJ 

File number and date: 5IF UJUMF PO BO JOEFY TMJQ XJMM CF GPMMPXFE CZ B

SFGFSFODF UP GJMF OVNCFS BOE EBUF 5IF QSPDFEVSF PG BMMPUUJOH B OVNCFS UP OFX GJMF
IBTCFFOPVUMJOFEJOQBSBHSBQI


JW 

Standard ’Heads’ and ’Sub-heads:

$POTJTUFODZ JT FTTFOUJBM JO UIF

TFMFDUJPO PG CPUI IFBET BOE 4VCIFBET GPS FYBNQMF  GJMFT EFBMJOH XJUI RVFTUJPOT PG
QBZ TIPVME CF JOEFYFE BMXBZT VOEFS UIF IFBE hQBZh BOE OPU TPNFUJNFT VOEFS QBZ
BOETPNFUJNFTVOEFSTBMBSZPGFNQMPZNFOUT5IJTDBOCFTFDVSFECZNBJOUBJOJOHB
MJTU PG TUBOEBSE IFBET BOE TVCIFBET GPS SFDVSSJOH TVCKFDUT BOE UIFO BEIFSJOH UP
JU


W 

Wording and Articulation:

5IF XIPMF UJUMF h)FBEh  h4VCIFBEh BOE

h$POUFOUh TIPVME DPOTJTU NBJOMZ PG TVCTUBOUJWF BEKFDUJWFT  XIFSF OFDFTTBSZ BOE
QBSUJDJQBOUT.JOPSQBSUTPGTQFFDITIPVMECFFYDMVEFEBTGPSBTQPTTJCMFUPNBLFB
TUSJDU BMQIBCFUJDBM BSSBOHFNFOU QSBDUJDBCMF 5IF UJUMF TIPVME CF BSUJDVMBUFE PS
CSPLFO VQ JOUP NFNCFST FBDI DPOTJTUJOH PG BT GFX XPSET BT QPTTJCMF BOE FBDI
FYQSFTTJOHBOFMFNFOUJOUIFTVCKFDUNBUUFS&BDIXJMMCFHJOXJUIB




J  "#$% -JTU 'PS QSBDUJDBM QVSQPTFT  SFDPSET TIPVME CF DMBTTJGJFE BT

VOEFS




’A’ Class:5PCFQSFTFSWFEJOEFGJOJUFMZ5IJTDMBTTXJMMCFBMMPUUFEUPGJMFTJO

XIJDI JNQPSUBOU RVFTUJPOT IBWF CFFO EJTDVTTFE PS XIJDI DPOUBJO PSEFST
FTUBCMJTIJOHJNQPSUBOUQSFDFEFOUTPSHFOFSBMJOTUSVDUJPOTPSSVMJOHPSBQFSNBNFOU
JNQPSUBOU POFT 5IFTF GJMFT NBZ CF QSFTFSWFE XIFSFWFS OFDFTTBSZ $MBTTJGJDBUJPO
TIPVMECFBQQSPWFECZUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ




’B’ Class: 5P CF QSFTFSWFE GPS  ZFBST 5IJT DMBTT XJMM CF BMMPUUFE UP GJMFT

PG UIF TBNF DBUFHPSZ BT BCPWF CVU XIJDI BSF VOMJLFMZ UP CF SFRVJSFE GPS SFGFSFODF
BGUFSBGFXEFDBEFT$MBTTJGJDBUJPOTIPVMECFBQQSPWFECZUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ




’C’ Class:5PCFQSFTFSWFEGPSZFBST5IJTDMBTTXJMMCFBMMPUUFEUPGJMFTPG

TFDPOEBSZ JNQPSUBODF XIJDI JU JT EFTJSFE UP QSFTFSWF GPS B WFSZ MJNJUFE OVNCFS PG
ZFBST4FDUJPO0GGJDFSDBOBQQSPWFUIJTDMBTTJGJDBUJPO




’D’ Class: 5P CF EFTUSPZFE BT TPPO BT UIF QVSQPTF JT GVMGJMMFE BOE JO BOZ

DBTF OPU MBUFS UIBO POF ZFBS BGUFS UIF FOE PG UIF ZFBS JO XIJDI UIFZ BSF GJMFE 5IJT
DMBTT XJMM DPOTJTU PG GJMFT DPOUFOUT PG XIJDI BSF PG B QVSFMZ PQIFNFSBM OBUVSF
4FDUJPO0GGJDFSDBOBQQSPWFUIJTDMBTTJGJDBUJPO


JJ  5IFDMBTTJGJDBUJPOPGSFDPSETJOUPBCPWFDBUFHPSJFTTIPVMECFGBDJMJUBUFECZ

NFBOT PGBOBVUIPSJTFE"#$%MJTUPG TVCKFDUTEFBMUXJUIJOB TFDUJPO5IFEJGGFSFOU





TVCKFDUT EFBMU XJUI JO B TFDUJPO TIPVME CF HSPVQFE JOUP "#$% DBUFHPSJFT IBWJOH
SFHBSE UP UIF OBUVSF BOE JNQPSUBODF PG FBDI TVCKFDU GSPN UIF BENJOJTUSBUJWF BOE
QBSMJBNFOUBSZ QPJOU PG WJFX 5IF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS PG FBDI TFDUJPO TIPVME QSFQBSF
TVDIBMJTUGPSUIFTFDUJPOBOEHFUJUBQQSPWFECZUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ


175. PROCEDURE FOR MAKING CLASSIFICATION:



 $MBTTJGJDBUJPO TIPVME CF NBEF PO FBDI DBTF TFQBSBUFMZ CZ UIF "TTJTUBOU

EFBMJOH XJUI UIF DBTF XIFO OP GVSUIFS BDUJPO JT SFRVJSFE UP CF UBLFO PO B GJMF 5IF
"TTJTUBOU XJMM QVU VQ UIF GJMF UP UIF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS GPS IJT BQQSPWBM GPS CFJOH
SFDPSEFEVOEFS"#$%MJTU




PREPARING A FILE FOR RECORD: "GUFS B GJMF IBT CFFO NBSLFE GPS

SFDPSEJUTIPVMECFBSSBOHFEQSPQFSMZGPSSFDPSEJOHCZUIF3FDPSE$MFSL5IJTXPVME
JOWPMWFUIFGPMMPXJOHBDUJPO


J  "NFOENFOU PS SFWJTJPO PG UIF UJUMF PG UIF GJMF XIFSF OFDFTTJUBUFE CZ UIF

EFWFMPQNFOUPGUIFTVCKFDUNBUUFSPGUIFDBTFTJODFJUTUBSU


JJ  $PNQMFUJOH SFGFSFODF  UIBU JT  SFNPWJOH UIFN UP UIF 3FDPSE 0GGJDJBM XIP

GJSTUBUUFOETPGGJDFJOUIFOFYUNPSOJOHBOEUIFSFDPSESPPNTTIBMMCFPQFOFEJOUIF
QSFTFODFPG4FDUJPO0GGJDFSPSB4FOJPS0GGJDJBM

B. BOARD/SPECIAL BOARD CASES


.

"T TPPO BT JU CFDPNFT DMFBS UIBU B DBTF XJMM IBWF UP CF QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF

#PBSE4QFDJBM #PBSE  IF DPODFSOFE 4FDUJPO TIBMM QSFQBSF B ESBGU OPUF  TFUUJOH PVU
UIF GBDUT SFMBUJOH UP UIF DBTF  UIF QPJOUT GPS EFDJTJPO BOE UIF GJMF TFOU UP
BENJOJTUSBUJPO* 4FDUJPO GPS UBLJOH BDUJPO UP DPOWFOF UIF NFFUJOH BOE QMBDF UIF
TBJETVCKFDUCFGPSFUIF#PBSE4QFDJBM#PBSE


 #FGPSFBDBTFJTJODMVEFEJOUIFBHFOEB UIF'JOBODF%FQBSUNFOUNVTUCF

DPOTVMUFE  XIFSFWFS SFRVJSFE  BOE UIFJS SFNBSLTDPODVSSFODF PCUBJOFE BOE UIF
TBNFJOUIF#SJFG/PUF


 5IF #SJFG /PUF JT OPU JOUFOEFE UP CF NFSF SFQSPEVDUJPO PG UIF OPUF

SFDPSEFE PO UIF GJMF JO FYUFOTF *U JT JOUFOEFE UP CF B DBSFGVM  BDDVSBUF BOE QSFDJTF
WJFXT PG UIF 0GGJDF PO UIF TVCKFDU   *U JT OPU OFDFTTBSZ UP RVPUF UIF BDUVBM XPSET PG
BOZ 0GGJDFS VOMFTT JU CFDPNFT OFDFTTBSZ GPS UIF QVSQPTF PG CSJOHJOH PVU UIF QPJOUT
VOEFSEFDJTJPO


 *U XJMMCF GPVOE PGUFO BEWBOUBHFPVT UP TFOE DPQJFT PG UIF ESBGU #SJFG /PUF

UP UIF 4FDUJPO DPODFSOFE TJNVMUBOFPVTMZ SFRVFTUJOH UIFN UP JOEJDBUF UIFJS WJFXT






5IFTF DBO  XIFSF OFDFTTBSZ  CF JODPSQPSBUFE JO UIF GJOBM ESBGU CFGPSF UIF DBTF JT
TVCNJUUFEUPUIF#PBSE4QFDJBM#PBSE*OTVDIDBTFT UIFESBGU#SJFG/PUFBOEUIF
WJFXT PG UIF 4FDUJPOT UIFSFPO NBZ CF GJMFE JO UIF DPSSFTQPOEFODF QPSUJPO EVF
SFGFSFODFCFJOHNBEFUIFSFPGJOUIFOPUJOH


 8IJMFTVCNJUUJOHBDBTFGPSCFJOHQMBDFECFGPSFUIF#PBSE4QFDJBM#PBSE

UIF4BODUJPOUPXIJDIUIFDBTFQFSUBJOTTIPVMEQSFQBSFBOEGPSXBSE.FNPSBOEVN
TFUUJOH PVU XJUI TVGGJDJFOU QSFDJTJPO  UIF QPJOUT JO UIF DBTF XIJDI SFRVJSF EFDJTJPO
UPUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ "ENJOJTUSBUJPO 


 5IF GPMMPXJOH JOTUSVDUJPOT TIPVME CF CPSOF JO NJOE XIJMF ESBGUJOH #SJFG

/PUFT



B  5IFESBGU#SJFG/PUFTIPVMECFNBSLFEDPOGJEFOUJBMBOEJUTIPVMECFBSUIF

OVNCFSPGUIFGJMFPOUIFUPQ:



C  BCSJFGTVCKFDUIFBEJOHTIPVMECFHJWFOJOBMMDBTFT



D  5IFQBSBHSBQITBOEQBHFTJOUIF#SJFG/PUFTTIPVMEBMXBZTCFOVNCFSFE

UPGBDJMJUBUFSFGFSFODFEVSJOHEJTDVTTJPOJOUIF#PBSE4QFDJBM#PBSE



E  B#SJFG/PUFTIPVMETFUPVUUIFNBJOQPJOUTBUJTTVFBOEGPSDPOTJEFSBUJPO

JOBTFSJFTPGTIPSUBOEDSJTQQBSBHSBQITTFUUJOHGPSUIUIFFTTFOUJBMQPJOUT



F  JGB#SJFG/PUFSFMJFTPOBEFUBJMFEBOBMZTJTPGTPNFDPNQMJDBUFEGBDUPST PS

PO TUBUJTUJD  UIJT TIPVME JOWBSJBCMZ CF TFU PVU JO UIF GPSN PG BO BQQFOEJY GPS
SFGFSFODF JTOFDFTTBSZ



G  UIFGBDUPGIBWJOHDPOTVMUFEPUIFS4FDUJPOEFQBSUNFOUTDPODFSOFEJOUIF

NBUUFSTIPVMECFJOEJDBUFEJOUIF/PUF HJWJOHJOCSJFGFJUIFSUIFJSBHSFFNFOUUPUIF
QSPQPTBM PSJODBTFPGBOZEJGGFSFODFPGPQJOJPO UIFQPJOUPSQPJOUTPOXIJDITVDI
EJGGFSFODF T PGPQJOJPO T IBWFCFFOFYQSFTTFECZUIFN



H  JG UIF QSPQPTBM T  NBEF JO B #SJFG /PUF JOWPMWF T  BOZ GJOBODJBM

DPNNJUNFOU  UIF GBDU PG IBWJOH DPOTVMUFE UIF 'JOBODF %FQBSUNFOU BOE UIFJS
SFNBSLTDPODVSSFODFTIPVMECFDMFBSMZJOEJDBUFEJOUIF/PUF



 5IFBSSBOHFNFOUTPGUIFDPOUFOUTPGUIF#SJFG/PUFTIPVMECFBTGPMMPXT






PART–I


 5IF NBJO QPJOUT BU JTTVF BOE GPS DPOTJEFSBUJPO TIPVME CF TFU PVU JO B

TFSJFTPGTIPSUBOEDSJTQQBSBHSBQIT

P A R T – II


 *OQSPQPTBMTJOWPMWJOHGJOBODJBMDPNNJUNFOUUIFSFNBSLTDPODVSSFODFPG

UIF 'JOBODF %FQBSUNFOU BOE JUT BHSFFNFOU PS PUIFSXJTF UP UIF QSPQPTBM TIPVME CF
DMFBSMZJOEJDBUFE

P A R T – III


 5IFDPODMVEJOHQBSUTIPVMEDPOUBJOUIFTQFDJGJDQPJOUPSQPJOUTPOXIJDI

UIFEFDJTJPOPGUIF#PBSE4QFDJBM#PBSEJTTPVHIU

C. SUBMISSION O FILES TO THE GOVERNOR


 *O DBTFT XIJDI IBWF UP CF TVCNJUUFE UP UIF (PWFSOPS GPS PCUBJOJOH UIF

BQQSPWBM PG UIF (PWFSOPS  B TIPSU BOE DMFBS TVNNBSZ TIPVME CF QSFQBSFE CZ UIF
4FDSFUBSZ5IF4FDSFUBSZTIPVMEDMFBSMZCSJOHPVUJOUIFTVNNBSZUIBUUIFSFRVJTJUF
GPSNBMJUJFT IBWF CFFO DPNQMFUFE UIBU UIF QSPQPTBM IBT UIF BQQSPWBM PG UIF
#PBSE4QFDJBM #PBSE  BT UIF DBTF NBZ CF  BOE JOEJDBUF UIF BDUJPO SFRVJSFE PO UIF
QBSU PG UIF (PWFSOPS 5IF OPUF TIPVME CF PO B TFQBSBUF UIJDL TIFFU PG QBQFS UIBU
TIPVMEGPSNQBSUPGUIF/PUFGJMF TIPVMECFTJHOFE CZUIF4FDSFUBSZBOEGPSXBSEFE
UP4FDSFUBSZUP(PWFSOPSGPSPCUBJOJOHUIFBQQSPWBMPGUIF(PWFSOPS






CHAPTER XIII
PROCESS OF PARLIAMENTARY MATTERS


 5IF QBSMJBNFOUBSZ #VTJOFTT JT USBOTBDUFE JO -FHJTMBUJWF "TTFNCMZ BOE

-FHJTMBUJWF $PVODJM JO BDDPSEBODF XJUI UIF QSPDFEVSF MBJE EPXO VOEFS UIF 3VMFT PG
1SPDFEVSFT$POEVDUPG#VTJOFTTJO-FHJTMBUJWF"TTFNCMZBOE-FHJTMBUJWF$PVODJM
5IFNFNCFSTPG-FHJTMBUVSF CFJOHUIFSFQSFTFOUBUJWFTPGUIFQFPQMF BSFSFRVJSFEUP
GPDVT UIF BUUFOUJPO PG (PWFSONFOU PO WBSJPVT NBUUFST UP QVCMJD JNQPSUBODF BOE
TFFL SFESFTTBM UIFSFUP  *O PSEFS UP FOBCMF UIF .FNCFST UP EJTDIBSHF UIFJS EVUJFT
FGGFDUJWFMZ  UIF SVMFT PG QSPDFEVSF PG CPUI UIF )PVTFT MBZ EPXO UIF QSPDFEVSFT GPS
SBJTJOHWBSJPVTJTTVFTEFQFOEJOHVQPOUIFJSJNQPSUBODFBOEVSHFODZ5IFNFNCFST
EFTJSPVT PG SBJTJOH WBSJPVT NBUUFST PG QVCMJD JNQPSUBODF IBT UP HJWF OPUJDFT JO UIF
QSFTDSJCFE GPSNT WJ[  2VFTUJPOT  DBMMJOH "UUFOUJPO /PUJDFT  "EKPVSONFOU .PUJPO 
%JTDVTTJPO GPS 4IPSU %VSBUJPO FUD  XIFSF OP GPSNT BSF QSFTDSJCFE  NFNCFST DBO
HJWFOPUJDFJOBXIJUFQBQFS


 5IF 4FDUJPOT EFBMJOH XJUI UIF 1BSMJBNFOUBSZ NBUUFST BSF UP QSPDFTT UIF

OPUJDFTSFDFJWFEVOEFSEJGGFSFOUSVMFTBTGPMMPXT


J  *NNFEJBUFMZBGUFSBTFTTJPOPGUIF-FHJTMBUVSFJTDPOWFOFE UIFDPODFSOFE

TFDUJPOJTTVF#VMMFUJOTJOGPSNJOHUIF.FNCFSTPGUIF7BSJPVTQBSMJBNFOUBSZEFWJDFT
BWBJMBCMF GPS UIFN BOE UIF QSPDFEVSF UIFZ IBWF UP GPMMPX UP SBJTF TVDI NBUUFST CZ
HJWJOH OPUJDFT JO QSFTDSJCFE GPSNT XJUIJO UIF UJNF BOE EBUF GJYFE IFSFUP  5IF
OPUJDFT BSF HJWFO UP SBJTF NBUUFST JO UIF GPSN PG 2VFTUJPOT  IBMGBOIPVS
EJTDVTTJPO  $BMMJOH "UUFOUJPO /PUJDFT  NBUUFST PG 1VCMJD *NQPSUBODF GPS TIPSU
EVSBUJPO BOE NBUUFST XIJDI BSF OPU QPJOUT PG PSEFS  BEKPVSONFOU NPUJPO 
3FTPMVUJPOT FUD 


JJ  0O SFDFJQU PG B OPUJDF GSPN UIF .FNCFS JO UIF DPODFSOFE TFDUJPO  UIF

EJBSJTUXJMMEJBSJTFUIFTBNFCZBTTJHOJOHB4M/P BOENBLJOHOPUFPGUIFOBNFPG
UIF.FNCFSBOETVCKFDUNBUUFSJOUIFSFTQFDUJWFDPMVNOTPGUIFQSFTDSJCFESFHJTUFS
NBJOUBJOFEJOUIFTFDUJPOBOEUIFOQBTTJUPOUPUIFDPODFSOFEDBTFXPSLFS



JJJ  5IFDBTFXPSLFSXJMMNBLFBSSBOHFNFOUTUPHFUUIFOPUJDFUZQFEBOEUBLF

PVUSFRVJSFE/P PGDPQJFTBOETFOEBEWBODFDPQJFTUPBMMDPODFSOFEBOEUIFOXPSL
VQUIFOPUJDFJOBGJMFBOETVCNJUUIFTBNFUPUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS XIPJOUVSOXJMM
TFOEUIFGJMFJOUIFIJFSBSDIZPG0GGJDFSTDPODFSOFEBOEPCUBJOOFDFTTBSZPSEFSTGPS
BENJTTJPO PS PUIFSXJTF PG UIF TBJE OPUJDF *G UIF OPUJDF JT BENJUUFE UIFO UIF GBJS
DPQJFT PG UIF OPUJDF IBT BENJUUFE  BSF BHBJO TFOU UP BMM DPODFSOFE GPS GVSOJTIJOH
SFQMJFTUIFSFUPXJUIJOUIFUJNFTUJQVMBUFEVOEFSUIFSVMFTPGQSPDFEVSF"GUFSSFDFJQU





PG SFQMJFT UIF NBUUFS JT JODMVEFE JO UIF MJTU PG CVTJOFTT "HFOEB  PG UIF SFTQFDUJWF
)PVTFT5IFNFNCFSJOXIPTFOBNFUIFNBUUFSTUBOETSBJTFTUIFJTTVFJOUIFPSEFS
PG CVTJOFTT JOEJDBUFE JO UIF MJTU PG CVTJOFTT BOE UIF .JOJTUFS DPODFSOFE GJMF SFQMZ
UIFSFUP  5IF .FNCFST BSF BMTP QFSNJUUFE JO DFSUBJO DBTFT UP TFFL DMBSJGJDBUJPOT
BSJTJOHPVUPGSFQMJFTUPUIFJTTVFTSBJTFECZUIFNBOEUIFTBNFBSFDMBSJGJFECZUIF
.JOJTUFSDPODFSOFEJOUIF)PVTF5IVTUIFOPUJDFTUBOETGJOBMMZEJTQPTFE*ODBTFT
XIFSF B OPUJDF JT EJTBMMPXFE UIF GBDU UIFSFPG JG DPNNVOJDBUFE UP UIF DPODFSOFE
NFNCFS



 *O SFHBSE UP -FHJTMBUJWF NBUUFST  JF  QBTTJOH PG  #JMMT  UIF .JOJTUFS PS

.FNCFS JODIBSHF PG UIF #JMM HJWFT B OPUJDF PG IJT JOUFOTJPO UP NPWF UIF #JMM
JOUSPEVDUJPO BOE DPOTJEFSBUJPO JO UIF )PVTF BMPOHXJUI UIF DPQJFT PG UIF #JMM JO
USJQMJDBUF  "T TPPO BT B OPUJDF JT SFDFJWFE CZ UIF EJBSJTU TIPVME  EJBSJTF UIF OPUJDF
BOENBLFOFDFTTBSZFOUSJFTBTUPUIFOBNFPGUIF.FNCFS TVCKFDUFUD BOEQBTTJU
PO UP UIF DPODFSOFE DBTF XPSLFS 5IF DBTF XPSLFS TIPVME HJWF OVNCFS UP UIF #JMM
BOEFYBNJOFUIFOPUJDF XIFUIFSJUJTJOPSEFS BOEJGJUJTJOPSEFSUIFOTVCNJUUIF
GJMFJOUIFIJFSBSDIZPGPGGJDFSTTFFLJOHPSEFSTBTUPUIFEBUFPOXIJDIUIFNPUJPOGPS
MFBWF UP JOUSPEVDF UIF #JMM JT UP CF NBEF JO UIF )PVTF "GUFS PSEFST BSF QBTTFE UIF
NPUJPOGPSMFBWFUPJOUSPEVDFUIFTBJE-FHJTMBUJPOCFJODMVEFEJOUIFMJTUPG#VTJOFTT
GPS UIBU EBZ "GUFS UIF #JMM JT JOUSPEVDFE JO UIF )PVTF JU TIPVME CF TFOU HB[FUUF GPS
QVCMJDBUJPO JGJUIBTOPUBMSFBEZCFFOQVCMJTIFEJOUIF(B[FUUF



 5IF #JMM UIFSFBGUFS JT QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF #VTJOFTT "EWJTPSZ $PNNJUUFF GPS

BMMPUNFOU PG UJNF BOE EBUF GPS JUT DPOTJEFSBUJPO BOE QBTTJOH "GUFS UIF #VTJOFTT
"EWJTPSZ $PNNJUUFF BMMPUT UJNF BOE EBUF UIF NPUJPO GPS DPOTJEFSBUJPO BOE QBTTJOH
PGUIF#JMM4IPVMECFJODMVEFEJOUIFMJTUPG#VTJOFTTPGUIF)PVTF"GUFSUIF)PVTF
DPOTJEFST BOE QBTTFT UIF #JMM  UIF CJMM BMPOHXJUI B NBTTBHF GSPN UIF DIBJS TIPVME
CF USBOTNJUUFE UP UIF PUIFS )PVTF  8IFO CPUI UIF )PVTFT BQQSPWF PS QBTT B
-FHJTMBUJPO  UIFO UIF #JMM TIPVME CF TFOU UP QSFTT GPS QSJOUJOH UISFF QBSDINFOU
DPQJFT 5IFTF DPQJFT UIFSFPG TIPVME CF HPU TJHOFE CZ UIF 1SFTJEJOH 0GGJDFS PG UIF
)PVTF XIJDI QBTTFE UIF #JMM MBTU UXP DPQJFT PG UIF #JMM BSF TFOU UP UIF %FQBSUNFOU
PG -BX  1BSMJBNFOUBSZ "GGBJST XJUI B DPWFSJOH MFUUFS GPS BSSBOHJOH UP PCUBJO UIF
BTTFOUPGUIF(PWFSOPS1SFTJEFOU BTUIFDBTFNBZCF*ODBTFPG.POFZ#JMMT BGUFS
UIFZBSFQBTTFEJOUIFMPXFS)PVTFBOEBMTPCZUIF6QQFS)PVTFBDFSUJGJDBUFUPUIF
FGGFDU UIBU UIF #JMM JT B .POFZ #JMM VOEFS BSUJDMF  PG UIF $POTUJUVUJPO PG *OEJB
TIPVME CF HPU SFDPSEFE BOE TJHOFE CZ UIF 4QFBLFS PG UIF -PXFS )PVTF 5IF






QBSDINFOU DPQJFT XJUI DPWFSJOH MFUUFS TIBMM CF TFOU UP UIF %FQBSUNFOU PG -BX 
1BSMJBNFOUBSZ"GGBJSTGPSPCUBJOJOHBTTFOUUIFSFPOPGUIF(PWFSOPS

PROCESS OF SUBJECTS IN THE COMMITTEE SECTIONS IN GENERAL


 "GUFSUIFDPOTUJUVUJPOPG$PNNJUUFFBGUFSUIF(FOFSBM&MFDUJPOBOEBMTPPO

FYQJSJOH PG UIF UFSN PG UIF $PNNJUUFF  UIF 4FDUJPOT EFBMJOH XJUI UIF WBSJPVT
-FHJTMBUVSF $PNNJUUFF TIPVME JOJUJBM BDUJPO UP BTDFSUBJO GSPN UIF DIBJSNBO PG UIF
DPNNJUUFF  UIF EBUF BOE UJNF GPS DPODFSOFE JOJUJBM BDUJPO GPS JTTVJOH UIF NFFUJOH
OPUJDF JG JOGPSNJOH UIF .FNCFST PG UIF $PNNJUUFF UIF EBUF  UJNF BOE QMBDF PG UIF
NFFUJOH


JJ  5IF $PNNJUUFF JU JUT GJSTU NFFUJOH EFDJEF UIF 4VCKFDUT UP CF UBLFO VQ GPS

FYBNJOBUJPO 4PNFUJNFT  TVCKFDUT BSF SFGFSSFE UP UIF $PNNJUUFF CZ UIF SFTQFDUJWF
)PVTFT PG -FHJTMBUVSF 5IF NFFUJOH XJMM CF BEKPVSOFE BGUFS GJYJOH UIF OFYU EBUF PG
UIF NFFUJOH 5IF TFDUJPO EFBMJOH XJUI UIF $PNNJUUFFT XPSL TIPVME XSJUF UIF
DPODFSOFE 4FDSFUBSZ UP (PWFSONFOU UP GVSOJTI UIF JOGPSNBUJPO JO SFTQFDU PG UIF
TVCKFDU UP CF FYBNJOFE CZ UIF $PNNJUUFF *G UIF $PNNJUUFF EFTJSFT UIBU B
2VFTUJPOOBJSF CF QSFQBSFE PO UIF TVCKFDU  UIFO B ESBGU 2VFTUJPOOBJSF JT UP CF
QSFQBSFE BOE QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF $PNNJUUFF GPS JUT BQQSPWBM "GUFS UIF $PNNJUUFF
BDDPSET JUT BQQSPWBM UIF 2VFTUJPOOBJSF TIPVME CF TFOU UP BMMDPODFSOFE BOE SFQMJFT
UIFSFUPPCUBJOFE5IFSFQMJFTSFDFJWFEBSFUPCFQMBDFECFGPSFUIF$PNNJUUFFGPSJUT
DPOTJEFSBUJPO *G UIF $PNNJUUFF EFDJEFT UP DBMM UIF 4FDSFUBSZ UP (PWFSONFOU UIFZ
TIPVME CF TVNNPOFE UP BQQFBS CFGPSF UIF $PNNJUUFF BU UIF UJNF UIF TVCKFDU JT
DPOTJEFSFECZUIF$PNNJUUFF5IFEJTDVTTJPOTPGUIF$PNNJUUFFBOEUIFFWJEFODFT
UFOEFSFE CZ UIF XJUOFTTFT BSF SFDPSEFE WFSCBUJN CZ UIF PGGJDJBM 3FQPSUFST BOE
DPQJFT PG UIF QSPDFFEJOHT BSF TVQQMJFE UP UIF DPODFSOFE TFDUJPO "GUFS UIF
DPODMVTJPO PG UIF NFFUJOH GPS UIF EBZ .JOVUFT PG .FFUJOH HJWJOH CSJFGMZ UIF
CVTJOFTTUSBOTBDUFE%VSJOHUIF$PVSTFPGFYBNJOBUJPOPGBTVCKFDUUIF$PNNJUUFF
EFTJSFT UP NBLF TQPU JOTQFDUJPO PS UP VOEFSUBLF B TUVEZ UPVST  UIF TFDUJPO
DPODFSOFE TIPVME NBLF OFDFTTBSZ BSSBOHFNFOUT UP ESBX UPVS QSPHSBNNF  BOE
QMBDF UIF TBNF CFGPSF UIF $IBJSNBO GPS BQQSPWBM "GUFS JU JT BQQSPWFE CZ UIF
$PNNJUUFF BQQSPWBM PG UIF #PBSE JG JU JT B $PNNJUUFF PG UIF -FHJTMBUJWF "TTFNCMZ
BOE -FHJTMBUJWF $PVODJM BT UIF DBTF NBZ CF UBLFO UP IPME NFFUJOHT PVUTJEF UIF
QSFTDJOUTPGUIFSFTQFDUJWF)PVTF5IFSFBGUFSQSPNQUBDUJPOCFUBLFOCZXSJUJOHUP
BMM DPODFSOFE BCPVU IF WJTJU VOEFS XJUI UIF EJSFDUJPOT PG UIF DIBJSNBO PG UIF
DPNNJUUFF


JJJ  "GUFS UIF DPODMVTJPO PG FYBNJOBUJPO PG UIF 4VCKFDU CZ UIF $PNNJUUFF  B

ESBGU SFQPSU TIPVME CF QSFQBSFE CZ UIF DPODFSOFE TFDUJPO UBLFO JOUP DPOTJEFSBUJPO





UIF EJTDVTTJPOTFWJEFODFTJOTQFDUJPOT SFQPSUT FUD  IFME CZ UIF DPNNJUUFF BT QFS
UIFQSPDFFEJOHTNBJOUBJOFEUIFSFUPBOETVCNJUUIFSFQPSU JOUIFGJSTUJOTUBODF GPS
BQQSPWBM PG UIF DIBJSNBO PG UIF $PNNJUUFF UISPVHI UIF IJFSBSDIZ PG 0GGJDFST
DPOOFDUFE XJUI UIF XPSL PG UIF $PNNJUUFF 5IFSFBGUFS UIF ESBGU SFQPSU TIPVME CF
QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF $PNNJUUFF GPS JUT DPOTJEFSBUJPO "GUFS UIF $PNNJUUFF DPOTJEFST
UIFESBGUSFQPSUBOEBEPQUTJU BSSBOHFNFOUTXJMMIBWFUPCFNBEFUPHFUUIFSFQPSU
QSJOUFEDZDMPTUZMFE BOE UIF TBJE SFQPSU CF QSFTFOUFE UP UIF )PVTF)PVTFT PG
-FHJTMBUVSF EVSJOH JUT TJUUJOHT *O $BTF UIF -FHJTMBUVSF JT OPU MJLFMZ UP NFFU TIPSUMZ
BOEUIFSFQPSUJTUPCFQSFTFOUFEVSHFOUMZ UIFOUIFTBNFDPVMECFQSFTFOUFEUPUIF
1SFTJEJOH0GGJDFSTUPUIFDPODFSOFE)PVTF*GUIFDPODFSOFE1SFTJEJOH0GGJDFSPSEFST
GPS QSJOUJOH BOE QVCMJDBUJPO PG UIF SFQPSU  UIFO BDUJPO CF UBLFO UP HFU UIF DPQJFT
QSJOUFEDZDMPTUZMFE BOE GJSTU DPQJFT BSF EJTUSJCVUFE UP .FNCFST PG -FHJTMBUVSF
CFGPSF UIFZ BSF NBEF QVCMJD BSF HJWFO UP QSFTT GPS QVCMJDJUZ PS TFOU UP DPODFSOFE
EFQBSUNFOUT GPS UBLJOH GPMMPX VQ BDUJPO UIFSFPO *O TVDI DBTFT UIF TBJE SFQPSU
TIPVMEBHBJOCFGPSNBMMZQSFTFOUFEUPUIF)PVTF XIFOJUNFFUTUIFSFBGUFS


 "GUFS B SFQPSU JT QSFTFOUFE UP UIF DPODFSOFE 1SFTJEJOH 0GGJDFS)PVTF  UIF

4FDUJPO 4UBGG TIPVME FOTVSF UIBU DPQJFT PG UIF SFQPSU BSF TFOU UP DPODFSOFE
EFQBSUNFOUTUPGVSOJTIBDUJPOUBLFOSFQPSUTPOUIFSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTPCTFSWBUJPOT
PGUIF$PNNJUUFF


W  "GUFS BDUJPO UBLFO SFQMJFT BSF SFDFJWFE  UIFZ TIPVME CF QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF

$PNNJUUFF JO B UBCVMBS TUBUFNFOU GSPN GPS JUT DPOTJEFSBUJPO BOE EFDJTJPO UIFSFPO
*G UIF $PNNJUUFF EFTJSFT UIBU UIF NBUUFS JT UP CF QVSTVFE GVSUIFS  GPMMPXVQ BDUJPO
TIPVME CF UBLFO BDDPSEJOHMZ BOE JO DBTF PG BMM TVDI SFQMJFT BO BDUJPO UBLFO SFQPSU
BMTP TIPVME CF QSFQBSFE BOE QMBDF GPS UIF BQQSPWBM PG UIF $PNNJUUFF "GUFS JU JT
BQQSPWFECZUIF$PNNJUUFF UIFTBNFTIBMMCFQSFTFOUFEUPUIF)PVTF


 *O SFTQFDU PG OPUJDFT SFDFJWFE GSPN .FNCFST GPS UBCMJOH OPOPGGJDJBM

SFTPMVUJPOT JO UIF )PVTF  UIF DPODFSOFE 4FDUJPO %JBSJTU TIPVME EJBSJTF UIF TBJE
OPUJDFTBOENBEFOFDFTTBSZFOUSJFTJOUIFDPMVNOTPGUIFQSFTDSJCFESFHJTUFSCFGPSF
JU JT QBTTFE PO UP UIF DPODFSOFE DBTFXPSLFS 5IF DBTF XPSLFS BGUFS SFDFJWJOH UIF
OPUJDF TIPVME XPSL VQ UIF TBNF JO B GJMF BOE TVCNJU UISPVHI IJFSBSDIZ PG 0GGJDFST
TFFLJOH PSEFST GPS JUT BENJTTJPO "GUFS BENJTTJPO PG OPUJDFT PG SFTPMVUJPOT B CBMMPU
TIBMMCFIFMEUPBTDFSUBJOUIFQSJPSJUZPGSFTPMVUJPOTGPSBQBSUJDVMBSEBZBSSBOHFEJO
UIFPSEFSPGCBMMPUBOEUIFMJTUHPUQSJOUFEBOEDJSDVMBUFEBNPOHUIF.FNCFSTPGUIF
)PVTFBMPOHXJUIUIFBHFOEBQBQFSTGPSUIFQBSUJDVMBSEBZJOBEWBODF"DPQZPGUIF
SFTPMVUJPO TIBMM CF GPSXBSEFE UP DPODFSOFE 4FDSFUBSZ UP (PWFSONFOU "GUFS B
SFTPMVUJPO JT EJTDVTTFE BOE B SFTPMVUJPO JT BEPQUFE CZ UIF )PVTF   UIFO B DPQZ PG






UIF

SFTPMVUJPO

TP

BEPQUFE

TIBMM

CF

GPSXBSEFE

UP

UIF

DPODFSOFE

GPS

JUT

JNQMFNFOUBUJPO

PROCESS OF STATUTORY NOTIFICATIONS LAID ON THE TABLE OF THES
HOUSES OF LEGISLATURE


 "MM/PUJGJDBUJPOTJTTVFEVOEFSWBSJPVTTUBUVUFT"DUT SFHVMBUJPOT FUD BT

BOE XIFO SFDFJWFE GSPN UIF DPODFSOFE EFQBSUNFOUT BSF UP CF EJBSJTFE BOE
OFDFTTBSZFOUSJFTNBEFJOUIFQSFTDSJCFE3FHJTUFSCZUIFTFDUJPOEJBSJTUBOEQBTTFE
POUPUIFDPODFSOFEDBTFXPSLFS XIPJOUVSO TIBMMNBLFBSSBOHFNFOUTUPTFFUIBU
UIF OPUJGJDBUJPOT BSF JODMVEFE JO UIF MJTU PG CVTJOFTT PG CPUI )PVTFT PG -FHJTMBUVSF
GPS CFJOH MBJE PO UIF 5BCMF PG UIF )PVTF "GUFS UIF OPUJGJDBUJPOT BSF MBJE  B UBCVMBS
TUBUFNFOU JOEJDBUJOH UIF EFUBJMT BT UP UIF /P PG UIF  /PUJGJDBUJPOT  TVCKFDU NBUUFS
BOE EBUF PG MBZJOH JO -FHJTMBUJWF "TTFNCMZ  -FHJTMBUJWF $PVODJM JT UP CF QSFQBSFE
EFQBSUNFOU XJTF BOE TFOU UP UIF EFQBSUNFOUT DPODFSOFE UP GVSOJTI UIFJS
SFNBSLTSFQMJFT JOTFUT JOEJDBUJOHUIFOFDFTTJUZBOEPCKFDUXJUIXIJDIUIFTBJE
/PUJGJDBUJPOT XFSF JTTVFE GPS DPOTJEFSBUJPO PG UIF $PNNJUUFF PO 4VCPSEJOBUF
-FHJTMBUJPO


 "GUFS SFDFJQU PG SFQMJFT GSPN UIF EFQBSUNFOUT DPODFSOFE  UIFZ TIBMM CF

QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF DPNNJUUFF GPS JUT DPOTJEFSBUJPO BOE UIF 4FDSFUBSJFT UP
(PWFSONFOU BOE PUIFS EFQBSUNFOUBM )FBET DPODFSOFE  BSF UP CF JOWJUFE UP BQQFBS
CFGPSF UIF DPNNJUUFF EVSJOH UIF $PVSTF PG FYBNJOBUJPO PG UIF TBNF CZ UIF
$PNNJUUFF 5IF 4FDSFUBSZ UP (PWFSONFOU %FQBSUNFOU PG -BX  1BSMJBNFOUBSZ
"GGBJSTJTBMTPJOWJUFEUPBUUFOEUIFBTTJTUUIFDPNNJUUFFJOJUTEFMJCFSBUJPOT


JJJ  "GUFSUIF$PNNJUUFFIFBSTUIF%FQBSUNFOUBMSFQSFTFOUBUJWFTBOEDPODVST

XJUI UIF PCKFDU BOE JOUFOUJPO PG UIF (PWFSONFOU JT JTTVJOH UIPTF /PUJGJDBUJPOT  B
ESBGU SFQPSU BT UP UIF BDDFQUBODF PS PUIFSXJTF PG UIF OPUJGJDBUJPOT JODMVEJOH BOZ
SFDPNNFOEBUJPOT NBEF JO SFTQFDU PG TPNF /PUJGJDBUJPOT JT UP CF QSFQBSFE BOE
QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF $PNNJUUFF GPS JUT DPOTJEFSBUJPOT BOE BEPQUJPO "GUFS UIF SFQPSU JT
BEPQUFE CZ UIF $PNNJUUFF  UIF TBNF XJMM CF QSFTFOUFE UP UIF -FHJTMBUJPO 5IF
$IBJSNBOPGUIF$PNNJUUFFXJMMQSFTFOUUIFSFQPSUJOUIF-FHJTMBUJWF"TTFNCMZBOE
B .FNCFS PG UIF -FHJTMBUJWF $PVODJM XIP JT BMTP B NFNCFS PG UIF $PNNJUUFF XJMM
QSFTFOU UIF SFQPSU JO UIF -FHJTMBUJWF $PVODJM 5IFSFBGUFS B GFX DPQJFT PG SFQPSU XJMM
CF GPSXBSEFE UP UIF 4FDSFUBSZ UP (PWFSONFOU $PODFSOFE GPS JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG UIF
SFDPNNFOEBUJPOTPGUIF$PNNJUUFF


JW  5IFSFBGUFSUIFGPMMPXVQBDUJPOPOUIFSFQPSUJTUPCFUBLFOCZUIFTFDUJPO

DPODFSOFE PO MJOFT TJNJMBS UP UIPTF JOEJDBUFE JO FYDFQU PG UIF SFQPSUT PG BMM
DPNNJUUFFT






PROCESS OF SUBJECTS IN PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE SECTION


 5IF TPVSDF PG NBUFSJBM GPS DPOTJEFSBUJPO PG UIF $PNNJUUFF PO 1VCMJD

"DDPVOUT JT TVQQMJFE CZ UIF "VEJU SFQPSU QSFTFOUFE CZ UIF $PNQUSPMMFS  "VEJUPS
(FOFSBM PG *OEJB UP UIF )PVTFT PG -FHJTMBUVSF 5IF "VEJU SFQPSU DPOUBJOT UIF
PCTFSWBUJPOTNBEFEVSJOHUIFDPVSTFPG"VEJUPGUSBOTBDUJPOTDBSSJFEPOJOEJGGFSFOU
EFQBSUNFOUTPG(PWFSONFOU


JJ  4PPO BGUFS UIF "VEJU SFQPSU JT MBJE PO UIF UBCMF PG CPUI UIF )PVTF  UIF

"VEJU SFQPSU BSF GPSXBSEFE UP UIF 4FDSFUBSZ UP (PWFSONFOU UP GVSOJTI UIF
EFQBSUNFOUBM OPUFT PO UIF BVEJU QBSBT JO UIF QSFTDSJCF QSPGPSNB 5IF 4FDUJPO
EFBMJOH XJUI 1VCMJD "DDPVOUT $PNNJUUFF TIPVME QSFQBSF B EFQBSUNFOU XJTF
TUBUFNFOU JOEJDBUJOH UIF "VEJU QBSB /P  TVCKFDU BOE PCTFSWBUJPOT NBEF CZ UIF
"VEJU BOE TFOE UIF TBNF UP UIF DPODFSOFE EFQBSUNFOUT PG (PWFSONFOU UP GVSOJTI
SFQMJFTUIFSFUPJOTFUT


JJJ  "GUFS SFDFJQU PG SFQMJFT GSPN UIF EFQBSUNFOUT DPODFSOFE UIF TBNF BSF UP

CFQMBDFECFGPSFUIF$PNNJUUFFGPSJUTDPOTJEFSBUJPOBTQFSUIFBHFOEBBQQSPWFECZ
UIF $IBJSNBO PG UIF $PNNJUUFF 5IF "DDPVOUBOU (FOFSBM BOE B SFQSFTFOUBUJWF PG
'JOBODF %FQBSUNFOU BMTP BUUFOE UIF NFFUJOH UP BTTJTU UIF $PNNJUUFF JO JUT
EFMJCFSBUJPOT 5IF 4FDSFUBSJFT UP (PWFSONFOU BOE EFQBSUNFOUBM IFBET DPODFSOFE
BSF TVNNPOFE UP BQQFBS BOE UFOEFS FWJEFODF CFGPSF UIF $PNNJUUFF *G UIF
$PNNJUUFF GFFMT JU OFDFTTBSZ UP IBWF TQPU JOTQFDUJPOT PG UIF EFQBSUNFOUT PS
QSPKFDUTFUD UIFEFBMJOHTFDUJPOTIBMMNBLFOFDFTTBSZBSSBOHFNFOUTUIFSFUP


JW  5IF PUIFS QSPDFEVSF SFHBSEJOH GPMMPXVQ BDUJPO UP CF UBLFO PO UIF

EFMJCFSBUJPOT PG UIF $PNNJUUFF BSF TJNJMBS UP UIPTF BQQMJDBCMF UP BMM PUIFS
$PNNJUUFFT

PROCESS OF ASSURANCES GIVEN BY MINISTER ON THE FLOOR OF THE
HOUSE


 %VSJOH UIF $PVSTF PG EJTDVTTJPOT PO WBSJPVT NBUUFST BOE JO SFQMJFT UP

RVFTUJPOT BOE PUIFS NBUUFST PG QVCMJD JNQPSUBODF SBJTFE JO UIF )PVTFT PG
-FHJTMBUVSF UIF.JOJTUFSTHJWFBTTVSBODFTGPSJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGDFSUBJONBUUFST


JJ  5IF TUBGG PG UIF "TTVSBODF $PNNJUUFF 4FDUJPO TIBMM DVMM PVU BMM TVDI

BTTVSBODFTGSPNUIFQSPDFFEJOHTPGUIFCPUIUIF)PVTFTPG-FHJTMBUVSFBOEQSFQBSF
B MJTU PG TVDI BTTVSBODFT JO B UBCVMBS GSPN JOEJDBUJOH UIF 4M /P  SFGFSFODF UP UIF
OPUJDFXJUIOBNFPGUIF.FNCFSXIPSBJTFEUIFTVCKFDUBOEUIFBTTVSBODFIFMEPVU
CZUIF.JOJTUFS








JJJ  "GUFS UIF MJTU JT QSFQBSFE JU TIPVME CF QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF $PNNJUUFF PO

(PWFSONFOU

"TTVSBODFT

PG

UIF

SFTQFDUJWF

)PVTFT

PG

-FHJTMBUVSF

GPS

JUT

DPOTJEFSBUJPO BOE BQQSPWBM "GUFS UIF $PNNJUUFF BQQSPWF BT UIF MJTU PG TVDI
BTTVSBODFT UIFTBNFTIPVMECFTFOEUPUIFDPODFSOFEEFQBSUNFOUTPG(PWFSONFOU
GPSGVSOJTIJOHSFQMJFTJOEJDBUJOHUIFBDUJPOUBLFOPSQSPQPTFEUPCFUBLFOUIFSFUPGPS
UIFDPOTJEFSBUJPOPGUIF$PNNJUUFF


JW  "MM SFQMJFT SFDFJWFE GSPN (PWFSONFOU EFQBSUNFOUT TIBMM CF QMBDFE CFGPSF

UIF $PNNJUUFF GPS JUT DPOTJEFSBUJPO BOE XIFSFWFS OFDFTTBSZ UIF DPODFSOFE
4FDSFUBSJFT UP (PWFSONFOU BOE )FBET PG %FQBSUNFOU BSF UP CF TVNNPOFE UP
BQQFBSCFGPSFUIF$PNNJUUFFUPUFOEFSFWJEFODFUIFSFPO


W  5IF $PNNJUUFF DPOTJEFST UIF SFQMJFT SFDFJWFE GSPN (PWFSONFOU BOE BMTP

CFBSTUIF(PWFSONFOUBOEEFQBSUNFOUBMSFQSFTFOUBUJWFTBOE$PNNJUUFFJTTBUJTGJFE
XJUI UIF BDUJPO UBLFO CZ (PWFSONFOU BDDFQUT UIF SFQMJFT XIFSF UIF $PNNJUUFF JT
OPU TBUJTGJFE BOE EFTJSFT UIBU UIF NBUUFS CF QVSTVFE GVSUIFS " ESBGU SFQPSU
JOEJDBUJOHUIFEFDJTJPOTPSSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTPGUIF$PNNJUUFFJTUPCFQSFQBSFECZ
UIF  4FDUJPO BOE TVCNJU UIF TBNF UISPVHI IJFSBSDIZ PG 0GGJDFST DPODFSOFE GPS
BQQSPWBM 5IFSFBGUFS UIF ESBGU SFQPSU TIBMM CF QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF $PNNJUUFF GPS JUT
DPOTJEFSBUJPO BOE BQQSPWBM "GUFS UIF $PNNJUUFF BEPQUT UIF SFQPSU UIF TBNF TIBMM
CF QSFTFOUFE UP UIF )PVTF4QFBLFS PS $IBJSNBO  BT UIF DBTF NBZ CF  UIFSFBGUFS
UIF GPMMPXVQ BDUJPO UIFSFPO JT UP CF UBLFO PO MJOFT TJNJMBS UP UIPTF TVHHFTUFE JO
SFTQFDUPGSFQPSUTPGBMMPUIFS$PNNJUUFFT

PROCESS OF PETITIONS PRESENTED TO THE HOUSE


 *  8IFOFWFS QFUJUJPOT PS SFQSFTFOUBUJPO BSF TFOU CZ )POCMF .FNCFST  PO

CFIBMG PG UIFJS $POTUJUVFOUT  UIF DPODFSOFE TFDUJPO EJBSJTU TIBMM EJBSJTF BMM UIF
QFUJUJPOTSFQSFTFOUBUJPOTJOUIFQSFTDSJCFE3FHJTUFSCZBTTJHOJOH4M/P BOENBLF
OFDFTTBSZ FOUSJFT JO UIF DPMVNOT JOEJDBUJOH UIF OBNF PG UIF .FNCFS  4VCKFDU
NBUUFSBOEUIFEFQBSUNFOUUPXIJDIJUQFSUBJOTFUD BOEUIFSFBGUFSQBTTJUPOUPUIF
DPODFSOFEDBTFXPSLFS5IFDBTFXPSLFSTIPVMEQVUVQUIFQFUJUJPOSFQSFTFOUBUJPO
JO B GJMF JO UIF IJFSBSDIZ PG 0GGJDFST BOE TVCNJU UIF TBNF UP UIF QSFTJEJOH 0GGJDFST
DPODFSOFE TFFLJOH PSEFST BT UP JUT BENJTTJPO PS PUIFSXJTF JO BDDPSEBODF XJUI UIF
SVMFT QSFTDSJCFE UIFSFUP JO UIF SVMFT PG QSPDFEVSFT PG UIF SFTQFDUJWF )PVTFT PG
-FHJTMBUVSF "GUFS UIF QFUJUJPOSFQSFTFOUBUJPO BSF BENJUUFE UIF DBTFXPSLFS XPVME
TFF UIBU UIF QFUJUJPOT BSF JODMVEFE JO UIF MJTU PG CVTJOFTT GPS QSFTFOUBUJPO UP UIF
)PVTF "GUFS UIFZ BSF QSFTFOUFE JO UIF )PVTFT  UIFO UIF QFUJUJPOT TIBMM CF
GPSXBSEFEUPUIFDPODFSOFEEFQBSUNFOUGPSPGGFSJOHUIFJSSFQMJFTGPSDPOTJEFSBUJPOPG






UIF $PNNJUUFF PO QFUJUJPOT 5IF SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT BGUFS UIFZ BSF BENJUUFE BSF UP CF
TFOUUPUIFEFQBSUNFOUTDPODFSOFEGPSGVSOJTIJOHSFQMJFTUIFSFUP


JJ  "MM UIF SFQMJFT SFDFJWFE GPS CPUI QFUJUJPOT BOE SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT BSF UP

QMBDFECFGPSFUIF$PNNJUUFFJOBUBCVMBSGSPNJOEJDBUJOHUIFOBNFPGUIF.FNCFS 
4VCKFDU NBUUFS BOE UIF SFQMZ GVSOJTIFE CZ (PWFSONFOU EFQBSUNFOUT UIFSFUP 5IF
4FDSFUBSJFT UP (PWFSONFOU BOE )FBET PG %FQBSUNFOUT DPODFSOFE BSF UP CF
TVNNPOFE UP BQQFBS CFGPSF UIF DPNNJUUFF BOE UFOEFS FWJEFODF BU UIF UJNF UIF
$PNNJUUFF DPOTJEFST UIF SFQMJFT UP UIF QFUJUJPOTSFQSFTFOUBUJPOT 5IFSFBGUFS UIF
EFMJCFSBUJPOTPGUIF$PNNJUUFFBSFUPCFQSPDFTTFEBOEGPMMPXVQBDUJPOUIFSFUBLFO
POUIFMJOFTTJNJMBSUPUIFTFJOEJDBUFEJOSFTQFDUPGBMMPUIFS$PNNJUUFFT






CHAPTER XIV
CHECKS ON DELAYS
WEEKLY ARREARS STATEMENT :
  J  5IF XFFLMZ "SSFBST 4UBUFNFOU JT JOUFOEFE UP HJWF B TUBUJTUJDBM QJDUVSF PG
UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG SFDFJQUT BOE DBTFT SFDFJWFE BOE EFBM XJUI CZ FBDI "TTJTUBOU
EVSJOH B XFFL  UPHFUIFS XJUI B EFUBJMFE BOBMZTJT  PG UIF OVNCFS PG SFDFJQUT BOE
DBTFT MFGU PWFS XJUI FBDI "TTJTUBOU BOE UIF 4FDUJPO BT B XIPMF *ODJEFOUMZ  UIF
XFFLMZ "SSFBST 4UBUFNFOU HJWFT BO JEFB PG UIF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG XPSL BNPOH UIF
"TTJTUBOUT BOE UIF MFBE PG FBDI JOEJWJEVBM "TTJTUBOU 5IF 4UBUFNFOU BMTP FOBCMFT
UIF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS  UIF 6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZ BOE UIF %FQVUZ 4FDSFUBSZ DPODFSOFE UP
LFFQBXBUDIPWFSUIFQSPHSFTTPGXPSLPGFBDI"TTJTUBOUBOEUPUBLFTVJUBCMFTUFQT
UP FYQFEJUF BDUJPO PO EFMBZFE DBTFE BOE QSFWFOU TFDUJPO GSPN SVOOJOH JOUP MBSHF
BSSFBST


JJ  5IF 4UBUFNFOU XJMM CF QSFQBSFE PO UIF MBTU XPSLJOH EBZ PG FWFSZ XFF JO

'PSN /P 5IF %JBSJTU TIBMM JOJUJBUF BDUJPO CZ DPNQMFUJOH UIF IFBEJOHT JO $PMVNO
/P PG UIF 'PSN XJUI UIF IFMQ PG UIF 4FDUJPO %JBSZ  5IF 4UBUFNFOU XJMM CF
DJSDVMBUFEBNPOHUIFEFBMJOH"TTJTUBOUTJOUIFTFDUJPOGPSDPNQMFUJPOPG$PMVNOT
UP  PG UIF  'PSN 5IF "TTJTUBOUT TIPVME JOEJDBUF UIF SFTVCNJTTJPO DBTFT 'JHVSFT
PG BSSFBST UP CF HJWFO JO $PMVNOT  UP  XJMM CF EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF "TTJTUBOUT CZ B
QIZTJDBM DPVOU PG SFDFJQUT QFOEJOH BDUJPO XJUI IJN BOE XJUI SFGFSFODF UP UIF
"TTJTUBOUT EJBSZ *O $PMVNO  XJMM CF HJWFO  UIF EJGGFSFODF CFUXFFO $PMVNO  BOE
UIFUPUBMPG$PMVNOBOE%FUBJMFEJOGPSNBUJPOJOSFTQFDUPGSFDFJQUTPSDBTFTJO
IBOE PG UIF "TTJTUBOU GPS PWFS  EBZT XJMM CF HJWFO JO UIF $PMVNOT  UP  PG
'PSN/P XIJDI GPSNT BO "QQFOEJY UP 'PSN /P   'PS UIJT QVSQPTF UIF QFSJPE PG
QFOEFODZ PG B QBQFS XJUI BO "TTJTUBOU XJMM DPVOU GSPN UIF EBUF PG JUT SFDFJQUT CZ
BJN


JJJ  5IF %JBSJTU XJMM TVCNJU UIF TUBUFNFOU UP UIF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS EVMZ

DPNQMFUFEJOBMMSFTQFDUTPOUIFGJSTUXPSLJOHEBZPGUIFOFYUDBMFOEBSXFTUJF PO
.POEBZ OFYU PS PO 5VFTEBZ  JG .POEBZ IBQQFOT UP CF )PMJEBZ 5IF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS
XJMM TDSVUJOJTF UIF TUBUFNFOU  HJWJOH IJT SFNBSLT XIFSF OFDFTTBSZ  JO $PMVNO  PG
'PSN/PBOETVCNJUJUUPUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZPOUIFTBNFPSOFYUEBZ


JW  8IFSF UIF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS NBSLT SFDFJQUT UP IJNTFMG IF XJMM JOEJDBUF UIF

QPTJUJPO JO SFTQFDU PG TVDI SFDFJQUT JO SFMFWBOU DPMVNOT PG UIF XFFLMZ BSSFBST
TUBUFNFOUCFGPSFJUJTTVCNJUUFEUPUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ








W  5IF 6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZ XJMM HJWF IJT SFNBSLT JO DPMVNO  PG 'PSN /P

8FFLMZ "SSFBST 4UBUFNFOU OFFE OPU CF TVCNJUUFE UP UIF %FQVUZ 4FDSFUBSZ PS
4FDSFUBSZPGUIF%FQBSUNFOUVOMFTTOPJTTVFTTQFDJGJDJOTUSVDUJPOTUPUIFFGGFDUUIBU
TVDITUBUFNFOUTTIPVMECFQVUVQUPIJN

MONTHLY STATEMENT OF CASES PENDING DISPOSAL FOR OVER A MONTH


 J  "TPQQPTFEUPUIFEJTQPTBMPGNPSFSFDFJQUTBUUIF"TTJTUBOUTMFWFM XIJDI

JT SFGMFDUFE JO UIF XFFLMZ BSSFBST TUBUFNFOU  UIF NPOUIMZ TUBUFNFOU PG DBTFT
QFOEJOH EJTQPTBM XJMM  BT JUT OBNF JNQMJFT EFBM XJUI DBTFT XIJDI BSF QFOEJOH
EJTQPTBMGPSPWFSBNPOUI BOEBTJOEJDBUFEJOUIFGJMFSFHJTUFSTPGUIF4FDUJPOT*UJT
UIF UFNQP PG EJTQPTBM PG UIFTF DBTFT UIBU HJWFT B USVF QJDUVSF PG FGGJDJFODZ PG BOZ
PGGJDF  BT UIF VMUJNBUF QVSQPTF GPS XIJDI UIF PGGJDF JT FTUBCMJTIFE JT UIF GJOBM
EJTQPTBM

PG

QVCMJD

CVTJOFTT

BOE

OPU

NFSFMZ

NFUJDVMPVT

DBSSZJOH

PO

PG

DPSSFTQPOEFODF PG TIJGUJOH PG GJMFT 5IVT UIF FNQIBTJT IFSF JT PO EJTQPTBM PG DBTFT
BTBXIPMFBTPQQPTFEUPNPSFSFDFJQUT


JJ  5IF QVSQPTF PG UIF NPOUIMZ TUBUFNFOU PG DBTFT QFOEJOH EJTQPTBM JT UP

CSJOH UP UIF OPUJDF PG 0GGJDFST UIF DBTFT UIBU IBWF CFFO QFOEJOH JO UIF 4FDUJPOT
6OEFS UIFJS DIBSHF GPS PWFS B NPOUI  BOE XIFSF BOE XIZ 5IF 4UBUFNFOU XJMM
JOEJDBUFQBSUJDVMBSTPGBMMMJWFDBTFTQFOEJOHEJTQPTBMGPSBGPSPWFSBNPOUI"DBTF
XJMM CF USFBUFE BT B MJWF DBTF VOUJM JU IBT CFFO AGJOBMMZ EJTQPTFE 5IF NPOUIMZ
TUBUFNFOU XJMM HJWF BO PQQPSUVOJUZ UP PGGJDFST UP SFWJFX UIF QFOEJOH DBTFT BOE BMTP
QSPWJEF UIFN BO PDDBTJPO UP HJWF JOTUSVDUJPOT UP UIF TVCPSEJOBUF TUBGG UP UBLF
TQFDJBM BDUJPO PS UP PCUBJO TQFDJGJD PSEFST XJUI B WJFX UP FYQFEJUF UIF EJTQPTBM PG
TVDIDBTFT


JJJ  5IF 4UBUFNFOU XJMM CF QSFQBSFE JO 'PSN /P 5IF EJTUSJDU XJMM JOJUJBUF

BDUJPO CZ HJWJOH UIF OVNCFST PG BMM 'JMFT3FDFJQUT OPU UBLFO PO GJMFT  SFNBJOJOH
VOEJTQPTFE PG VQUP UIF FOE PG UIF NPOUI QSFDFFEJOH UIBU UP XIJDI UIF SFUVSO
SFMBUFT 3FDFJQUT MJLF VOPGGJDJBM GJMFT CFMPOHJOH UP PUIFST %FQBSUNFOUT PO XIJDI
BDUJPO JT VTVBMMZ UBLFO XJUIPVU UIFJS CFJOH CSPVHIU PO UP B GJMF XJMM CF JODMVEFE JO
SE
UIFTFMJTUT5IF%JBSJTUXJMMQSFQBSFUIFTFMJTUTCZUIF PGFWFSZNPOUI



JW  5IF4FDUJPO0GGJDFSBOEUIF"TTJTUBOUXJMMTDSVUJOJTFUIFTFMJTUT5IFZXJMM

UIFOQSPDFFEUPQSFQBSFUIFNPOUIMZTUBUFNFOUJO'PSN/PBTFQBSBUFGPSNCFJOH
VTFE GPS FBDI QFOEJOH DBTF 8IFSF TVDI 'PSNT IBWF BMSFBEZ CFFO QSFQBSFE JO UIF
QSFWJPVTNPOUITGPSUIFQFOEJOHDBTFTUIFQSPHSFTTPGGVSUIFSBDUJPOUBLFOPOUIBU
DBTF XJMM CF JOEJDBUFE JO UIF TBNF TUBUFNFOU GPS UIBU DBTF CFMPX UIF MBTU FOUSJFT
5IF "TTJTUBOUT XJMM TVCNJU UIF EFUBJMT PG UIFJS QFOEJOH DBTFT JO 'PSN /P UIF






UI
4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS CZ   PG FWFSZ NPOUI 5IF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS JO UVSO XJMM TVCNJU UIF
UI
DPOTPMJEBUFE TUBUFNFOUT CZ UIF   PG FWFSZ NPOUI UP UIF 6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZ XJUI B
CSJFGOPUFJOEJDBUJOHUIFGPMMPXJOHEFUBJMT


%FUBJMT



1PTJUJPOBT

1SFTFOU

/PPGDBTFT





JOUIFMBTU

1PTJUJPO

BEEFEEJTQ





TUBUFNFOU



PTFEPGPS









5SBOTGFSSFE









5PDBMM#PPL


 B  /PPG$BTFTQFOEJOH


#FUXFFOBOENPOUIT



 C  /PPG$BTFTQFOEJOH
 

CFUXFFOBOENPOUIT



 D  /PPGDBTFTQFOEJOH
 

CFUXFFONPOUITBOEPOFZFBS



 E  /PPGDBTFTQFOEJOH
 

CFUXFFOZFBSBOEZFBST



 F  /PPGDBTFTQFOEJOH
 

PWFSZFBST







 5IF4UBUFNFOUTSFMBUJOHUPEJTQPTBMPGDBTFT JGBOZ XJMMCFSFNPWFEGSPN

BNPOH UIF TUBUFNFOUT TVCNJUUFE JO UIF QSFWJPVT NPOUI DSPTTFE JO SFE JOL BOE
LFQU JO B SPVUJOF GPMEFS CFMPX 5IF FOUJSF TFU PG TUBUFNFOUT XJMM CF BSSBOHFE JO
DISPOPMPHJDBMPSEFS UIFMBUFTUCFJOHPOUPQBOE UIFDBTFXJUI UIFMPOHFTUQFSJPEPG
QFOEFODZ CFJOH BU UIF CPUUPN 5IFTF TUBUFNFOUT XJMM CF QMBDFE JO B GPMEFS PG
A4UBUFNFOUPGQFOEJOHDBTFTOFBUMZBSSBOHFEBOETVCNJUUFEUPUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ
XJUI UIF OPUF NFOUJPOFE BCPWF EVMZ SFDPSEFE JO B SFHVMBS GJMF PQFOFE GPS UIF
QVSQPTF 5IF UJUMF PG UIF GJMF TIPVME CF A.POUIMZ 4UBUFNFOU PG DBTFT QFOEJOH
EJTQPTBMGPSBNPOUITVCNJTTJPOPOUIFUIPGFWFSZNPOUI


 *OPSEFSUPSFEVDFUIFEFMBZJOUIFEJTQPTBMPGCVTJOFTTJOUIF-FHJTMBUVSF

4FDSFUBSJBU UIFGPMMPXJOHTUFQTBSFTVHHFTUFE


*  4FDSFUBSZTIPVMEEFWPUFTPOFEBZFWFSZNPOUIUPSFWJFXBOEEJTDVTTMPOH

QFOEJOH GJMFT XIJDI BSF NPSF UIBO  NPOUIT PME XJUI UIF PGGJDFST DPODFSOFE
"4+4%4 XJMM TJNJMBSMZ SFWJFX DBTFT QFOEJOH CFUXFFO  NPOUIT BOE 64 MFTT
UIBONPOUITPME








**  8IFSF DBTFT BSF IPME VQ GPS DPNNFOUT PS WJFXT XJUI PUIFS EFQBSUNFOUT

4FDSFUBSZ TIPVME DPOUBDU IJT DPVOUFS QBSU JO UIF PUIFS EFQBSUNFOUT PS BSSBOHF
QFSTPOBMEJTDVTTJPOTXJUIBWJFXUPEJTQPTBMPGTFUUMFNFOUPGQPJOUTBUJTTVF


***  5IF 0GGJDFST BU UIF MFWFM PG %FQVUZ 4FDSFUBSZ BOE BCPWF XJMM BSSBOHF UP

QSFQBSFBMJTUPGDBTFTQFOEJOHXJUIUIFPWFSBNPOUIJOUIFGPSN/PBOETVCNJU
UPUIF4FDSFUBSZ


 " A/*- 4UBUFNFOU JO 'PSN /P    PS   BT UIF DBTF NBZ CF  TIBMM CF

TVCNJUUFE XIFOUIFSFBSFOPDBTFTQFOEJOH

CALL BOOK




J  $BTFT XIJDI IBWF SFBDIFE B TUBHF XIFO OP TUFQT DPVME CF UBLFO CZ

XBZ PG FYQFOEJUJOH BDUJPO  GPS B MPOH 0( UJNF DBTFT IFME VQ CFGPSF -BX $PVSUT
FUD  NBZ CF FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF NPOUIMZ TUBUFNFOU PS QFOEJOH DBTFT BOE UIFJS
QSPHSFTT BUUBDIFE UISPVHI B DBMM CPPL 'PSN /P   UP CF NBJOUBJOFE CZ BMM
4FDUJPOT 5IFTF DBTFT TIPVME  IPXFWFS CF TIPXO TFQBSBUFMZ JO UIF CSFBL VQ
CBMBODFJOPOFNPOUIMZTUBUFNFOUTPSQFOEJOHyy


JJ  5IF GPMMPXJOH QSPDFEVSF TIPVME CF GPMMPXFE GPS NBJOUBJOJOH UIF DBMM

#PPL


B  "T TPPO BT UIF "TTJTUBOU GJOET UIBU OP BDUJPO XIBUFWFS DBO PS OFFE CF

UBLFO PO BO PVUTUBOEJOH DBTF GPS FYQFOEJUJOH EJTQPTBM OPU PQFO CZ JTTVJOH B
SFNJOEFSGPSBQFSJPEPGBUMFBTUTJYNPOUIT IFXJMMQVUJUVQUPIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ
UISPVHI UIF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS GPS PSEFST XIFUIFS UIF DBTF NBZ CF USBOTGFSSFE UP UIF
A$BMM#PPLTVHHFTUJOHUIFEBUFPOXIJDIBDUJPOPOJUTIPVMECFSFTUBSUFE


C  5IF 6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZ XJMM FYBNJOF UIF DBTF DBSFGVMMZ BOE TBUJTGZ IJNTFMG

UIBU UIF JODMVTJPO PG UIF DBTF JO UIF A$BMM #PPL BT KVTUJGJFE BOE QBTT PSEFST
BDDPSEJOHMZ


D  XIFOBDBTFIBTCFFOUSBOTGFSSFEUPBDBMMCPPLOPGVSUIFSBDUJPOXJMMCF

UBLFOPOJUUJMMUIFEBUFPGJUTSFPQFOJOHPSUJMMOFFEBSJTFTUPUBLFBDUJPOPOJUFBSMJFS
JO DPOTFRVFODF PG  TBZ  UIF SFDFJQU PG B EFDJTJPO PG B -BX $PVSU  PS UIF SFDFJQU PG B
SFQMZGSPNUIFQBSUZDPODFSOFETPPOFSUIBOJUXBTBOUJDJQBUFE


E  $BMM #PPL EVSJOH UIF GJSTU TFF UIBU UIF DBTFT XIJDI IBWF CFDPNF SJQF GPS

GVSUIFSBDUJPOEVSJOHUIFNPOUIXIJDIBSFCSPVHIUGPSXBSEBOEBDUJPOJOJUJBUFEPO
UIFN PO EVF EBUFT 5IF DBMM #PPL XJMM CF TVCNJUUFE UP UIF 6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZ JO UIF
TFDPOE XFFL PG FWFSZ NPOUI BOE UIF %FQVUZ 4FDSFUBSZ PODF B RVBSUFS JF  EVSJOH
UIFNPOUIPG+BOVBSZ "QSJM +VMZBOE0DUPCFS5IFZXJMMTBUJTGZUIFNTFMWFTUIBUOP





DBTF PO XIJDI BDUJPO DPVME IBWF CFFO UBLFO TVGGPSF CZ JUT JODMVTJPO JO UIF $BMM
#PPL  BOE XIFSF OFDFTTBSZ HJWF UIFJS SFNBSLT PS EJSFDUJPOT BCPVU UIF BDUJPO UP CF
UBLFOJOBOZDBTF


F  XIFO B DBTF QMBDFE PO UIF DBMM #PPL JT PNJUUFE GSPN UIF NPOUIMZ BSSFBS

TUBUFNFOU  UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG DBTFT CSPVHIU PO UIF $BMM #PPL TIPVME IPXFWFS CF
TIPXOTFQBSBUFMZJOUIFCSFBLVQPGUIFNPOUIMZTUBUFNFOUPGQFOEJOHDBTFT


G  8IFO B DBTF CFDPNF SJQF GPS BDUJPO PS JG BDUJPO JT SFTUBSUFE BT B TFRVFM

UP UIF SFDFJQU PG B DPNNVOJDBUJPO GSPN UIF QBSUZ DPODFSOFE FBSMJFS UIBO FYQFDUFE 
UIF EBUF PG SFDFJQU PG DPNNVOJDBUJPO GSPN PVUTJEF PS UIF OPUF SFDPSEFE CZ UIF
0GGJDFSPSCZUIF0GGJDFOPUFMFBEJOHUPUIFSFPQFOJOHPGUIFDBTFXJMMCFUSFBUFEBT
UIF GBUF PG UIF DPNNFODFNFOU PG SFPQFOFE DBTF BOE GVSUIFS QSPHSFTT XBUDIFE JO
UIFVTVBMXBZ

REGISTER OF PERIODICAL RETURNS:
 &BDI TFDUJPO TIPVME NBJOUBJO B 3FHJTUFS PG QFSJPEJDBM 3FUVSOT JO 'PSN /P
TIPXJOH QFSJPEJDBMMZ UIF SFUVSO  UIF BVUIPSJUZ GSPN XIPN JU JT UP CF SFDFJWFE PS UP
XIPNJUIBTUPCFTFOU BOEUIFDBTFPGSFDFJQUBOETVCNJTTJPO5IFTFSFUVSOTNBZ
CF XFFLMZ  GPSUOJHIUMZ  NPOUIMZ  RVBSUFSMZ  IBMGZFBSMZ PS BOOVBM
SFHBSEJOHUIFNBEFPGNBJOUBJOJOHUIJT3FHJTUFSTFF"QQFOEJY7* 






GVMM EFUBJMT

CHAPTER – XV
INSPECTIONS
INSPECTIONS OF BRANCHES


 5IF QVSQPTF PG DBSSZJOH PVU UIF JOTQFDUJPOT JT UXP GPME WJ[  J  UP WFSJGZ

XIFUIFS UIF QSPDFEVSF QSFTDSJCFE JT PCTFSWFE JO QSBDUJDF BOE JJ  UP HJWF TVJUBCMF
HVJEBODFUPUIFCSBODIJOTQFDUFEUPSBJTFJUTMFWFMPG QFSGPSNBODF BOEUP JODSFBTFT
JUTFGGJDJFODZ5IFPCKFDUPGJOTQFDUJPOJTOPUNFSFMZUPGJOEMBQTFTJOUIFXPSLJOHPG
UIF4FDUJPOCVUBMTPUPHJWFTQSBDUJDBMHVJEBODFJTUPIPXUIFZTIPVMECFSFNBJOFE

FREQUENCY OF INSPECTIONS;




J 5IFJOTQFDUJPOPG CSBODITIPVMECFDBSSJFEPVUCZUIFTFDUJPO)FBEPG

UIF #SBODI  &BDI 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS4FDUJPO )FBE TIPVME JOTQFDU IJT PXO TFDUJPO
PODFJOUISFFNPOUITJOUIFNBOOFSTQFDJGJFEJO'PSN/P"DIFDLMJTUPGQPJOUT
UP CF PCTFSWFE CZ 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFST XIJMF JOTQFDUJOH UIF 4FDUJPO JT GVSOJTIFE WJEF
"QQFOEJYWJJ 5IF 6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZ TIPVME JOTQFDU FBDI PG UIF 4FDUJPOT VOEFS IJN
PODFJOTJYNPOUITJOEFUBJMJOUIFNBOOFSTQFDJGJFEJO'PSN/P


JJ  5IF %FQVUZ 4FDSFUBSZ DPODFSOFE JO UIF %FQBSUNFOU TIPVME JOTQFDU UIF

4FDUJPOT VOEFS IJN PODF JO B ZFBS JO UIF NBOOFS TQFDJGJFE JO 'PSN /P 
QSFGFSBCMZ BU UIF CFHJOOJOH PG UIF OFYU DBMFOEBS ZFBS JF  EVSJOH +BOVBSZ PG UIF
ZFBS BGUFS UIF 6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZ DPODFSOFE IBT DBSSJFE PVU IJT JOTQFDUJPO GPS UIF
TFDPOEIBMGZFBSBTJMMVTUSBUFECFMPX

T

A

Section Officer
J 




B L E
Under Secretary
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Dy. Secretary

%VSJOH
*XFFL

NOTE :


 'PS UIF JW RVBSUFS UIF TFDUJPO PGGJDFS OFFE OPU JOTQFDU IJT TFDUJPO BT UIF

6OEFS4FDSFUBSZTIBMMDBSSZPVUIJTJOTQFDUJPOGPSUIF


OE

)BMGZFBSJO+BOVBSZ

JJJ  *O BEEJUJPO UP PSEJOBSZ JOTQFDUJPO QSFTDSJCFE JO UIF BCPWF TVCQBSB CZ

4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZ BOE "EEJUJPOBM 4FDSFUBSZ4FDSFUBSZ TIPVME 
PDDBTJPOBMMZ DBSSZ PVU UIF JOTQFDUJPO PG UIF CSBODIFT XJUI TQFDJBM SFGFSFODF UP UIF
RVFTUJPO PG EJTQPTBM PG DBTFT 5IF 4FDSFUBSZ TIPVME DPOEVDU TVSQSJTF DIFDLT PG B
GFX TFDUJPOT UP FOTVSF QSPNQU BOE FGGJDJFOU EJTQPTBM PG XPSL JO UIF -FHJTMBUVSF
4FDSFUBSJBU

INSPECTION REPORTS:


 5IF JOTQFDUJOH PGGJDFS TIPVME TVCNJU IJT SFQPSU UP IJT JNNFEJBUF PGGJDFS

"MMOPUFTPGJOTQFDUJPOTTIPVMECFDBSFGVMMZESBXOVQJOEJDBUJOHUIFEFGFDUTJOUIF
DPVSTFPGJOTQFDUJPOTBOETVHHFTUJPOTGPSUIF(FOFSBMJNQSPWFNFOUBOETUBOEBSEPG
XPSL 5IF TFDUJPO PGGJDFS TIPVME QSFQBSF TUBUFNFOU TIPXJOH BDUJPO UBLFO PO UIF
(FOFSBM*OTQFDUJPO3FQPSUJO'PSN/P

PERIODICAL MEETINGS OF THE OFFICERS


 0GGJDFST NFFUJOH TIPVME CF IFME FWFSZ RVBSUFS BOE BU UISFF NFFUJOHT

QSPCMFNT DPNF VTJOH UIF XPSLJOH PG UIF 4FDUJPOT DPVME CF BMTP EJTDVTTFE 5IFTF
NFFUJOHT TIPVME CF DPOEVDUFE JO TVDI B NBOOFS UIBU NFNCFST PG UIF TUBGG BMTP
TIPVME GFFM UIBU UIFZ IBWF B TIBSF JO TIBQJOH EFDJTJPOT XIJDI BSF BJNFE BU
JNQSPWJOH UIF TUBOEBSE PG FGGJDJFODZ *O UIFTF NFFUJOH PQQPSUVOJUZ TIPVME CF HJWFO
UPFWFSZCPEZUPFYQSFTTIJTWJFXTTPMPOHBTUIFZBSFBSFMFWBOUUPUIFRVFTUJPO






CHAPTER XVI
SECRETARIAT RECORDS


 3FDPSETFDUJPOJTUIFSFQPTJUPSZGPSUIFDPSSFDU SFDPSETFYDFQUA%SFDPSET

PGBMMTFDUJPOTPGUIF4FDSFUBSJBU


 5IF 3FDPSE TFDUJPO JT VOEFS UIF "ENJOJTUSBUJWF DPOUSPM PG UIF 4FDSFUBSZ

BOEVOEFSUIFJNNFEJBUFDPOUSPMPGUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ"ENJOJTUSBUJPO


 3FDPSET PG UIF MBTU  ZFBST BSF DVSSFOU SFDPSET "MM SFDPSET XIJDI BSF

FWFS  ZFBST PME BSF EFGJOFE BT OPODVSSFOU BOE NBZ CF XFBEFE PVU  VOMFTT
PSEFSFEPUIFSXJTFCZUIF4FDSFUBSZ




 5IFNBJOGVODUJPOTPGUIF3FDPSET4FDUJPOBSF
J  SFDFJQUBOEQSFTFSWBUJPOPGUIFSFDPSET
JJ  TFSWJDJOHPGUIFSFDPSET



JJJ  EFTUSVDUJPOPGUJNFCBSSFESFDPSETBOE



JW  QSFQBSBUJPOPG"OOVBMJOEJDFT



 5IF VOEFS NFOUJPOFE SFDPSET PG UIF MBTU GJWF ZFBST JODMVEJOH UIF DVSSFOU

ZFBSTBSFLFQUJO3FDPSE4FDUJPO

NATURE OF RECORDS :


J 0SJHJOBMTPG" # $ $MBTTGJMFT

JJ  'JMF SFHJTUFST  4FDUJPO %JBSJFT BOE PUIFS SFHJTUFST XIJDI BSFB SFRVJSFE UP

CFQSFTFSWFEGPSNPSFUIBOPOFZFBS


JJJ  4QBSFDPQJFT (PWFSONFOU0SEFST $JSDVMBST 0GGJDJBM.FNPSBOEB 1SJOUFE

3FQPSUT FUD  OPUMFTTUIBODPQJFTBOEOPUNPSFTUIBODPQJFT 



JW  *OEJDFT


SERVICING OF RECORDS :

J  3FDPSET PG BMM UZQFT XJMM CF QFSNJUUFE UP

CF UBLFO PVU POMZ CZ UIF TFDUJPOT UP XIJDI UIFZ SFMBUF BOE OPU CZ PUIFS 4FDUJPOT
8IFSF TVCKFDUT BSF USBOTGFSSFE GSPN POF TFDUJPO UP BOPUIFS 4FDUJPO  UIF 4FDUJPO UP
XIJDI UIF TVCKFDU JT USBOTGFSSFE NBZ UBLF UIF SFDPSET SFMBUJOH UP UIF TVCKFDUT
XJUIPVUBOZQFSNJTTJPOPGUIFGPSNFSTFDUJPO


JJ  *O DBTF POF TFDUJPO SFRVJSFT UIF DVSSFOU SFDPSET PG BOPUIFS TFDUJPO GPS

SFGFSFODF QVSQPTFT  TVDI SFDPSET DBO CF UBLFO GSPN UIF 3FDPSE 4FDUJPO POMZ
UISPVHIUIFTFDUJPOEJSFDUMZDPODFSOFE








JJJ  /PODVSSFOU SFDPSET IPXFWFS BSF QFSNJUUFE UP CF UBLFO PVU CZ TFDUJPOT

PUIFSUIBOUIFDPODFSOFETFDUJPOBMTP


JW  A5PQ4FDSFU 4FDSFUBOEA$POGJEFOUJBMSFDPSETDBOCFUBLFOPVUGSPNUIF

3FDPSE TFDUJPO PO B SFRVJTJUJPO CZ UIF %FQVUZ 4FDSFUBSZ SFRVJSJOH JU BOE POMZ BGUFS
DPVOUFSTJHOBUVSFPGUIF%FQVUZ4FDSFUBSZPGUIFDPODFSOFETFDUJPO5IFSFRVJTJUJPO
TIPVMEJOWBSJBCMZTUBUFUIFQVSQPTFGPSXIJDIUIFSFDPSEJTSFRVJSFE


 3FDPSET TIBMM CF TVQQMJFE POMZ PO SFRVJTJUJPOT NBEF PO UIF QSFTDSJCFE

SFRVJTJUJPO GPSN ,-4 'PSN /P   CZ UIF #SBODI 0GGJDJBMT 5IF SFRVJTJUJPO TMJQ JO
,-4'PSN/PTIBMMCFQSJOUFEJOEJGGFSFOUDPMPVSTBTBUQSFTFOU5IFSFRVJTJUJPO
TMJQT TIBMM CF TJHOFE CZ UIF PGGJDJBM JOEFOUJOH GPS UIF SFDPSET 5IF GJMF OVNCFS GPS
XIJDI UIF SFDPSE JT SFRVJSFE TIPVME JOWBSJBCMZ CF OPUFE JO UIF SFRVJTJUJPO 7BHVF
FOUSJFT MJOF A'PS 6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZT VTF PS QFSVTBM FUD  TIPVME CF BWPJEFE 5IF
3FDPSE4FDUJPOTIBMMSFGVTFUPDPNQMZXJUITVDIWBHVFSFRVJTJUJPOCVUSFUVSOJUGPS
CFJOHQSPQFSMZQSFQBSFE


 'PSFBDISFDPSESFRVJTJUJPOFEUIFSFTIPVMECFBSFRVJTJUJPOTMJQ



 /PSFRVJTJUJPOTMJQTIPVMECFNBSLFEA6SHFOUPSA4QFDJBMFUD VOMFTTUIFZ

BSFSFBMMZTP4VDISFRVJTJUJPOTTIPVMECFBUUFOEFEUPJNNFEJBUFMZ


 "MM SFRVJTJUJPOT XIJDI BSF JO PSEFS TIBMM CF FOUFSFE JO UIF TFSJBM PSEFS JO

XIJDIUIFZBSFSFDFJWFE JOBO*TTVF3FHJTUFS ,-4'PSN/P NBJOUBJOFEGPSUIF
QVSQPTFJOUIF$VSSFOU3FDPSET4FDUJPO


 8IFO BOZ SFDPSE JT UBLFO PVU GSPN UIF 3FDPSE CVOEMF JO SFTQPOTF UP B

SFRVJTJUJPO  UIF SFRVJTJUJPO TMJQ TIPVME CF LFQU JO UIF QMBDF PG UIF SFDPSE SFNPWFE
8IFOUIFSFDPSEJTSFTUPSFEUPUIFCVOEMF UIFSFRVJTJUJPOTMJQTIPVMECFUBLFOPVU
BOESFUVSOFEUPUIFTFDUJPODPODFSOFEBGUFSOFDFTTBSZJOEJDBUJPO5IFGBDUPGSFUVSO
BOESFTUPSBUJPOTIPVMEBMTPCFOPUFEJOUIF3FDPSE*TTVF3FHJTUFS


 *GUIFSFRVJTJUJPOSFDPSEJTOPUBWBJMBCMF UIFTMJQTIPVMECFSFUVSOFEXJUI

B OPUF BT UP XIFSF UIF SFDPSE JT FH  5BLFOPVU CZ yyyyy GPS 'JMF%JBSZ
/PyyyyyyPOyyyyyyyyyPSDPMMFDUJPOOPUSFDFJWFE FUD 


 " TJNJMBS QSPDFEVSF TIPVME CF BEPQUFE JO DPNQMZJOH XJUI UIF SFRVJTJUJPO

GPS TVQQMZ PG TQBSFT DPQJFT PG QSJOUFE (PWFSONFOU 0SEFST  $JSDVMBST  0GGJDJBM
.FNPSBOEB FUD




J  5IF TFDUJPO PGGJDFS JODIBSHF PG UIF 3FDPSET TFDUJPO TIPVME QSFQBSF CZ

UI

UIF PGFWFSZNPOUIJOSFTQFDUPGFBDITFDUJPO BMJTUTIPXJOHUIFDPMMFDUJPOT MFOU
BOE PVUTUBOEJOH GPS NPSF UIBO B NPOUI  BOE TFOE JU PO UP UIF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFST





DPODFSOFEUPTFFUIBUUIFDPMMFDUJPOTBSFOPUVOOFDFTTBSJMZSFUBJOFEBOEUIBUTVDI
PGUIFTFBTBSFOPUSFRVJSFEBSFQSPNQUMZSFUVSOFEUPUIF3FDPSET4FDUJPO


J  5IF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFST PG UIF JOEFOUJOH TFDUJPOT TIPVME SFUVSO DPMMFDUJPOT

XIJDI BSF OP MPOHFS SFRVJSFE BOE JO SFTQFDU PG UIPTF UIBU BSF SFUBJOFE XJUI UIFN 
UIFZTIPVMEFOEPSTFUIBUUIFZBSFTUJMMXJUIUIFN


JJJ  5IF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS PG UIF 3FDPSE 4FDUJPO TIBMM SFQPSU UP UIF 0GGJDFSJO

DIBSHFBOZVOEVFEFMBZJOUIFSFUVSOPGSFDPSETBTBMTPSFDPSETXIJDIBSFMPTUBOE
DBTFTXIFSFUIFSFDPSETBSFOPUUSBOTGFSBCMF




CLOSING OF RECORD SECTION :

 8IFO UIF TFDUJPO JT DMPTFE GPS UIF

EBZ  UIF LFZT PG BMM UIF EPPST BGUFS UIFZ BSF MPDLFE BOE TFBMFE  TIBMM CF QVU JO B
DPWFS  TFBMFE  TJHOFE BOE IBOEFE PWFS CZ UIF PGGJDJBM PG UIF TFDUJPO UP UIF TFDUJPO
0GGJDFS6OEFSTFDSFUBSZDPODFSOFE5IF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS6OEFS4FDSFUBSZTIBMMEFFQ
UIFLFZTTBGFMZBOESFUVSOUIFNUPUIFDPODFSOFEPGGJDJBMXIPGJSTUBUUFOETPGGJDFJO
UIF OFYU NPSOJOH BOE UIF SFDPSE SPPNT TIBMM CF PQFOFE JO UIF QSFTFODF PG TFDUJPO
PGGJDFS PS B 4FOJPS PGGJDJBM PG UIF TFDUJPO 5IF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS  SFDPSE TFDUJPO TIBMM
FOTVSFCFGPSFMFBWJOHUIFPGGJDFUIBUBMMUIFEPPSTBOEXJOEPXTBSFQSPQFSMZDMPTFE




OPENING OF RECORD SECTION AFTER IT IS CLOSED :

*G BOZ

JNNFEJBUF OFDFTTJUZ BSJTFT UP PQFO UIF 3FDPSE TFDUJPO  BGUFS JU IBE CFFO DMPTFE PS
PO B IPMJEBZ UIF JOEFOUJOH 6OEFS 4FDSFUBSZ NBZ PCUBJO UIF LFZT GSPN UIF
DPODFSOFE0GGJDFS"GUFSUIF3FDPSESFRVJSFECZIJNIBTCFFOUBLFO)FTIBMMMFBWF
B SFRVJTJUJPO TMJQ EVMZ GJMMFE JO PO UIF UBCMF PG UIF TFDUJPO PGGJDFS  3FDPSE TFDUJPO
DPOUBJOJOHQBSUJDVMBSTPGUIFQBQFSUBLFO MPDLUIFSPPN TFBMJUBOESFUVSOUIFLFZ
UPUIFPGGJDFSGSPNXIPNIFIBEPCUBJOFEUIFLFZT


 5IF BCPWF QSPDFEVSF TIPVME OPU CF SFTPSUFE UP FYDFQU JO HSBWF DBTFT PG

VSHFODZ UIFOBUVSFPGXIJDITIPVMECFJOEJDBUFEJOUIFSFRVJTJUJPOTMJQ


 $PMMFDUJPOT OFXMZ SFDPSEFE TIPVME PO OP BDDPVOU CF JTTVFE CZ UIF

3FDPSEJOHDMFSLPGUIF4FDUJPOCVUTIPVMEJOWBSJBCMZCFTFOUJOUIFGJSTUJOTUBODFUP
UIF3FDPSE4FDUJPO5IFZNBZCFPCUBJOFEGSPNUIFMBUUFSTFDUJPOXIFOSFRVJSFE


 5IF3FDPSE4FDUJPOXJMMCFIFMESFTQPOTJCMFGPSBOZSFDPSEGPVOENJTTJOH

BGUFS JUT SFDFJQU JO UIF TFDUJPO 5IF SFDPSE JTTVFE UP UIF TFDUJPOT TIPVME CF
TVQQPSUFE CZ UIF SFRVJTJUJPO TMJQ BOE BO FOUSZ JO UIF 3FDPSET *TTVF 3FHJTUFS 5IF
TFDUJPO DPODFSOFE XJMM CF IFME SFTQPOTJCMF GPS BOZ SFDPSE GPVOE NJTTJOH BGUFS JU JT
JTTVFEUPUIFN








 8IFOFWFS B SFDPSE JT GPVOE NJTTJOH JT UIF CVOEMF BOE SFRVJTJUJPO TMJQ JT

OPUGPVOEJOIJTQMBDFPSUIFSFBSFOPFOUSJFTJOUIF*TTVF3FHJTUFS BSFQPSUTIBMMBU
PODF CF NBEF UP UIF #SBODI 0GGJDFS BOE BDUJPO UBLFO UP TFBSDI GPS UIF NJTTJOH
SFDPSE 5IF TFDUJPO PGGJDFS BOE TUBGG PG UIF SFDPSET TFDUJPO XJMM CF IFME SFTQPOTJCMF
GPSIFMPTTPGSFDPSETJOTVDIDBTFT


 "MM SFDPSET GJMFT  XJMM CF GPSXBSEFE UP UIF 3FDPSE TFDUJPO EVMZ FOUFSFE JO

,-4'PSN/PBMTPJOEVQMJDBUF5IFSFDPSETFDUJPOXJMMDIFDLUIFSFDPSEFEGJMFT
XJUIUIFFOUSJFTNBEFJOUIFGPSNBOETJHOBDRVJUUFODFJOUIFEVQMJDBUFDPQZPGUIF
GPSN XIJDIXPVMECFSFUVSOFEUPUIFTFDUJPODPODFSOFE


 5IFDPMMFDUJPOTIPVMECFLFQUJOUIFSFDPSESPPNJOCVOEMFPGDPOWFOJFOU

TJ[F BSSBOHFE BDDPSEJOH UP TFDUJPOT JO BOOVBM TFSJFT JO UIF PSEFS PG TVCKFDU
IFBEJOHT BGUFS FOUFSJOH UIFN JO UIF TFDUJPO XJTF 3FHJTUFS ,-4 '03. /P  
&WFSZCVOEMFTIPVMEUIFOCFQSPWJEFEXJUIBTVJUBCMFMBCFMJOEJDBUJOHUIFDPOUFOUT
PG UIF CVOEMF *O SFTQFDU PG A" DPMMFDUJPOT DPQJFT TIPVME CF HFU QSJOUFE VOMFTT
PUIFSXJTF PSEFSFE  POF QSJOUFE DPQZ CFJOH LFQU BMPOH XJUI UIF GJMF BOE UIF PUIFS
QSJOUFEDPQJFTCFLFQUTFQBSBUFMZ


 5IFSFHJTUFSTBOESFUVSOTPGTFDUJPOTIPVMECFTFOUUPUIF3FDPSETFDUJPO

XIFOUIFZBSFOPMPOHFSSFRVJSFEGPSDVSSFOUVTFJOUIFTFDUJPOT5IFTFSFHJTUFSBOE
SFUVSOT TIPVME BMTP CF FOUFSFE BOE QSFTFSWFE GPS UIF TQFDJGJFE QFSJPET BT JO
"QQFOEJYBOEBSSBOHFETFDUJPOXJTF




PRESERVATION OF RESCORDS : 5IF QSFTFSWBUJPO PG SFDPSET JT B WFSZ

FTTFOUJBM GFBUVSF PG UIF 3FDPSET TFDUJPO 5IFZ TIPVME CF QSPUFDUFE BHBJOTU
EFUFSJPSBUJPOBOEUIFGPMMPXJOHSVMFTJOUIJTCFIBMGTIPVMECFPCTFSWFE


J  *NNFEJBUFMZUIFSFDPSETBSFSFDFJWFE UIFZTIPVMEGJSTUCFEVTUFECZIBOE

PSNFDIBOJDBMQSPDFTTBOEBSSBOHFEPSSFTUPSFEUPUIFSFTQFDUJWFCVOEMFT


JJ  5IF CVOEMFT TIPVME CF EVTUFE BOE LFQU UJEZ  GSFF GSPN MBNQ  JOTFDUT 

FUD  5IFZ TIPVME CF GSFRVFOUMZ FYQPTFE UP GSFF BJS 8JUI UIJT BOE JO WJFX  UIFSF
TIPVMECFQFSJPEJDBMDIFDLTPGBMMSFDPSET


JJJ  %JTJOGFDUBOUT BOE JOTFDUJDJEFT TVDI BT /BQUIBMFOF  %%5  $PBMUBS  FUD 

TIPVME CF GSFRVFOUMZ VTFE PO BMM TIFMWFT BOE SBDLT XIFSF UIF SFDPSET BSF LFQU UP
QSFWFOUJOGFDUJPOUISPVHIJOTFDUT SBUT FUD 


JW  3FDPSETXIJDICFDPNFCSJUUMFBOEXPSOPVUUISPVHIQBTTBHFPGUJNFBOE

XIJDI SFRVJSF UP CF QSFTFSWFE TIPVME CF HPU SFDPOEJUJPOFE JO UJNF PO TDJFOUJGJD
MJOFT







W  8PSOPVU MBCFMT PO FBDI CVOEMF TIPVME CF SFQMBDFE CZ GSFTI POFT

QFSJPEJDBMMZ


WJ  "MM UIF QSJOUFE WPMVNFT BOE NBOVTDSJQUT TIPVME CF BSSBOHFE OFBUMZ BOE

NFUIPEJDBMMZJOSFDPSET


WJJ  5IF (FOFSBM 3FDPSE 4FDUJPO TIPVME CF DMFBOFE FWFSZEBZ BOE LFQU UJEZ

BOEJOHPPEDPOEJUJPO




J 5IFTFDSFUBSJBUSFHJTUFSTTIPVMECFQSFTFSWFEFJUIFSQFSNBOFOUMZPSGPS

QBSUJDVMBSTQFSJPETBOEEFTUSPZFEUIFSFBGUFS GPSEFUBJMTQMFBTFTFF"QQFOEJY 


JJ  "T GPS UIF EJTQPTBM PG SFDPSET XIJDI BSF OP MPOHFS SFRVJSFE UP CF

QSFTFSWFE  OPSNBMMZ PME SFDPSET DPOUBJOJOH NBOVTDSJQU TIPVME CF UPSO BOE
EJTQPTFEPGGTUSBJHIUBXBZ4FDSFUBOEDPOGJEFOUJBMSFDPSETTIPVME IPXFWFS CFUPSO
BOECVSOU


JJJ  %JTQPTBMPGXBTUFQBQFSJTHPWFSOFECZPSEFSTJTTVFEGSPNUJNFUPUJNFCZ

UIF&YFDVUJWFTFDUJPO






CHAPTER XVII
REGISTRATIONS




REPRESENTATIONS BY OFFICERS/OFFICIALS OF SECRETARIAT :

5IF QSPDFEVSF SFHBSEJOH SFQSFTFOUBUJPO CZ 0GGJDFST BOE PGGJDJBMT PG 4FDSFUBSJBU XJMM
CFBTGPMMPXT


J  "MM SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT  TIPVME CF DPODJTF BOE DMFBSMZ TQFDJGZ UIF SFMJFGT

TPVHIU


JJ  0GGJDFS  0GGJDJBM TFFLJOH TVDI SFMJFG NVTU TFOE UIF SFQSFTFOUBUJPO JO IJT

PXOOBNFBOEPOMZUISPVHIUIFQSPQFSDIBOOFM


JJJ  +PJOU SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT CZ NPSF UIBO POF 0GGJDFSPGGJDJBM XJMM OPU CF

DPOTJEFSFE CVU UIJT XJMM OPU BQQMZ UP SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT NBEF CZ SFDPHOJ[FE TFSWJDF
"TTPDJBUJPOT


JW  5IF SFQSFTFOUBUJPO TIPVME JOWBSJBCMZ CF BDDPNQBOJFE CZ B DPQZ PG UIF

PSEFS JGBOZ BQQFBMFEBHBJOTU


W  "OBQQFBMPSSFQSFTFOUBUJPOTIPVMECFTVCNJUUFEXJUIJONPOUIT PGUIF

JTTVF PG PSEFST BQQFBMFE BHBJOTU  "O BQQFBM PS SFQSFTFOUBUJPO TVCNJUUFE BGUFS UIBU
QFSJPE XJMM CF FOUFSUBJOFE POMZ BU UIF EJTDSFUJPO PG UIF 4FDSFUBSZ#PBSE PO CFJOH
TBUJTGJFE UIBU UIFSF BSF BEFRVBUF SFBTPOT GPS OPU TVCNJUUJOH UIF SFQSFTFOUBUJPO
XJUIJOUIFUJNF


WJ  8IFSF4FDSFUBSZ#PBSEIBWFBMSFBEZQBTTFEBOPSEFSPOBSFQSFTFOUBUJPO

B GSFTI SFQSFTFOUBUJPO PO UIF TBNF TVCKFDU XJMM OPU CF FOUFSUBJOFE VOMFTT UIF
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO EJTDMPTF OFX HSPVOET PS GBDUT OPU CSPVHIU CFGPSF 4FDSFUBSZ#PBSE
XIFO UIF QSFWJPVT PSEFS XBT QBTTFE BOE BEFRVBUF SFBTPOT BSF GVSOJTIFE GPS OPU
QMBDJOHUIFTFHSPVOETPSGBDUTCFGPSF4FDSFUBSZ#PBSEBUUIBUUJNF


WJJ  " 4VQFSJPS 0GGJDFS XIP SFDFJWFT B SFQSFTFOUBUJPO GSPN IJT TVCPSEJOBUF

TIPVME TFF UP UIF QSPNQU USBOTNJTTJPO PG UIF QBQFS UP QSPQFS BVUIPSJUJFT XJUI IJT
DPNNFOUT BOE XJUI SFMFWBOU SFDPSET  JG BOZ  JO IJT QPTTFTTJPO XJUI JO NBYJNVN
QFSJPEPGEBZT4JNJMBSMZ UIFEFDJEJOHBVUIPSJUZXJMMBMTPTFFUIBUUIFEFDJTJPOJO
TVDIDBTFTJTUBLFOXJUIUIFMFBTUQPTTJCMFEFMBZ



WJJJ  3FQSFTFOUBUJPOTTIPVME IPXFWFS CFXJUIIFMEJOUIFGPMMPXJOHDBTFT
B  *GJUJTUJNFCBSSFEBOETVGGJDJFOUSFBTPOTBSFOPUBTTJHOFEGPSUIFEFMBZJO

TVCNJUUJOHUIFSFQSFTFOUBUJPOBOE








C  *G B DPQZ PG UIF PSEFS BQQFBMFE BHBJOTU JT OPU BOOFYFE UP UIF

SFQSFTFOUBUJPO


 5IF GBDU UIBU B SFQSFTFOUBUJPO IBT CFFO XJUIIFME BOE UIF SFBTPOT

UIFSFGPSFTIBMMCFDPNNVOJDBUFEUPUIF0GGJDFS0GGJDJBMDPODFSOFE


JY  5IF SFQSFTFOUBUJPO SFDFJWFE GSPN BO 0GGJDFS0GGJDJBM TIPVME CF GPSXBSEFE

CZ IJT JNNFEJBUF TVQFSJPS PGGJDFS UP UIF BVUIPSJUZ UP XIJDI JU JT BEESFTTFE UISPVHI
UIF QSPQFS DIBOOFM 5IF QSBDUJDF TPNFUJNF BEPQUFE PG IBOEJOH CBDL UIF
SFQSFTFOUBUJPO UP UIF BHHSJFWFE 0GGJDFS0GGJDJBM IJNTFMG XJUI UIF SFNBSLT UIBU IF
TIPVMEUBLFJUQFSTPOBMMZUPUIFIJHIFSBVUIPSJUZDPODFSOFEJTJODPSSFDU


Y  0GGJDFS0GGJDJBM

BSF

QFSNJUUFE

UP

TVCNJU

BEWBODF

DPQJFT

PG

UIFJS

SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT UP UIF DPNQFUFOU BVUIPSJUJFT EJSFDUMZ  PSJHJOBMT PG XIJDI IBWF CFFO
TVCNJUUFEUISPVHIQSPQFSDIBOOFM


YJ  3VMFPGUIF,$4 DPOEVDU 3VMFT  MBZTEPXOUIBUOP(PWFSONFOU

TFSWBOUTIBMMCSJOHPSBUUFNQUUPCSJOHBOZQPMJUJDBMPSPUIFSJOGMVFODFUPCFBSVQPO
BOZ TVQFSJPS BVUIPSJUZ UP GVSUIFS IJT JOUFSFTUT JO SFTQFDU PG NBUUFST QFSUBJOJOH UP
IJTTFSWJDFVOEFSUIF4FDSFUBSJBU#PBSE XJMMUBLFTFSJPVTWJFXPGUIFDPOUSBWFOUJPO
PG UIF BCPWF JOTUSVDUJPOT /P BDUJPO TIPVME CF UBLFO PO MFUUFST  SFQSFTFOUBUJPOT 
FUD XIJDIWJPMBUFFJUIFSPGUIFTFUXPQSPWJTJPOT5IFZTIPVMECFNFSFMZSFUVSOFEUP
UIFJSXSJUFSTXJUIBOPUFESBXJOHBUUFOUJPOUPUIFSFMFWBOUQSPWJTJPOTPGUIFDPOEVDU
3VMFTXIJDIUIFZWJPMBUF






CHAPTER XVIII
MISCELLANEOUS


 0GGJDJBMTBSFQSPIJCJUFEGSPNNPWJOHBSUJDMFTPGGVSOJUVSFGSPNPOFSPPNUP

BOPUIFSXJUIPVUUIFQFSNJTTJPOPGUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ &YFDVUJWF


 4UBUJPOBSZ BOE 'PSNT 5IF &YFDVUJWF 4FDUJPO TIPVME TFOE UP UIF

UI
(PWFSONFOUQSFTTBDPOTPMJEBUFE4UBUJPOBSZJOEFOUPODFBRVBSUFSCFGPSF EBZPG
FBDI RVBSUFS BOE TIPVME NBJOUBJO BO BDDPVOU PG TUBUJPOBSZ SFDFJWFE BOE
EJTUSJCVUFECZQSFTFSWJOHEVQMJDBUFDPQJFTPGUIFJOEFOUTSFDFJWFEGSPNUIFTFDUJPOT 
FUD

 " TJNJMBS JOEFOU GPS UIF TUBUJPOFSZ SFRVJSFE GPS UIF VTF PG QBSMJBNFOUBSZ

GVODUJPOBSJFT PGGJDFST XJMM CF ESBXO CZ UIF 14T1"T BUUBDIFE UP UIFN "MM TFDUJPOT
TIPVME TFOE UIFJS JOEFOUT UP &YFDVUJWF TFDUJPO XIJDI TIBMM BSSBOHF UP EFMJWFS UIF
TUBUJPOBSZBSUJDMFTFYQFEJUJPVTMZUPUIFSFTQFDUJWFA4FDUJPOT


 5IF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS JODIBSHF PG &YFDVUJWF TFDUJPO XJMM LFFQ TUPDL PG

QSJOUFE GPSNT BOE TUBUJPOFSZ BOE TVQQMZ UIFN PO NPOUIMZ JOEFOUT )F TIPVME
DIFDLBMMPCTPMFUTGPSNTPODFBNPOUIBOEUSZUPQVUUIFNUPBMUFSOBUJWFVTFBTGBS
BTQPTTJCMF


 4UBUJPOBSZBOEGPSNTTVQQMJFEUP4FDUJPOTTIPVMECFLFQUVOEFSMPDLBOE

LFZJOUIFTFDUJPOVOEFSUIFDPOUSPMPGUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFSBOETIPVMECFEJTUSJCVUFE
BTQFSIJTPSEFST


 *U JT UIF SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ PG UIF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS PG 4FDUJPOT BOE UIF 6OEFS

4FDSFUBSZ UP TFF UIBU PSEFST SFHBSEJOH FDPOPNZ JO UIF VTF PG TUBUJPOFSZ BSUJDMFT 
GPSNT BOE SFHJTUFST BSF GPMMPXFE JNQMJDJUFMZ CZ TFDUJPOT 5IF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFS TIPVME
SFQPSUBCPVUBOZPGGJDJBMXIPJTHVJMUZPGOFHMFDUJOUIJTSFTQFDU


 %JTDJQMJOF BOE "UUFOEBODF  5IF QSFTDSJCFE PGGJDF IPVST BSFB GSPN 

BNUPQNPOBMMXPSLJOHEBZT


B  "OBUUFOEBODF3FHJTUFSJO,-4'PSN/PXJMMCFLFQUCZFWFSZ4FDUJPO

0GGJDFS GPS UIF TFDUJPO JO XIJDI UIF BUUFOEBODF PG FWFSZ NFNCFS PG UIF TUBGG
JODMVEJOH(SPVQ%4UBGGPOEVUZJOUIFTFDUJPOXJMMCFSFDPSEFE


C  &WFSZ NFNCFS PG UIF TUBGG TIPVME BUUFOE PGGJDF QVODUVBMMZ BOE NBSL IJT

BUUFOEBODF JO UIF BUUFOEBODF 3FHJTUFS BU  BN PS BU BOZ PUIFS IPVS UIBU NBZ
CFGJYFEJOGVUVSFBHBJOTUIJTOBNF








 *U JT BMTP QPJOUFE PVU UIBU OPU POMZ UIF TUBGG JT FYQFDUFE UP CF JO UIFJS

TFBUT BU  BN  CVU UIFZ TIPVME IBWF TUBSUFE UIFJS XPSL BU UIBU UJNF BOE OPU
NFSFMZNBEFUIFJSBQQFBSBODF


D  5IF "UUFOEBODF 3FHJTUFS TIPVME CF QMBDFE CFGPSF UIF #SBODI 0GGJDFS CZ

UIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFSNJOVUFTBGUFSUIFTUBSUPGUIFPGGJDFIPVST0GGJDJBMTBUUFOEJOH
PGGJDFUIFSFBGUFSIBWFUPTFFUIF#SBODIPGGJDFSBOETJHOUIF3FHJTUFSJOIJTQSFTFODF
NBLJOH UIF UJNF PG UIFJS BUUFOEBODF 5IF #SBODI PGGJDFS XJMM DIFDL UIF 3FHJTUFS 
NJOVUFT BGUFS UIF TUBSU PG UIF 0GGJDF IPVST BOE QVU B DSPTT BHBJOTU BCTFOUFFT BGUFS
XIJDI OP POF XJMM CF BMMPXFE UP NBSL UIF BUUFOEBODF 5IJT HSBDF UJNF BMMPXFE UP
NBSL UIF BUUFOEBODF JT POMZ UP UIBU FYDFQUJPOBM TJUVBUJPOT XIFSFJO  PO BDDPVOU PG
VOGPSFTFFO EJGGJDVMUJFT  (PWFSONFOU TFSWBOU DBOOPU BUUFOE UIF PGGJDF JO UJNF BOE JU
DBOOPUCFUSFBUFEBTSPVUJOHDPODFTTJPO


E  5IF QSBDUJDF PG QFSNJUUJOH PGGJDJBMT UP BUUFOE UIF PGGJDF MBUF PS UP MFBWF

FBSMZ IBT CFFO EJTDPOUJOVFE )BMGBEBZT $BTVBM -FBWF FGGFDUJWF VQUP PS GSPN 
QN PO BOZ XPSLJOH EBZ NBZ CF HSBOUFE 0GGJDJBMT BUUFOEJOH PGGJDF BGUFS UIF
"UUFOEBODF 3FHJTUFS JT DIFDLFE CZ UIF #SBODI 0GGJDFS CVU CFGPSF  QN XJMM CF
HSBOUFE IBMGBEBZT DBTVBM -FBWF *G OP DBTVBM -FBWF JT BU DSFEJU PG UIF PGGJDJBM  UIF
PGGJDJBMXJMMGPSGFJUBEBZTMFBWFPGBOZPUIFSLJOEBUIJTDSFEJUBOEJGOPPUIFSLJOEPG
MFBWFBMTPJTBUUIFDSFEJUPGUIFPGGJDJBM UIFQFSJPEXJMMCFUSFBUFEBTMFBWFTXJUIPVU
BMMPXBODF


F  5IF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZBOE4FDUJPOPGGJDFSTTIPVMEEJSFDUUIF(SPVQ%4UBGG

XPSLJOH VOEFS UIFN UP BUUFOE PGGJDF IBMGBOIPVS FBSMJFS UIBO UIF QSFTDSJCFE PGGJDF
IPVST


 5IF(SPVQ%TUBGGTIPVMEHFUUIFSPPNTPGUIFTFDUJPOTBOEPGUIF6OEFS

4FDSFUBSJFT PQFOFE CZ UIF XBUDINBO JO UIFJS QSFTFODF 4JNJMBSMZ  JO UIF FWFOJOH
UIFZTIPVMEMFBWFPGGJDFPOMZBGUFSUIFSPPNTBSFMPDLFECZUIFXBUDINBO


 /PNFNCFSPGUIFTUBGGTIPVMEMFBWFUIFPGGJDFEVSJOHPGGJDFIPVSTXJUIPVU

UIFQFSNJTTJPOPGUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS0GGJDJBMTBSFBMMPXFEUPBWBJMUIFNTFMWFTPGBO
JOUFSWBM PG UISFF GPVSUI PG BO IPVS CFUXFFO  QN BOE  QN EBJMZ GPS UBLJOH
MVODIPSTOBDLT4FDUJPO0GGJDFSTTIPVMETFFUIBUUIJTQFSJPEPGJOUFSWBMJTVOEFSOP
DJSDVNTUBODFTFYDFFEFE


 "OZ NFNCFS PG UIF TUBGG NBZ CF SFRVJSFE UP XPSL PWFSUJNF XIFO UIF

CVTJOFTT PG UIF 0GGJDF EFNBOET JU BOE UIF 4FDUJPO 0GGJDFST BSF BVUIPSJTFE UP DBMM
VQPOUIFJSPGGJDJBMTUPXPSLPWFSUJNFPOTVDIPDDBTJPOT








 5IF QPTUT JO (SPVQ % TFSWJDF IBWF EJGGFSFOU %FTJHOBUJPOT TVDI BT

%BMBZBUT  "UUFOEFST  FUD  BOE DBSSZ EJGGFSFOU TDBMFT PG QBZ )PXFWFS  BMM FNQMPZFFT
JO UIJT (SPVQ TIPVME  XIFOFWFS DBMMFE VQPO UP EP TP BUUFOE UP BOZ PG UIF EVUJFT
XIJDIB(SPVQ%0GGJDJBMJTFYQFDUFEUPEPSFHBSEMFTTPGUIFJSEFTJHOBUJPO


 0GGJDJBMTPGUIF4FDSFUBSJBUBSFTVQQMJFEXJUIJEFOUJUZ$BSETGPSBENJTTJPO

BOEGSFFDPWFOBOUJOUIF4FDSFUBSJBU


 /P QFSTPO PUIFS UIBO B 4FDSFUBSJBU 0GGJDJBM TIPVME CF BENJUUFE JOUP BOZ

4FDUJPOPGUIFPGGJDFXJUIPVUBQFSNJUGSPNUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZDPODFSOFE


 0GGJDFSTPGBOEBCPWFUIFSBOLPG6OEFS4FDSFUBSZBSFUPJOUFSWJFXWJTJUPST

UPUIF4FDSFUBSJBUPO0GGJDJBMCVTJOFTTCFUXFFOBOEQN5IFSFTIPVMECF
OP JOUFSWJFXT XJUI TUBGG NFNCFST PG UIF 4FDSFUBSJBU CFMPX UIF SBOL PG 6OEFS
4FDSFUBSZ8JUIBWJFXUPPCWJBUJOHJODPOWFOJFODF BTGPSBTQPTTJCMF OPNFFUJOHTPG
0GGJDFSTTIPVMECFDPOWFOFEEVSJOHUIFIPVSTGJYFEGPSJOUFSWJFX

DIVULGING OF INFORMATION AND UNAUTHORISED USE OF
OFFICIAL DOCUMENT


 .FNCFST PG UIF 4FDSFUBSJBU FTUBCMJTINFOU NVTU SFNFNCFS UIBU UIFZ BSF

TVCKFDU UP UIF QSPWJTJPOT PG UIF *OEJBO 0GGJDJBMT 4FDSFUT "DU    BOE UIF
,BSOBUBLB$JWJM4FSWJDFT $POEVDU 3VMFT BOEBSFQSFDMVEFEGSPNEJWVMHJOHUP
PVUTJEFST PS UP PUIFS (PWFSONFOU 4FSWBOUT BOZ JOGPSNBUJPO XIFUIFS FYQSFTTMZ
NBSLFE DPOGJEFOUJBM PS OPU  UIBU NBZ DPNF UP UIFJS LOPXMFEHF JO UIFJS PGGJDJBM
DBQBDJUZ 5IFJS BUUFOUJPO JT QBSUJDVMBSMZ JOWJUFE UP 3VMF  PG UIF ,BSOBUBLB $JWJM
4FSWJDFT $POEVDU 3VMFT 


 0GGJDJBMT BSF TUSJDUMZ QSPIJCJUFE GSPN UBLJOH PGGJDJBM QBQFST PVUTJEF UIF

PGGJDFT PO BOZ BDDPVOU (B[FUUFE PGGJDFST PG BOE BCPWF UIF TUBUVT PG 6OEFS
4FDSFUBSJFT NBZ  IPXFWFS  UBLF TVDI QBQFST IPNF GPS TUVEZ PO UIFJS PXO
SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ 8IFSFWFS BOZ GJMF IBT UP CF TIPXO UP UIF "EWPDBUF(FOFSBM PS BOZ
(PWFSONFOU1MFBEFSPVUTJEFTUIF4FDSFUBSJBU BSFTQPOTJCMF(B[FUUFE0GGJDFSTIPVME
UBLFJUQFSTPOBMMZTIPXOIJNUIFOFDFTTBSZQBQFSTBOECSJOHUIFGJMFCBDLXJUIIJN
GPS OP BDDPVOU  4FDSFUBSJBU OPUFT NBZ CF MFGU XJUI UIF "EWPDBUF (FOFSBM PS BOZ
(PWFSONFOUQMFBEFS0VUTJEFUIF 4FDSFUBSJBUBSFTQPOTJCMF(B[FUUFE 0GGJDFS TIPVME
UBLF JU QFSTPOOBMZ TIPXO IJN UIF OFDFTTBSZ QBQFST BOE CSJOH UIF GJMF CBDL XJUI
IJN0OOPBDDPVOU 4FDSFUBSJBUOPUFTNBZCFMFGUXJUIUIF"EWPDBUF(FOFSBMPSBOZ
PUIFS(PWFSONFOU1MFBEFS






249. All Government servants in Karnataka State service shall take on oath of
Allegiance to the Indian Union. (Please see Appendix 9)
THE PRESS AND THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLICITY AND INFORMATION



250. The press room attached to the Karnataka Government Secretariat is

under the charge of the Director of Information and publicity.
(i) Copies of every order which is of general pubic interest shall be sent to
the Director of Information and Publicity under the orders of the Secretariat Officer
concerned.
(ii) No order shall be sent to the Director of Information and publicity before
it is communicated to the officers of Secretariat to whom it is addressed.
(iii) Legislature Committee Reports may be communicated to the Director of
Information and publicity only after they have been circulated to the Members of
Legislature or presented to the House.
251. GRANT OF INTERVIEWS OR SUPPLY OF OFFICIAL INFORMATION TO
THE PRESS : No one except the Chairman, Legislative Council, Speaker,
Legislative Assembly, Chairmen of Committees of Legislature and the Secretary
should gives any information be accessible to the press correspondents, and
representatives or the press Associations. If Press correspondents apply to any
subordinates officer for any information they should be referred to the Secretary.
Secretary is however free to give unofficial information and guidance to the press
generally or to selected representatives.
252. LEAVE AND HOLIDAYS: Absence without leave is an infringement of
discipline, which, unless a satisfactory explanation is forthcoming, will be seriously
dealt with.
253. Leave must be applied for and get sanctioned before it is availed of
excepting casual leave necessitated by medical grounds.
254. The Section Officer concerned may sanction casual leave to all officials
working under him.
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APPENDIX – 1
THE FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF SECTION OFFICER INCHARGE
OF R & I SECTION
3FDFJQU3FHJTUSBUJPOBOEEJTUSJCVUJPOPGUBQQBMUPBMMUIF4FDUJPOT
 $POUSPM BOE TVQFSWJTJPO PG UIF 3FDFJQUT BOE *TTVF 4FDUJPO JODMVEJOH
5ZQJOHQPPM
 4PSUJOH PVU %FNJPGGJDJBM BOE DPOGJEFOUJBM MFUUFST BOE EFMJWFSJOH UIFN UP
UIFBQQSPQSJBUFPGGJDFST
1VUUJOHVQJNQPSUBOUDPNNVOJDBUJPOTUPUIF6OEFS4FDSFUBSZJODIBSHFPG
UIF 4FDUJPO BU UIF UBQQBM TUBHF JUTFMG TP UIBU IF DBO QVU UIFN VQ UP UIF
4FDSFUBSZBOEPUIFSPGGJDFST
&OTVSJOHUIBUUFMFHSBNTBOEPUIFSJNQPSUBOUSFGFSFODFTJOWPMWJOHVSHFODZ
BOE UJNF MJNJUT BSF CSPVHIU UP UIF OPUJDF PG UIF DPODFSOFE PGGJDFST
JNNFEJBUFMZBGUFSUIFJSSFDFJQU
%FTQBUDIJOHPGGBJSDPQJFTBOESFUVSOUPDPODFSOFE4FDUJPOT BGUFTS BGGJYJOH
A*TTVF4FBM


$POTPMJEBUJPOPGNPOUIMZBSSFBSTTUBUFNFOUT



5PNBJOUBJOVQUPEBUFTUBNQ"DDPVOUT

APPENDIX – II
CONSTITUENTS OF THE INDEX SLIP


J  "O *OEFY 4MJQ JT DPNQPTFE PG UXP QBSUT  OBNFMZ B  5JUMF BOE C  5JUMF
OVNCFSBOEEBUFPGPSEFS $JSDVMBS FUD 


J  5JUMF PG 'JMF  5IF 4VCKFDU HJWFO UP B GJMF JT DBMMFE JUT A5JUMF *U TIPVME CF BT
CSJFG BT QPTTJCMF CVU TIPVME HMBODF TVGGJDJFOU JOEJDBUJPOT PG UIF DPOUFOUT PG
UIFUJUMFTPBTBOBJEUPJUTJEFOUJGJDBUJPO5IFA5JUMFTIPVMECFEJWJEFEJOUP B 
A)FBE

C  A4VC)FBE PS A4VC)FBET BOE

D  A$POUFOU JO UIF GPMMPXJOH

NBOOFS


B  )FBE 5IF JNQPSUBOU XPSE UIBU JT QMBDFE GJSTU JO UIF UJUMF  CZ XIJDI JUT
BMQIBCFUJDBM  QPTJUJPO JO UIF JOEFY JT EFUFSNJOFE BOE PO XIJDI QSJNBSJMZ
EFQFOET UIF QPTTJCJMJUZ PG GJOEJOH UIF UJUMF JO UIF JOEFY  JT DBMMFE UIF A)FBE
5IFA)FBENVTUCFBXPSEPSXPSETUIBUXJMMOBUVSBMMZPDDVSUPBOZPOFXIP
XBOUTUIFQBQFS*UNVTUCFUPPXJEF








C  4VC)FBE 5IF A)FBE XJMM CF GPMMPXFE CZ B A4VC)FBE PS A4VC)FBET
XIJDI TIPVME CF NPSF JOEJDBUJWF PG UIF QSFDJTF TVCKFDU  PG UIF GJMF UIFO UIF
A)FBE*OTFMFDUJOHA4VC)FBETUIFDPOTJEFSBUJPOUPCFCPSOFJONJOEXJMMCF
UIF TBNF BT JO TFMFDUJOH UIF AIFBE WJ[  UIBU UIF XPSE PS XPSET TFMFDUFE
TIPVMECFTVDIBTBSFMJLFMZUPTUSJLFBOZPOFJOOFFEPGUIFQBQFSTDPOUBJOFE
UIFGJMF8IFSFJUJTOFDFTTBSZUPIBWFNPSFUIBOPOFTVCIFBEJOBUJUMF UIF
XJEFS BOE NPSF BCTUSBDU TIPVME HFOFSBMMZ DPNF CFGPSF UIF OBSSPXFS BOE
NPSFPODSFUF



D $POUFOU"GUFSUIFAIFBEBOEATVCIFBEXJMMDPNFUIFA$POUFOU5IJTNVTU
CFBTCSJFGBTDPNQBUJCMFXJUIFYQSFTTJOHDMFBSMZUIFFYBDUTVCKFDUPGUIFGJMF
*GBDPOUFYUTIPXTBUBHMBODF MJLFBOFXTQBQFSIFBEMJOF UIFFYBDUTVCKFDU
PG UIF QBQFS  JU JT HPPE DPOUFOU " DPOUFOU XPSEFE JO HFOFSBM UFSNT JT PG UJUMF
QSBDUJDBM VTF  GPS JG JU EPFT OPU EJTUJOHVJTI B GJMF GSPN PUIFST SFMBUJOH UP
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UIF4FDUJPODPOUSPMMFEQSPQFSMZ 


 "SFIPNFBEESFTTFTPGUIF0GGJDJBMTLFQUJOUIF4FDUJPO 



 )BWFBMMUIFUBQQBMTSFDFJWFEJOUIFTFDUJPOCFFOBDDPVOUFEGPSFWFSZEBZ

"SFSFDFJQUTXIJDITIPVMEOPUCFEJBSJTFE FOUFSFEJOUIF%JBSZ 


 )BWFJNQPSUBOUSFDFJQUTOPUFEJOIJTQFSTPOBMOPUF#PPLPS%FTL%JBSZ 



 )BT XPSL JO TFDUJPO FWFOMZ EJTUSJCVUFE BNPOH UIF 4FOJPS "TTJTUBOUT BOE

"TTJTUBOUTBMMPUUJOHEFGJOJUFTVCKFDUUPCFEFBMUCZFBDIPGUIFN 


 "SFh1SJPSJUZhNBSLJOHNBEFPOSFDFJQUTBOEGJMFTXIFOFWFSOFDFTTBSZ 



 "SFBMMGJMFTPQFOFEVOEFSBQQSPQSJBUF'JMF)FBEJOHT



 "SFUJUMFJOUIFGJMFTBOEGJMFSFHJTUFSTHJWFODPSSFDUMZ



 "SFJOTUSVDUJPOTPGIF)JHIFS0GGJDFSTPOSFDFJQUTCSPVHIUPVUJOUIF/PUF

4IFFU 


 "SFGJMFTTVCNJUUFEUPUIF)JHIFS0GGJDFSTJOBQSPQFSBOEDPNQMFUFGPSN 



 "SFBMMBQQSPWFEESBGUTJTTVFEQSPQFSMZBOEQSPNQUMZ 



 "SF60GJMFTTFOUEJSFDUMZUPUIF4FDUJPODPODFSOFE 



 "SFBMMDPNNVOJDBUJPOTDPSSFDUMZNBSLFE 



 "SFXFFLMZBOENPOUIMZBSSFBSTMJTUQVUVQSFHVMBSMZBOEJOUJNF 



 "SF$BMM#PPLBOE4FDUJPO/PUF#PPL FUD TDSVUJOJTFEFWFSZNPOUI



 "SF'JMF3FHJTUFST .PWFNFOU3FHJTUFST FUD NBJOUBJOFEQSPQFSMZ



 "SF TUBOEJOH (VBSE 'JMFT NBJOUBJOFE GPS FBDI PG UIF TVCKFDUT EFBMU JO

4FDUJPOBOE8IFUIFSUIFZBSFVQUPEBUF 








 "SF UIF "TTJTUBOUT %JBSJFT BOE 5BCMFTh DIFDLFE QFSJPEJDBMMZ GPS QFOEJOH

QBQFSTBOEGJMFT 


 "SF PCTFSWBUJPOT NBEF CZ )JHIFS 0GGJDFST JO JOTQFDUJPO SFQPSUT PG UIF

4FDUJPOBSFDBSSJFEPVUQSPNQUMZ 




























FORM No. 1
DELIVERY BOOK
-JTU PG SFDFJQUT SFDFJWFE BOE TVCNJUUFE UP UIF PGGJDF PS EJTUSJCVUFE JO UIF
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@4FDUJPOPO@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

4FDUJPOUPXIJDIPS
0GGJDFSUPXIPN
SFDFJQUTBSFTFOU



.FNCFSPG

5PUB/VNCFSPG

4JHOBUVSFPGUIF

SFDFJQUTTFOU

SFDFJQUTTFOU

SFDFJWFS
















 





















FORM No. 2
Register of Letters, Files, etc., received in the _____________________ Section
Machine
Number

Progressive
Number

No. & Date of
Communication

From
whom
received

Subject
matter in
brief

To whom
passed

File
number

Disposal
with date

Remarks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9




 









































%BUF@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

FORM No. 3
'*-&3&(*45&3
4UBOEBSE)FBEJOH@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

File No.

Subject

1

2

Date of Opening/Closing

3

4

Classification (and
year of destruction)
5
















/# 'PS h$h GJMFT POMZ 8IFO B h$h GJMF JT BDUVBMMZ XFFEFE PVU UIF FOUSZ JO UIF
DPMVNO TIPVME CF TDPSFE PVU BOE UIF GBDU PG EFTUSVDUJPO JOEJDBUFE UIVT
%FTUSPZFE










FORM No. 4
FILE MOVEMENT REGISTER
File No.

Subject

To whom
Sent

Date

To whom
sent

Date








To whom
sent

Date

To whom
sent

Date

FORM No. 5
Movement Register to be maintained by Personal Assistants of Deputy Secretaries and Higher Officers
Sl.

File or Diary No.

To whom passed

Remarks

2

3

4

No.
1



















FORM No. 6
WEEKLY ARREARS STATEMENT
Name of Section:
Week ending:
Sl.
No.

1

Name of
the
Assistant

2

P.F. from
previous
week

3

Received
during the
week

4

Initials of
the
Assistant

Number of Receipts / Cases

Total

Dealt with
during the
week

Balance
on hand

5 days
and under

Over 5 days

5

6

7

8

9

10

%FUBJMTPGPWFSEBZTSFDFJQUTDBTFTTIPVMECFJOUIFBQQFOEJYUPUIJTGPSN 'PSN/P 


/PUF 3FDFJQUTDBTFTSFUVSOFEUPUIF"TTJTUBOUTPGSFFYBNJOBUJPOTIPVMEBMTPCFJODMVEFE






4JHOBUVSFPGUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS






FORM No. 7
APPENDIX TO WEEKLY APPEAR STATEMENT
Details of Receipts/Cases in hand for more than five days (Vide column 9 of the weekly Arrear Statement)
Sl.
No.
1

Dairy/File No.

Date from
which pending

Brief Subject

2

3

4

Reason for delay

Remarks of
Section Officer/
Branch Officer

Action taken
on Remarks of
S.O./B.O.

5

6

7


/".&0'5)&"44*45"/5















FORM No. 8
MONTHLY STATEMENT OF CASES PENDING DISPOSED FOR OVER A MONTH
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyy4FDUJPO
'JMF%BJSZ/Pyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy%BUFPGDPNNFODFNFOUPG SFDFJQU
yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
4VCKFDUyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Date



With whom and since when



Reasons for delay













)FSFXJMMCFFOUFSFEUIFEMBTUEBUFPGNPOUIGPSXIJDIUIFMJTUJTQSFQBSFE






Remarks of Branch or
Higher Officers


FORM No. 9
MONTHLY ARREAR STATEMENT OF CASES PENDING FOR OVER A MONTH
Office of the -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sl.
No.

File Number

Date of receipt
of file

Subject

Reasons for pendency, if any

1

2

3

4

5

Total

Periodwise pendency
i) Over one month but below 3 months
ii) More than three months






FORM No. 10
CALL BOOK

SL.
No.

File Number

Date of
Commencement
of file

1

2

3

Subject

Reasons
why no
further
action can
be taken
for over 6

4

5

















Date on
which
action is
to be

Directions
of higher
officer at
the time

Date of
restarting
action

Remarks

6

7

8

9

FORM No. 11
REGISTER OF PERIODICAL RETURNS RECEIPTS
Department of --------------------------------------------------------------------- Year --------------------- Section ------------------------------------

Sl.
No.

Description

Authority from
whom due to
whom sent

1

2

3

File No.
containing
authority and
procedure
4

Current file

Month and date
due to be sent

Remarks (reminders
issued, date finally
received, sent)

5

6

7

















FORM No. 12
Quarterly Inspection by the Section Officer
#SBODI4FDUJPO
%BUFPG*OTQFDUJPO
%BUFPG-BTU*OTQFDUJPO
/BNFPGUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS
%BUFPGQPTUJOHUP4FDUJPO
3FBTPOGPSUIFWBDBODZ JGBOZ


 /VNCFSPG4FOJPS"TTJTUBOUT





 "TTJTUBOUT





 +VOJPS"TTJTUBOUT





 "UUBOEBODF3FHJTUFS







B *TJUQSPQFSMZNBJOUBJOFE







C "DUJPOUBLFOBHBJOTUMBUF





 BUUFOEFST JGBOZJOUIF



 QSFWJPVTRVBSUFS



 4FDUJPO%JBSZ



  /FBUBOE5JEZ





  "SFDPMVNOTVUJMJTFEQSPQFSMZ





  4VCKFDUTHJWFOCSJFGMZBOEDMFBSMZ 



  'JMF/PHJWFOBHBJOTUFBDIFOUSZ 



  *TEBUFJTEJTQPTBMHJWFOBHBJOTU 



 FBDIFOUSZ



  *TOBUVSFPGEJTQPTBMJOEJDBFE





 DPSSFDUMZ  UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 





  "SFSFDFJQUTNBEFPWFSUP





 "TTJTUBOUTPOUIFTBNFEBZ 



  UPCFUFTUDIFELFE 











   *TEJBSZUFTUFEDIFDLFECZUIF



 6OEFS4FDSFUBSZFWFSZNPOUI 



  *OJUJBMTPGUIF0GGJDFSJOUPLFO



 PGUIFDIPDLUPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 



   "SFSFDFJQUTXIJDIBSFOPUUP



 



 



 /PPGSFDFJQUTSFDFJWFEJO



 

UIF4FDUJPOEVSJOHFBDIPGUIF



 

QSFDFEJOHUISFFDBMFOEFSNPOUIT





CFEJBSJTFECFJOHEJBSJTFE 
UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 

 "TTJTUBOUhT%JBSZ







   "SFBMMEFBMJOHIBOET



 

NBJOUBJOJOHUIF"TTJTUBOUhT



 

%JBSZ



   *OQSPQFSGPSN 





   /FBUBOE5JEZ 





   "SFQBSUJDVMBSTHJWFOJOBMM



 





DPMVNOTPGUIF%JBSZ

 'JMF3FHJTUFS





   .BJOUBJOFEOFBUMZ 





   "SFGJMFTPQFOFEVOEFS





 



 



   "SFGJMFTQSFDJTFBOEFYQSPTTJWF



 

PGTVCKFDUNBUUFSEFBMUIXJUIJO



 

UIFGJMF UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 



   "SF3FDPSE$MBTTJGJDBUJPOBOE



 

%BUFPGEFTUSVDUJPOJOEJDBUFEJO



 

UIFBQQSPQSJBUFDPMVNOTDMFBSMZ



 

BOEDPSSFDUMZ  UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 



   "SFEBUFPGPQFOJOHBOEDMPTJOH



 



 

BQQSPQSJBUFTVCKFDUTZNCPMT 
UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 

PGGJMFTHJWFODPSSFDUMZ
UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 


















  'JMF.PWFNFOU3FHJTUFS





   .BJOUBJOFEOFBUMZ





   "SFNPWFNFOUTPGGJMFTNBSLFE





 



 



   "SFQBSUGJMFTBNBMBNBUFEXJUI



 

NBJOGJMFTBUUIFFBSMJFTU



 

PQQPSUVOJUZBOEOFDFTTBSZ



 

FOUSJFTNBEFJOUIF3FHJTUFS



 



   *TUSBDJOHPGGJMFTFBTZUPCF



 

UFTUDIFDLFEBOESFTVMUTTIPVME



 

CFSFDPSEFEJOUIFGPMMPXJOHGPSN

Sl.
No.



DPSSFDUMZBOEJOUJNF
UPCFDIFDLFE 

UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 

File No.







To whom marked in
file movement
Register


Whether actually
traced from the
place marked










  8FFLMZ"SSFBST4UBUFNFOU







(PUISPVHIUIFMBTUXFFLMZ



 BSSFBSTTUBUFNFOU 



   *TJUNBJOUBJOFEJOUIF



 

BQQSPQSJBUFGPSNBOETVCNJUUFE



 

SFHVMBSMZ 



   "SFSFBTPOTGPSEFMBZHJWFOJOUIF 



 



   "SFEJSFDUJPOTHJWFOCZ



 

4064GPSRVJDLEJTQPTBMPG



 

EFMBZFESFDFJQUT



   "SFUIFTFEJSFDUJPOTCFJOH



 



DBTFPGPWFSEBZTSFDFJQUDBTFT




GPMMPXFE UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 






Remark





   8BTUIFOVNCFSPGSFDFJQUTDBTFT 



 

*OIBOEXJUIBOZ"TTJTUBOU



 

VOEVMZIFBWZMBTUXFFLFOE 







   "OZTVHHFTUJPOTCZ*OTQFDUJOH



 

0GGJDFSUP*NQSPWFUIF4UBUFPG



 

"GGBJST 







  .POUIMZTUBUFNFOUPGQFOEJOHDBTFT 





   "SFUIF4UBUFNFOUCSPVHIUVQUP



 

EBUFBOETVCNJUUFESFHVMBSMZ 







   8BTUIFMBTUTUBUFNFOUTVCNJUUFE



 

JOUJNF 





   "SFUIFZTVCNJUUFEUP





 

B %FQVUZ4FDSFUBSZ





 

C +PJOU4FDSFUBSZ





 

D "EEJUJPOBM4FDFSFUBSZ





 

E 4FDSFUBSZ







   "SFEJSFDUJPOTHJWFOCZ0GGJDFST



 

GPSFYQFEJUJOHEFMBZFEDBTFTBOE



 

XIFUIFSBDUJPOJTUBLFOUIFSFPO 



 



UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE





   "SFUIFTFTUBUFNFOUEJTDVTTFE



 

BUUIFQFSJPEJDBMNFFUJOHTPG



 

0GGJDFST







   8IBUJTUIFQPTJUJPOSFHBSEJOH



 

QFOEJOHDBTFTBUUIFFOEPGUIF



 

QSPDFEJOHNPOUI 1MFBTFHJWF



 

EFUBJMTCFMPX








"UUIFUJNFPG

"UUIFUJNFPG

1SFTFOU

MBTUJOTQFDUJPO

MBTU2VBSUFSMZ

QPTJUJPO

JOTQFDUJPO


/PPGDBTFTQFOEJOHEJTQPTBM







CFUXFFOBOENPOUIT


EPNPOUIT









EPNPOUIT









EPZFBSZFBST









EPPWFSZFBST















5PUBM








  3FHJTUFSPG3FQPSU3FUVSOT







 BOE3FUVSOT 



(PUISPVHI5IF3FHJTUFSPG3FQPSUT





   .BJOUBJOFEOFBUBOE5JEZ



   *TJUVQUPEBUF










   "OZJOTUBODFPG3FQPSUT3FUVSOT 



 



 

OPUTFOUSFDFJWFEJOUJNF
UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 







   5IBUTUFQTBSFUBLFOUPSFOEFS



 



SFQPSUTSFUVSOTJOUJNF





   "OZTVHHFTUJPOUPJNQSPWFTUBUF



 



PGBGGBJST JGOPUGPVOETBUJTGBDUPSZ






  3FDPSEJOHBOE*OEFYJOH (PUISPVHI



 UIFMJTUPGSFDPSETGJMFTJOUIFTFDUJPO 





   5IBUJTUIFQSFTFOUQPTJUJPO





 

SFHBSEJOHBOEJOEFYJOHQMFBTF



 

PCUBJOUIFGPMMPXJOHEFUBJMT



 

* /VNCFSPGGJMFTSFDPSEFEBOE



 

JOEFYFEEVSJOHUIFMBTU



 

NPOUIT



 

** /VNCFSPGTVDIGJMFTTFOUUP



 

3FDPSET4FDUJPO



 

*** /VNCFSPGDMPTFEGJMFTQFOEJOH



 

BOEJOEFYJOHGJOBMSFDPSEJOH















   *TUIF4FDUJPOJOBSSFBSJOSFHBSE 



 

UPSFDPSEJOHUIFJOEFYJOH





   *TUIFQPTJUJPOTBUJTGBDUPSZ







   "SFBMMGJMFTJOEFYFECFGPSF



 

TUJUDIJOHXIFSFJOEFYJOHJT



 

OFDFTTBSZ





   "SFJOEFYTMJQTLFQUQSPQFSMZ



 



BSSBOHFE





   (FUUISFFSFDFOUMZSFDPSEFEGJMFT



 

BOEWFSJGZXIFUIFS













 



*  1BQFSTBSFQSPQFSMZBOE





 



 

 **  3FGFSODFBSFQSPQFSMZHJWFO

 

***  1BHFTBSFOVNCFSEQSPQFSMZ 

 

*7  1SPQFSMZBOETBGFMZTUJUDIFE





 

 7  6OOFDFTTBSZQBQFSTBSF





 





 

7*  1FSWJPVTBOEMBUFSFGFSFODF





 







 

7** $MBTTJGJDBUJPOGPSSFDPSEJT



 



 HJWFOXJUIEVFDBSFBOEJO



 



 LFFQJOHXJUIUIFJNQPSUBODF



 



 PGUIFDBTFT



 

7***  8IFUIFS$MPTVSFDFSUJGJDBUJPO



 





 

*9  5IFZFBSPGEFTUSVDUJPOJT



 





 

 9  5IFJOEFYFEDFSUJGJDBUFIBT



 





 

9*  "SFJOEFYTMJQTQSFQBSFE





 





 OFBUMZBSSBOHFE















 XFFEFEPVU



 HJWFOPOUIFDPWFS






 JTSFDPSEFEPOUIFDPWFS





 JOEJDBUFEPOUIFDPWFSDMFBSMZ 





 CFFOHJWFOPOUIFDPWFS

 QSPQFSMZ





 8FFEJOHPVUPGVOXBOUFE3FDPSET



 1BQFST



  "SFUIFNPOUIMZGJMJOH



  'PMEFSTXFFEFEPVUJOUJNF






 EFTUSPZFE  UPCF
 UFTUDIFDLFE 
  %PFTUIF4FDUJPOHJWFUIF



 BQQFBSBODFPGCFJOH



 DPSXEFEXJUIVOXBOUFE



 QBQFST UPDPOEVDUB



 QIZTJDBMDIFDLPGUIFSPPN 



  "SFVOXBOUFEQBQFST



 QVCMJDBUJPOTCPPLTQSPQFSMZ



 XFFEFEPVUPODFBOOVBMMZ 



 8IFOXBTUIFMBTUXFFEJOH



 DPOEVDUFE *TUIFSF



 CBDLMPH 







  "OZTVHHFTUJPOBCPVU



 h4DBUUFSJOHhPShEVNQJOHh



 PGSFDPSETQBQFSTCPPLT



 JGBOZ JOUIF4FDUJPO 







 4FDUJPO%JBSZ/PUF#PPL





   .BJOUBJOFEOFBUBOEUJEZ





   .BJOUBJOFEJO"MQIBCBUJDBM0SEFS 





   *TJUVQUPEBUF QBHFTUPCF







 

UVSOFEPWFSUPTQPUBOZSFDFOU









 

FOUSJFT"MTPUIJOLPGBOZJNQPSUBOU







 

EFDJTJPOSFDFOUMZUBLFOBOEWFSJGZ 







 

JUUIFZBSFJODMVEFE 
































   "SFEFDJTJPOTFOUFSFE




















 
 

B 1SFTJDTF 

 











 

C $MFBS 





 

D 6OEFSBQQSPQSJBUFIFBETUPCF 



 

UFTUDIFDLFE



   )PXEPFTUIFVOEFS4FDSFUBSZ



 

NBSLEFDJTJPOTGPSJODMVTJPOJO



 

UIFTFDUJPO/PUF#PPL 

















 (VBSE'JMF





   )PXNBOZBMSFBEZFYJTU







   )PXNBOZBSFVOEFSQSFQBSBUJPO



 

PSZFUUPCFQSFQBSFE "UUBDI



 

MJTUPGBQQSPWFEUZQFTVCKFDUT 





   "SFUIFZXFMMQSFQBSFEBOE



 



NBJOUBJOFE UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 






 3FGFSFODFCPPLT 3VMFTBOE



 3FHVMBUJPOT





   *TUIF4FDUJPOGVSOJTIFEXJUI





 

BMM3VMFT 3FHVMBUJPOTBOECPPLT



 

SFRVJSFEGPSJUTQSPQFSGVODUJPOJOH







   "SFUIFSFBOZEFGJDJFODFT *GTP 



 

4UBUFXIBUBSFUIFZ 























   *TBMJTUPGCPPLTQVCMJDBUJPOT



 



NBJOUBJOFE 





   "SFUIF3VMFT 3FHVMBUJPOT FUD 



 

NBOJOUBJOFEEVMZDPSSFDUFE



 

VQUPEBUF UPCFUFTUDIFDLFE 







   "SFUIFZNBJOUBJOFEDFOUSBMMZJO



 

POFQMBDFCZUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS



 

PSTDBUUFSFEPWFSUFUBCMFTPGFBDI



 

"TTJTUBOU







 $BMM#PPL







   *TUIFSFB$BMM#PPLJOUIF



 



4FDUJPO 





   "SFUIFSFBOZ DBTFTLFQUJOUIF







 





$BMM#PPLJOUIFSJHIUUZQF 





   "SFUIFSFBOZ DBTFTLFQUJO



 

UIF$BMM#PPLXIJDITIPVMEOPU



 

BQQSPQSJTUFMZCFJOJU 






 *OTQFDUJPOPG5BCMFPG"TTJTUBOUT







   *TJUEPOFCZUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS 



   *GTP BUXIBUJOUFSWBM 





   "OZQBQFSTGJMFTPOUBCMFTPG





 

"TTJUBOUTOPUBDDPVOUFEGPSJOUIF

 





 

 **  -BTUXFFLMZBSSFBST



 





 

***  -BTUNPOUIMZTUBUFNFOUPG



 












*  'JMF3FHJTUFS 







 4UBUFNFOU





 QFOEJOHDBTFT





 3PUBUJPOPG8PSL





   "SFEFBMJOH"TTJTUBOUTSPUBUFEUP



 

EJGGFSFOUJUFNTPGXPSLPS



 

FNQMPZFEPOUIFTBNFXPSLZFBS



 

BGUFSZFBS 



   "OZEFBMJOHQFSTPOEPJOHUIF



 

4BNFXPSLGPSNPSFUIBOZFBST 




















   *GTP 





 

B HJWFSFBTPOT



 

C 3FNBSLTPGJOTQFDUJOH0GGJDFS










 -FWFM+VNQJOH





   "SFUIFSFBOZ"TTJTUBOT



 

TVCNJUUJOHUIFJSGJMFTEJSFDU



 

UP6OEFS4FDSFUBSZ *GTP JTUIF



 

BSSBOHFNFOUXPSLJOHTBUJTGBDUPSJMZ





   $BOEJSFDUTVCNJTTJPOCF





 



FYUFOEFEUPPUIFSJUFNTPGXPSL 





 %JTQPTBMCZ$POEVDUPG





 4FDUJPO0GGJDFS





   5ZQFTPGSFDFJQUTDBTFTJGBOZ 





 



EFBMUXJUICZ40IJNTFMG





   /BUVSFPGSFDFJQUTDBTFT





 



   0UIFSJUFNTPGXPSL JGBOZ 



 

XIJDIDBOCFNPSVTFGVMMZEFBMU



 

XJUICZ40UPUSBJOBOECVJME



 

VQJOJUJBUJWFBOEDPOGJEFODFJOUIF



 

"TTJTUBOUXPSLJOHJOUIF4FDUJPO 

XBSSBOUJOHJOJUJBMBDUJPOCZ40






   $MBTTFTPGDBTFTEJTQPTFECZ40



 

)JNTFMG





   8IBUTUFQTBSFUBLFOCZ40UP



 

USBJOBOECVJMEVQJOJUJBUJWFBOE



 

DPOGJEFODFJOUIF"TTJTUBOUT



 

XPSLJOHJOUIF4FDUJPO





   "OZTVHHFTUJPOTGPSGVSUIFS



 

EFMFHBUJPOPGQPXFSTUP40





 4VHHFTUJPOT JGBOZ GPS





 JNQMFNFOUBUJPO



 (FOFSBM"TTFTNFOU








%"5&



 







4*(/"563&0'*/41&$5*/(0''*$&3

FORM No. 13
HALF YEARLY INSPECTION BY THE UNDER SECRETARY




 %BUFPG*OTQFDUJPO



 /BNFPGUIF4FDUJPO



 /BNFPGUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS













 )PXNBOZQPTUTBSFWBDBOU TJODF



 XIFOBSFUIFZWBDBOU  QMFBTF



 JOEJDBUFUIFQPTJUJPODBUFHPSZXJTF 







 8IFUIFSUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFSIBT



 JOTQFDUFETFDUJPO JGTP EBUFTPG



 RVBSUFSMZJOTQFDUJPOTCZUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFS






 )BWFBMMUIFEFGFDUTOPUJDFEUIFSFJOBSF
 SFDUJGJFE 






 8IFUIFSUIFGPMMPXJOHBSFNBJOUBJOFE
 1SPQFSMZ





 B  8PSLEJTUSJCVUJPODIBSU



 C  4FDUJPO%JBSZ



 D  8FFLMZ"SSFBS4UBUFNFOU



 E  $BMM#PPL



 F  4FDUJPO/PUF#PPL



 G 



















4UBOEJOH(VBSE'JMF





 "SFSFNJOEFSTJTTVFEQFSJPEJDBMMZ







 /PPGDBTFTSFWJFXFEEVSJOHUIF



 QSFWJPVTRVBSUFSCVUGJOBMMZEJTQPTFE



 PGEVSJOHUIFTVCTFRVFOURVBSUFS





 8IFUIFSTVDIBSFWJFXSFQPSU



 GPSUIFQSFWJPVTRVBSUFSIBTCFFO



 TVCNJUUFEUPUIF%FQVUZ4FDSFUBSZ






 /PPGSFDFJQUTQFOEJOHJOUIFTFDUJPO
 GPSNPSFUIBOZFBST





 3FBTPOTGPSUIFQFOEFODZBOE



 4PMVUJPOTPGGFSFE













 "SFVOOFDFTTBSZQBQFSTCFJOH





 XFFEFEPVUQFSJPEJDBMMZBOEDMPTFE



 GJMFTTFBUUPUIF3FDPSET





 8IFUIFS$BOE33VMFTBSFGSBNFE  



 JGOPU XIBUJTUIFTUBHF





 %PFTUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFSHVJEFUIF





 TUBGGJOQVUUJOHVQDBTFT 





 %PFTUIF4FDUJPO0GGJDFSFODPVSBHF





 UIF"TTJTUBOUTJOWPJDJOHUIFJSWJFXT



 JOEFQFOEFOUMZPODBTFT UIFSFCZ



 HJWJOHBOJNQFUVTUPEFWFMPQJOJUJBUJWF





 (FOFSBMPCTFSWBUJPOGPSJNQSPWFNFOU 



 PGUIFXPSLJOHPGUIF4FDUJPO DPWFSFE
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